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Carefully instrumented tests 1,"ere perfomeri on straYlds of 

seven wire cons truction and cO!':lrarison mA.de between experi-

;,entA.l results And matherlr-lticRl modelling of strRnd response 

under tensile load. Strand geometries covered a practical 

rF1n.g'e of lay aTI(;les between 9.10 and 16.40
, and wire d.iameters, 

in 13.11 but one strand, were 3.94 mm (core) and 5.73 mm 

(helicals) • 

The test rig developed. for this prograflffie incorporated a 

strain gau€ed load cell for measurement of tensile load and 

torque generated in the strand in tension under conditions of 

fixed, free and partial torsional end restraint. An instrument 

was designed and developed for simultaneous measurement of 

strand extension and rotation. ,Other instrumentation included 

strain gauging of helical wire surfaces. 

Test results showed thAt strand extension in free end tests 

were up to 70;~ greater than that in fixed end tests and that 

extensions were greater for strands with lower helix angles. 

Torque generated was greater for strands of lower helix angle in 

fixed end tests as was rotation in free end tests. Surface 
," 

strains revealed uneven load sharing between helical wires, with 

strain ranges about the mean being greatest near strand end 

grips: Repeated loading of the strands did not decrease the 

unevenness of this loading. 

1.:athematical modelling of strand response was developed to 



(ii) 

take 2CCOunt of the ch<mge of I:elix angle under load, Poisson 

effects in I'rires, vdre flAttening uncier inter'Wire pressure and 

the effect of friction between core And helical wires. In 

fixed end tests, computed predictions underestimated strand 

extension by between O.l;,~ and 5.0:~, and overestimated generated 

torque by beheen 1.1;j and 4.55~. In free end tests, computed 

predictions overestimated extension by between O.8'/~ and 3.7'i~' 

~:Tea3u!"ed extensions v,ere closer to computed predictions than to 

pred.ictions which did not take account of Poisson effects, 

flattening and interwire friction, in tests over the whole range 

of end conditions, from fixed to torque-free. Computed pre

dictions overestimated. strand. rotation by between 8.5)~ and 

l2.7{. These cODparRtively large differences can be accounted 

for, in part, by the rotation of helical wires about their own 

axes as they roll over the core without slipping; this rotation 

is in the opposite sense to overall strand rotation. Helical 

wires were found to take a lov.er share of total strand load than 

that predicted. This is consisteni with differences noted above 

between predictions 2nd test results on strand extension and 

rotRtion. 

High speed photographs taken at strand fracture Rnd immediately 

Afterwards were obtained for one of the strands tested. These 

revealed transient rRdial out'!mrd displacement of helical wires 

('birdcaging') that CAnnot be detected by other means. 
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LIST OF SY1mOLS 

I Strand Geometry 

c;I.. Strand helix angle 

~ Strand lay angle (fo = -rr /2 -.,(,,) 

d Core wire diameter c 

dh Helical wire diameter 

Helical wire cross sectional area 

Ih Helical wire, second moment of area (diam.) 

(Ih =1rdh 4/64) 

J h Helical wire, second moment of area (polar) 

(Jh =1rd
h 
4/32 ) 

A Core wire cross sectional area (A· =1td 2/4) c c c 

J c Core wire, second moment of area (polar) (Jc =1t"dc
4/32) 

m No. of wires in strand 

II Material Constants 

E Young's modulus 

~ Poisson's ratio 

III Forces and Moments 

P Axial force in strand 

M Torque in s tr:md 

Tc Axial force in core 
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III Forces And l:'oments 

M Torque in core c 

T Axial force in helicAl wire 

G Bending moment component l 
. Shear force cooponent J Helix normal axis 

N 
, 

G 
, 

Bending moment component] 

Shear force component 
Helix bino~al axis 

N 

x 
, 

K 

y 

K 

Con tac t force component rer uni t length J 
Bending moment component per unit length 

Contact force component per unit length 1 
Bending moment component per unit lenGthJ 

Helix binormal 

axis 

He lix nomal 

axis 

Z Contact force per unit length pRrallel to vlire axis 

~ Torque nue to contact forces per unit length 

F Frictiol1C'.l force betvleen core wire ann eqch helical 

wire 
, 

F Frictional force per unit length of \lire surface 

IV Strains And DisplRce~ents 

E Strand axial strain 

Ec Core axial strain (E c =E ) 

~ Axial strain at Axis of helical ,yire 

E Axial strain on helical ~ire surface 
1-: 

E B Strain on helicAl ',"ire surface rue to be:'ld.ing 

~ Strand rotation 
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IV 5trpins and Displacements 

bx Change in str~md helix radius due to interwire 

contact 

k Helix wire curvature about normal axis 

k' Helix vlire curvature About binornal axis 

1( Helix twist (tortuosity) 

V RelAtive :."otion I3etveen GOY'e pn0 HelicAl ;;ires 

Linear distAnce betv!een a point on the helical 

wire FInd a point on core v;ire Rfter loading, 

which ,vere in contact before loading. 

C" o Linepr motion between wires per unit len.cth of 

helical vIire. 

Coefficient of friction between core Rnd helical 

wires. 

51 Torsional stiffness of core wire 

S2 Axial stiffness of core wire 

8, Bendin& stiffness of helical ~ire 

S4 'l'orsional stiff'nHs of helicel \~'ire 

C 8 S li:;, rM t i 0 

EX Flatteninf istiffness between wires 
c (' , . , 

(uffixes ap~licable to 0, 0', F and F above 

H Helical wire 

C Core wire 

1 Direction parallel to wire axis 
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Suffixes a9P1ic~b1e to S, Sf, ? qnd F' qbove 

T Direction tnnC8ntial to ~ire axis 

N No friction bet~een ~ires (lO~~ slip) 

F Friction ~resent but no 81i9 bet~een wires 

S Slip bet~een ~ires (friction present) 

P Due to axial load 
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CHAPl'ER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY 

1.1 Introduction 

Since Albert ( 1 ) successfully introduced wire ropes for 

use as mine winding ropes, their use as load bearing elements 

has proliferated in a large number of engineering applications. 

The strength of steel allied to the flexibility of a rope con-

struction, the geometry and wire size of which can be selected 

to suit the required use, give the engineer an extremely 

versatile component which can be incorporated into the design 

of a variety of structures and mechanisms. 

Although a wire rope is essentially an element for trans-

mitting a tensile load, the rope construction is such that the 

individual wires, which go to make up a rope, are subjected to 

bending, torsional and bearing loads, as well as tension. The 

magnitude and distribution of the stresses resulting from these 

loadings determine overall rope response, in terms of extension 

and, in 'certain circumstances, rotation. In the case of a rope 

subjected to cyclic loading, stress levels at the critical 

positions will also affect rope endurance. 
{~ \ 

Of particular interest to the rope designer are the stress 

levels and distribution at the rope ends where the tensile load 

is transferred to another component. For dynamic applications 

this is usually effected by winding the rope round a sheave and 

onto a drum. The bearing and frictional loads thus applied to 
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the rope, through the wires in the outer layer, further com- . 

plicate the stress distribution in all the individual wires of 

the rope. Terminations are applied at the ends of ropes in 

both static and dynamic applications; the mechanism of transfer 

from individual wires to the gripping medium of the termination 

can give rise to stress concentrations. 

Friction between wires can affect the complexity of the 

stress distribution and, hence, the rope response to load as 

well as rope endurance. Lubricant, used also as a protective 

against corrosion, can therefore constitute an important element 

of the rope design and of the recommendations on rope utilis

ation. 

The foregoing paragraphs indicate the wide scope available 

to workers engaged in research and development on wire ropes. 

The survey which follows refers to some of the work reported in 

this field. 

Other references, given in later chapters of the text, are 

concerned mainly with the development of equipment and testing 

techniques. 
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1.2 Historical 

Albert (1 ), a mining overseer in the Harz Mountains of 

Bavaria, appears to be the first successful manufacturer and user 

of iron in wire rope. Vieber ( 2 ) records that others theorised 

about its use before the 1830s, including Leonardo da Vinci in 

the 15th century, but that Albert deserves the greatest credit 

for having introduced it as a successful tool in industry. 

Forestier-~alker ( 3 ) tells of the Englishmen, George Smith, an 

engineer, and George Binkes, a cordage maker, who made wire rope 

in about 1830. Hov/ever, their ropes, made of relatively fine 

wires in conventional cord.age machinery, proved largely 

unsuccessful. Their parallel wire selvage ropes were too stiff 
\. 

and in their 'formed ropes', the soft iron wires broke up 

rapidly. Only in ships rigging were they used successfully. 

Albert's rope consisted of three strands having four wires 

each, of 0.144 in. diameter. Thirteen men were employed, who 

produced about 50 ft. in 1 hour. Albert was aware of the pro-

blems of wires twisting about their own individual axes and 

counteracted this by rotating the strand in the opposite direction 

during the laying process. Since he had availAble only short 

lengths of wire from which to produce the ropes required for mine 

shafts of 1400 ft. or more, frequent splicing was necessary. 

This he achieved by laying the new wire beside the old for 40 ins. 

and binding it with a few turns of thin wire; this latter 

being for easy location of join only, as transfer of load was 

achieved by interwire friction, the other wires providing 
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adequate normal forces within the plaited rope. Albert was also 

aware of corrosion problems and advocated the use of 'artificial 

grease or oily composition; and in default of those a mixture ••• 

two thirds of oil and one third of colophorium of resin.' This 

was intended as protection; lubrication of the individual wires 

of the rope did not appear to concern him. His experience with 

hemp ropes, chain ropes - which he also tested extensively - and 

wire ropes convinced him that the last of these proved best in 

terms of strength, endurance and overall cost. 

~eber ( 2 ) tells how Albert's ropes were sold to mines all 

over Europe. From the late l830s, however, others developed 

machinery which was capable of faster manufacture and complex 

constructions, involving 36 wires or more. Weber continues by 

tracing the major developments in wire rope machinery and ends by 

comparing the theoretical breaking load of Albert's rope, 6000 kp, 

with that of a not untypical modern rope (1974) of 383,000 kp. 

Forestier-Walker ( 3 ) records the history of the Wire Rope 

Industry in Great Britain from 1830 to 1952. The Industry 

flourished in the 19th century and no fewer than 46 companies 

Vlere in business until World War 1. The depressed state of the 

market after the war resulted in takeovers and amalgamations, the 

most notable of which was the British Ropes Conglomerate, fomed 

in 1924 by 8-companies, which has continued to absorb smaller 

finns since. 

Sayenga ( 4 ) traces the development of the Wire Rope 



Industry in the United States. The American pioneers in this 

field were largely influenced by Europeans and many of them 
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spent time in Germany, France a.nd Britain studying bridge design 

and the use of wire ropes in haulage and ropeway applications. 

Impressive achievements in the fields of suspension bridges, 

cable cars, shovels and draglines, among others, followed in the 

next 150 years. However Sayenga concludes by expressing concern 

about the future prospects of the Industry in America, where com

petition from Japan ~~d Korea pose a commercial threat to 

established home companies. 
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1.3 Review and Survey Papers 

Costello's ( 5 ) review paper on the Analytical Investigation 

of Wire Rope covers some of the theoretical papers up to 1978 on 

the subject of response to loading. These deal with strand and 

rope of mainly simple constructions subjected to tensile and 

torsional loading under conditions of both fixed and torque free 

ends. 

Bahke ( 6 ) lists more than 50 variables which affect the 

strength and endurance of wire rope. These corne under the seven 

major headings of wire material, treatment, construction, geometry 

tolerance, operating conditions, duty class and stress and stress-

ability in both static and dynamic loading. He reports that it 

has not been possible to obtain longer service from rope with 

alloy steel wire, under normal conditions in bending fatigue, than 

with rope from wire of plain carbon steel. His tests are confined 

to the latter. A wire modulus value of 196 kN/rnm2 is quoted up to 

stress values of 500 N/rnrn2 , above which the stress/strain curve 

becomes non-linear. In considering the bending of wire ropes, 

Bahke gives interwire friction coefficients of 0.1 and 0.3, when 

determining stress values at contact points between wires of 

different layers in the rope. 

Gibson's paper ( 7 ) describes certain aspects of wire rope 

behaviour in tension and bending which ultimately determine useful 

rope life. Of particular interest is the phenomenon he describes 

in which a hoist rope under tension exhibits changes in rope 
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geometr,y (lay length and rotation) along its length, although 

each end is prevented from rotating. He also summarises the 

results of a number of bending fatigue tests on ropes of diam-

eter ranging between i inch and 3i inch. Among the more 

significant conclusions is that continuous application of 

lubricant improved rope life by more than fifty percent. 

A guide to potential users of wire rope in the marine 

environment is given by Sharp ( 8 ). Recommendations are 

made for specific applications and reasons Given for rope dis-

card in each case. Fatigue characteristics are given for a 

number of typical wire rope constructions. Load/extension 

characteristics exhibit differences after the rope has been 

'bedded dovm', as compared with the initial curve when the rope 

is first loaded. 

Boyle (9 ) records the resul ts of a survey conducted on 

234 ropes of general engineering type (not including specialist 

users like lifts, cable belts, conveyors, mine hoists, oil well 

drilling, etc.) which had been returned after failure in 

service. Mechanical damage due to either excessive wear or 

gross overloading accounted for 65% of the total, while failure 

at terminations accounted for 11%, corrosion or corrosion 
\ 

fatigue for 10.10, fatigue for 5% and the remainder failed for a 

miscellany of reasons. 

Babel ( 10 ) lists available methods of testing wire rope 

and outlines the principles involved for each. There is a 
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tabulated survey of faults, causes, influence on rope strength 

and visual indications present for each fault. 

A useful background to acceptable industrial practice, 

particulArly in the Mining Industry, is given in Ropemans Hand

book (11 ) published by the National Coal Board. 
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1.4 Mathematical Modelling of Strand and Rope Response 

Some of the earlier workers in this field considered only 

tensile forces in the component wires of a wire rope. Hall 

( 12 ) attempted to prove that stress·es in the outer wires of a 

rope are greater than stresses in the inner wires. His obser

vation that the outer wires of ropes in service break first was 

put forward as proof of his theory on their larger stress values. 

He also wrote that the components at right angles to wire 

tension which binds and tightens strands to each other and to 

the centre strand can be readily calculated but are of little 

interest. 

Hruska (13 ) appears to have been moved to publish his 

paper on the tensile forces in wire ropes as the result of a 

strong desire to refute Hall's assumptions ( 12). Hruska 

also considered only tensile forces in wires, whether helical 

wires in outer layers or the straight wire at the centre of a 

core, and dealt with tensile loading of ropes in which the ends 

are restrained from rotation. His analysis shows that core 

strain, which is equal to overall rope strain, must be greater 

than strains in the initially longer helical wires and 

developed expressions to determine the load taken by each layer 

of a spiral wound rope. These layers may be of different 

material, different lay angle and different diameter from each 

other. From his experience as a user of wire ropes, he observed 

that broken wires take their full share of the rope load within 

'a few lays' of the break, due to friction with adjacent wires, 
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and noted further that a wire rope may have all its wires broken 

(at different positions along the length of the rope) and still 

carry the load. 

In his paper on radial forces in ropes Hruska ( 14 ) shows 

that these forces increase inwards for each layer of rope con

struction. For certain constructions this means that the outer 

layers are v:ell supported by the next layer inwards but that for 

some inner layers, point contact at wire crossovers gives high 

contact stresses. 

Hruska's third paper ( 15 ) considers tangential forces in 

ropes and shows how to determine the torque generated in a multi

layer rope under tensile load, due to tensile forces in the 

wires. He comments that it would "be theoretically possible to 

make a torque-free rope, but that this would not be of practical 

use! 

The last decade has been marked by a succession of papers 

from Costello and his fellow workers ( 16, 11, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 

. 23, 24', 25 ) who have taken a more fundamental approach than 

their predecessors in modelling the response of wire ropes, 

usually of simple construction, to tension, torsion and bending. 

The individual wires of a. strand are treated as thin rods sub

jected to tension, bending, twisting and bearing loads (Where 

they have line contact with each other) after Love ( 26). A 

strand consisting of a single layer of helical wire is considered. 

The assumptions made are as follows; there are no frictional 
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forces between the wires, the wires just touch in the unloaded 

state; the core is relatively soft in comparison with the cable 

(helicAl) wires so that radiA.1 force exerted by the core is 

neglected. Phillips and Costello t 16 ) regard the strand as a 

collection of smooth rods whose original unstressed config

urAtions Are those of helices and which under the action of 

axil'll And/or torsional 10nding on the strand Are strained to the 

configuration of a different helix showing changed helix radius, 

curvature and tortuosity from the original. The bending and 

twisting couples acting on the vTires are given by the simple 

bending and torsion theories applied to a straight bar of 

circular cross-section, in which original diameter is known, as 

are the elastic and shear moduli of the material. Equilibrium 

equations are developed and yield expressions for the line 

contact loads between adjacent wires, as well as overall axial 

load and axil'll torque on the strand. Results from these non

linear expressions are computed for contact loads and final helix 

angles in the cases of some three-wire and six-wire strands 

subject to a ranee of axial/torsional load ratios. A criticism 

of these results is that for strands of known engineering mat

erials, the load range considered is larger by at least an order 

of magnitude than thAt which would fracture the strand. Only 

small areas,near the origin of the graphs shown are therefore of 

practical interest. 

Costello and Phillips ( 17 ) give a more accurate expression 

for the geometr.y change of the strand under load and, in another 



paper ( 18), take account of wire extension in the compat

ibility equations. 

1.12 

The main conclusions from the three papers ( 16, 17, 18 ) 

are that a cable with its ends fixed against rotation is always 

stiffer than one whose ends are free to rotate and that the 

exact type of end condition is an important factor in deter

mining cable stiffness. Furthermore, the stiffness of fixed end 

cables is independent of the axial load being applied but the 

stiffness of cables whose ends are free to rotate increases 

sharply with increasing load. In a further paper, Costello and 

Sinha (19), starting from the same assumptions as before, 

consider the torsional stiffness of· the same single-layer 

strand. They conclude that the torsional stiffness is not sig

nificantly affected by the axial load or twisting moment applied 

at the ends of the cable. 

Turning from single strands to stranded rope, Costello and 

Sinha ( 20 ) and Costello and Miller ( 21 ) consider the static 

behaviour of wire ropes by treating the strands of a rope in the 

same way as previous papers have treated the individual wires of 

a strand. Once the extensional and rotational responses of the 

constituent strands are determined, as in ( 18, 19), they can 

be incorporated in equilibrium expressions applied to the rope. 

The authors state that the treatment presented in ( 20 ) can be 

applied to other types of rope cross-section. The conclusions 

to paper ( 21 ) include the fact that there are important 
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differences between the response of Lang lay and Regular lay 

ropes. The former, in which the rot8tional direction of the wire 

lay in a strand is the same as the direction of strand lay in 

the rope, should never be used when the ends of the rope are 

free to rotate. There is practically no stiffness and the lay 

just 'runs out' - (unwraps itself). Regular lay, by contrast, 

tends to stiffen as load increases. 

Two other papers consider strands of two concentric layers 

of opposite lay. Costello and Miller ( 22 ) extend previous work 

on single layer strands to predict the combinations of pitch of 

an inside left lay rope and outside right lay rope which will 

produce a non-rotating rope, in which friction is neglected. 

Results are shown for a rope of 1 x 19 construction, but the 

theory is general and can be applied to ropes with other cross

sections. Phillips, ~iller and Costello ( 23 ) consider contact 

stresses between wires at crossover points in the same rope of 

1 x 19 construction. Among their conclusions is the fact that 

although contact force is sma.ll (about 0.0005 times the tensile 

force applied to the rope) the contact stresses can be sig

nificantly larger than the stresses in the wires due to tension. 

The case of single layer strands comprising wires of 

initially elliptical cross-section is considered by Velinsky 

and Costell'~ ( 24 ) in which the treatment is similar to that of 

Costello et ale ( 18, 19 ) for wires of circular cross-section. 

The axial stiffness of the rope is less for rope having wire of 

elliptical cross-section than for the case of circul8r section 
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wire but this reduction only becomes significant as helix 

angles. become very much less than 900 (down to about 600
) when 

strand. ends Are free to rotate. Abrasion resistance of such 

ropes is claimed to be improved since they present a larger 

contact surface area, but due to the complex nature of contact 

problems, stresses due to line contact loads are not discussed. 

Costello and Butson ( 25 ) extend the treatment of strands 

in tension ( 18 ) to consider the bending of a seven wire 

strand over a sheave. The effects of bending ~oments on 

strand, as well as contact forces and torques between sheave 

and wires, are superimposed on the tensile effects. Among the 

authors' conclusions is the fact that the core wire receives 

the largest axial strain and that for large diameter ropes made 

up of small wires, the large .twisting moment, which is imparted 

by the sheave to the rope in order to maintain equilibrium, may 

be the cause of excessive wear in wires and grooves. 

Durel1i and others ( 27, 28, 29 ) and Chi ( 30, 31 ) 

represent the work of another group who extended the original 

work of Hruska ( 13, 14, 15). Machida and Durel1i ( 27 ) 

consider a seven wire strand comprising a straight core and 

six helical wires subjected to axial tensile and torsional 

loading. Interwire contact deformation and Poisson's effect 

due to the axial strain on individual wires are neglected, as 

is the friction between wires in contact with each other. 

Nomal contact force between wires is considered but the effect 

on strand response of shear force on the cross-section of a 
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wire is neglected. Bending and torsion of the helical wires is 

taken into account by determining the change in geometry of the 

original helices under loading which, unlike free helical 

springs, are constrained by the core wire to maintain a 

constant helix radius. The elementary theories of bending and 

torsion are applied to the case of a bar of circular cross 

section when determining stresses in the helical wires and core. 

Where there is contact between core and helicals, the core is 

assumed to act as a simple bar in tension and torsion. The 

relations between overall external forces on the strand and 

loadings on the individual wires can readily be obtained from 

considerations of equilibrium. By assuming thAt deformations 

are small enough to neglect the change in helix angle under 

load, linear expressions are obtained for the response of the 

strand as a whole, as well as for the stresses a.nd strains at 

all points on the constituent wires. 

Chi ( 30, 31 ) whose work was simultaneous with that of 

Durelli et al~ (27, 28, 29 ) also used the Strength of 

Materials approach in his analysis of multi wire strands in 

tension and combined tension and torsion. In ( 31 ), Chi 

considers strands hRving wires numbering five to twelve and 

suggests a design procedure for a non-spinning rope of three 

layers, including core wire. Experimental work on seven wire 

strand is described by Durelli and his fellow workers in ( 28 ) 

and (29 ). Both Durelli (27, 28, 29 ) and Chi ( 30, 31 ) 

compare the results with their own theories and this aspect is 

further discussed in section 1.5. 
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Huang ( 32 ) also considers the response to axial tensile 

and torsional loads of a strana with a core wire •. This author 

has published a number of papers, but these are mainly 

concerned with the mechanics of textile strands. However 

this particular paper ( 32 ) is of interest since it considers 

the effect on strand geometry of Poisson effects on the 

individual wires. Contact between adjacent helicals and 

between helicals and the core is taken into account but contact 

deformation (flattening) is neglected in the analysis. 

Friction between wires is considered but even though slip is 

assumed possible between adjacent helical wires and a coef

ficient of kinetic friction is introduced into the analysis, 

rotational slip between core and helicals is assumed not to 

occur. Results computed from the non-linear expressions set 

up, to cover a range of engineering and textile lay angles 

show that helicals, initially in contact with the core and each 

other, are separated from each other when the strand is loaded. 

The analysis thereafter considers contact only between core and 

helicals. Curves are presented of dimensionless quantities in 

which axial strain, interwire forces, core wire tension, 

helical wire tension and strand rotation are plotted against 

the tensile axial load applied to the strand. These curves are 

for four lay angles from 100 to 40
0 

in. both the fixed end case 

and when ends are free to rotate. The same criticism can be 

levelled against these graphs as has been in the case of

Phillips and Costello ( 16 ) in that only small areas near t~e 

origin of the axes are relevant for practical wire rope strands 
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constructed with engineering materials. However, this treatment 

does explain the fact, noted in conclusion by the author, that 

tensile strength of strands with a central core is considerably 

reduced if strand ends are free to rotate. 

This section would not be complete without mention of two 

early workers in this field, Matheson ( 33 ) and Hansom ( 34 ). 

In the course of experimental work on locked coil stranded rope, 

theory Vias developed to predict rope response to axial tensile 

and torsional load. A concentric rope can be regarded as a 

statically indeterminate structure in which the final partition 

of load between the constituent layers depends on their relative 

elasticity. Starting with the simplest strand consisting of a 

core wire (layer one) and single layer of helical wires (layer 

two) expressions for the rotational and extensional response to 

load, both tensile and torsional, are developed from which sim

ultaneous equations yield load sharing information as between 

the layers. A ~tep by step process is then utilised to determine 

the effect of outer layers. The effect of bending and torsion 

on helicals is considered, after Love ( 26 ), as is the effect 

of the mean shear stress across the helical wire section. 

Two further papers consider the testing that is required to 

determine rope response under tensile and torsional lORding. 

Glushko ( 35 ) describes the stiffness of rope under 'pure 

tension', 'pure twisting', 'free tension' and 'free twisting' 

and develops expressions to predict the response of a rope to 

combined tension and twisting, which can be regarded as a system 
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wi th two degrees of freedom. Kollross (36 ) considers the 

total torque in a rope as tte sum of the torque generated by 

tension applied to the rope and that due to torsional rigidity. 

These torsional stiffnesses can be determined analytically, 

considering one strand or layer at a time, or experimentally by 

tensile and torsion tests. The torsional rigidity of a rope 

lies between that of the sum of the individual wires, free from 

friction, and that of a homogeneous round bar. 

Knapp (37, 38, 39 ) and Nowak (40 ) represent a 

specialist area in the general field of wire rope behaviour. 

The function of helically armoured cables is not exclusively or 

even primarily to bear tensile and/or torsional load. The 

spiral strand configuration may consist of a number of layers 

of different materials having widely different elastic moduli 

(e.g. steel armour wire, copper conductors, plastic insulation). 

The analysis of cable response to tension, torsion and bending 

loads can therefore become vastly more complex than that for a 

conventional wire rope, especially as the requirement of zero 

rotation under tensile load is important in this application. 

Among the assumptions in Knapp's analysis ( 37 ) are that the 

heli~~1 __ wire diameter is small compared with lay length and that 

the torsional stiffness of these wires is neglected. Moreover, 

the helical wire diameter is assumed not to reduce due to inter-

wire contact and the core element is considered linearly elastic 

in the direction of the cable axis while remaining either rigid 

or incompressible in the radial direction. In an earlier paper 
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Knapp (38 ) compares experimental results from two cables with 

stiffnesses predicted from his analysis. Restraining torque 

predictions in the fixed end condition overestimate by 5.1.% in 

one case and underestimate by 1.5% in the other. Rotations in 

the free end condition are underestimated by 16% and 11.6%. 

Hobbs and Raoof (41 ) consider large spiral strands and 

treat each layer as an orthotropic sheet. The stiffness of 

each sheet in its principle directions are defined by reference 

to contact stress theory. Slip histories are predictable, from 

micro-slips in the periphery of contact patches at low loads to 

gross slip at higher loads. Hysteresis in the strand under 

cyclic loading is also predictable. Experimental work on wire 

stress measurement, wire to wire slip and overall hysteresis is 

in substantial agreement with the theory. 
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1. 5 Exnerir.lental Work on Wire ~one Rnd Strands 

Durelli et a1. ( 27, 28, 29 ) report tests on a seven 

wire strand and compare their results with the theory des

cribed in ( 27 ), see section 1~4 above. Durelli, J:achida and 

Parks ( 28 ) have ~sed brittle lacquer coating and electrical 

resistance strain gauges mounted on the wire surface in dir-

ections parallel to wire axes, to determine strains in the 

helical wires of steel strands subjected to tensile loads. 

Strand axial extension between sockets as well as the strains 

on individual wires, was measured for tests (a) with the 

strand ends fixed and (b) with strand ends free to rotate, 

strand rotation also being measured in the latter case. 

Bending tests were also perfonned by setting the strand 

horizontally and applying a vertical load. The authors 

conclude that the response of the strand is essentially in 

agreement with the theory developed in reference ( 27 ). 

Strains in some wires, hov.'ever, are not linearly proportional 

to load and that at a transverse cross-section of the strand, 

corresponding points in different wires do not carry the same 

amount of stress. They state that this behaviour may be due 

to the following; 

(a) local variations in wire geometry; 

(b) foreign particles between helical wire and core; 

(c) variation in friction between wires and core. 

Repetition of the load does not alter appreciably the non-

linear behaviour of the wires, nor the uneven distribution of 

load between wires. The average longitudinal strain of the 
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core is larger than the average longitudinal strain of the 

helical wires. ~ 

Durelli and ~.:achida (29 ) also tested some oversize plastic 

models of strands in tension, torsion and bending. They believed 

that by going to oversize models the experimental difficulties 

involved in taking measurements on small steel wires would be 

overcome and increase in precision of the measurements as well as 

easy control of the laboratory loading conditions would be 

possible. In addition to brittle lacquer and the single grid 

electrical resistance strain gauges which were also used in tests 

on steel wire strands· (28 ), it was possible to attach Huggen

berger gauges and a rosette strain gauge to the surfaces of 

the oversize models. One difficulty that was not overcome, 

however, was elastic motion within the end grips. A correction 

for this 'lost motion' was applied to the theory and experimental 

results then compared. The authors point out several discrepancies 

with theory, and the uneven load sharing between nominally 

identical wires found in the tests on steel wire strand (28 ) is 

again in evidence with the plastic strand. 

Iflatheson (33 ) and Hansom (34 ) tested locked coil ropes 

in tensile and torsional loading. The complete rope was tested 

first and the tests then repeated after each layer was stripped 

away. The properties of each layer have then been estimRted from 

the difference between the rope response to load with and without 

that layer. Results from simple seven wire specimens were found 

to be in fair agreement with values from the analysis developed 
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by the authors (see section 1.4). Average discrepancies noted 

include 6 .l~; underes tima te of strand extens ion and 3. J~:" over-

estimate of rotation in the case of tensile load without 

torsional restraint. There are greater discrepancies in 

specimens with more than two layers and this is considered con-

sistent with the condition of partial looseness of outer layers 

on inner layer (or core). Exploratory work using strain gauges 

on the outer wires showed that outer wires of the test ropes 

were unequally stressed. 

Others (42, 43, 44, 45 ) have investigated the strains on 

the wire surfaces of seven wire strands using electrical 

rosistance strain gauges. Uartin And Packard (42 ), who 

mounted gauges on the core wire as vlell as on the helicals and 

Paolini and Bazzaro (43 ) reported on hysteresis in strand 

response and wire strain in a loading cycle. Paolini and 

Bazzaro (43 ) put this down to friction between the wires ," 

which also "accounts for the unequal loading of helical wires as 

revealed by the strain gauge readings. They used gauges of T 

and Y configuration, some of the former being mounted three 

alongside eRch other such that axial and circumferential 

strains on the wire crown and on each side of it were obtained. 

The results from these gauges, insofar as they Vlere intended to 

reveal the bending and torque on individual wires are, however, 
". 

inconclusive due mainly to the inequality of loadinG between 

wires noted R bove. Mancini and rtossetti (44 ) used gauges, 

mounted on wire cro~ns parallel and perpendicular to wire axes, 

for the purpose of determining wire stresses in strands 
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subjected to bending round a pulley. Results indicAte that the 

strand does not behave like a beam of solid section. Molinari 

(45 ) used axially mounted strain gauges on the crowns of one 

wire at half lay intervals and also on the crowns of the other 

five wires at a cross section at distance half a lay length 

from a deliberate break made in the first wire. By comparing 

the load taken at each gauge position before and after the 

break, he showed that load sharing between the other wires fs 

such as to maintain torsional and bending equilibrium of the 

strand and thAt by a distance of 2i lays from the break, the 

broken wire takes about 2~~ of the load it had taken before the 

break. This can be compared with the observation of Hruska 

(13 ) on broken wires in a rope, see section 1.4. 

A more comprehensive test programme on the problem of 

load take up by broken wires is reported by Wiek (46 ). 

Using a six strand rope with wire rope core (6 x 26 + i.w.r.c.) 

he mounted six strain gauges on the crown of a single wire at 

distances of one wire lay length from each other. Breaks were 

made in the wire Rt distances starting with 12 lay lengths in 

the opposite direction from the first of the gauges. The rope 

was loaded, strain readings noted, unloaded and the process 

repeated After each break. In conditions of static loading the 

wire WRS found to take up its full lORd at four wire lays from 

the break while for dynamic conditions, in which the rope was 

loaded in bending with a pulley, eight wire lays were required 

before the broken wire took its full load. A gauge mounted on 
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an adjacent wire showed a 135(' reduction in its share of the 

load at a distance of one wire lay from the break. There was 

also a reduction in the load taken by wires in the strand dia

metrically opposite, which, logically, thus maintains equil

ibrium in the loaded rope. 

Viiek (47,48,49,50 ) has used strain gauges mounted on 

wire surfaces to investigate a number of other wire rope 

phenomena. In comparing wire stresses in Regular lay and Lang 

lay ropes (48 ) he found that load sharing between nominally 

identical wires was more uneven in the case of the latter. This 

he put down to the manufacturing process in which wire tension 

differences, introduced while the wires are being stranded, 

cannot be corrected when strands are made into rope, since the 

strand lay is in the same direction as wire lay. He doubts, as 

a consequence, that lang lay rope has greater endurance than 

Regular lay rope since the effect of the higher tensile stress 

levels in the more highly stressed wires, which give greater 

stress ranges in service, outweigh the effects of lower Herzian 

stress in lang lay ropes due to greater surface area bearing on 

sheaves. In tests on 'non-spinning' ropes ( 49 ) he was able 

to mount strain gauges on some of the inner wires and found 

that inner layers take more load in the case of tensile tests 

where rope ends are free to rotate than they do in tests where 

the ends are fixed. Load sharing between wires was again found 

to be uneven; the surface of one of the inner wires remained in 

axial compression throughout the tensile loading of the rope! 



For the wires in the outer layer, he reports standard deviations 

from mean stress of 6(1;; in the fixed end case and 8~~ in tests 

with ends free from torsional restraint. Among his conclusions 

is the statement that such differences (of stress) cannot be 

neglected in endurance calculations. In another paper, Wiek 

( 50 ) considers the possibility of statistical analysis from a 

limited number of tensile and bending tests on ropes of the 

construction 6 x 26 + i.w.i.c., having fixed ends, which have 

had strain gauges attached in a few selected locations. He 

concludes that 2.5% of the wire crowns in a rope under tension 

can have stresses which exceed the calculated value by 100% and 

that 2.5% of the crowns at the most highly stressed diametral 

positions of a rope subjected to bending can have stress values 

which exceed those calculated by 25%. 

Nesterov et ale (51 ) describe an experimental method of 

determining the load taken by each layer of a spiral strand 

rope. The rope is held under load at a predetermined extension. 

After noting the tensile load and restraining torque acting on 

the rope, all the wires of the outer layer are cut through, 

while taking care to maintain the same overall extension and 

rotational position, and the tensile load and restraining torque 

again noted. The differences in the load and torque represent 

the contribution of the layer removed to the overall stiffnesses, 

axial and rotational. 

Hankus ( 52, 53 ) reports on tensile tests performed on 35 

mine winding ropes of diameters ranging from 22mm to 92 mm and 
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of a vAriety of constructions. Considerable permanent elong-

8tion was recorned under the first lOA,d, even when the magnitude 

of this load was as low as a seventh of the load required to 

produce the limit of proportionality in the load/extension 

characteristic of the rope. Subsequent loading to higher 

levels did not p~onuce as much pe~anent elongation as the 

first lO'-1ding, Hysteresis ViA,S attributed to frictional resist

ance between wires FlS well !'lS the permanent elongation. 

In another paper, Hankus ( 54 ) describes tests to deter

mine the torque generated ('spinning moments') of winding ropes 

subjected to tensile load. The mean value found from tests on 

single layer spiral strand ropes differs by 10% from that pre

nicted in a straie;ht line expression which he developed theo

retically. For more complex ropes the differences between 

experimental and predicted values of torque generated under 

tensile loading were found to be Greater than 101). 

Gibson et ale ( 55 ) developed an expression to predict 

the torque generated in ropes subject to tension. Using a 

sensitive strain gauged load cell they monitored tests on Lang 

lay rope loaded a number of times to about 60/ of breaking 

strength. Agreement between theory and experiment was reported 

to be within 0;. Other tests on non-rotating rope of 18 x 7 

construction revealed the influence of rotation on torque 

developed in the rope. In addition, it was found that breaking 

strength was 34.~: less in the free end tests in tensile 

lOAding as compared with fixed end loading. 
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Torsion tests on three wire A no. seven wire strand are 

reported by Slight (56 ). His work was concerned. with the 

development of multiple strand helical springs. The specimens, 

in the CAse of seven wire strands, were therefore of unusual 

geometry in that core diameter to helical diameter ratios 

ranged from 1.2 to 2.0, as compared wi th the more usual 1.0 to 

1.1. Torsional stiffness in the direction of 'winding up' (a 

tendency to increase the number of coils over a given length) 

was found to be greAter thAn the aggregate stiffness of the 

individual vlires by up to 80;:, at the largest helix angle and 

the largest diameter ratio. Stiffness in the unwinding 

direction was very much lower and response was found to be 

similar to that of six open coil helical springs in pArallel, 

plus one stra.ight wire. 

The relevance of rope behaviour determined in static tests 

to that experienced under conditions of dynamic loading have 

been called in question by a number of workers. Among these is 

Krolovets (57 ) who tested 19 ropes of different constructions 

ranging in diAmeter from 3.5 mm to 25.0 IDm. Moduli were deter

mined under conditions of static loading and unlo8ding in which 

extensions were measured over a gauge length of 830 mm, and. 

compared with those calculated after determining the velocity 

of propagation of the elastic wave in a stretched rope. 

Dynamic moduli from experimental work agreed wi thin ±lOj~ of 

theoretical values. The values of modulus determined experi

r.lentally were higher for dynamic conditions.tha.n for static 
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conditions by up to 6~~. Among his conclusions is the fact 

that dynamic modulus is independent of rope tension and is 

affected by stretch Rnd wear to an insignificant degree. He 

also suggests thAt the method used for determining the 

modulus of elasticity of a piece of rope by stretching a 

short piece of that rope does not give a true value. }.!oduli 

should be determined under working conditions. 

Hankus (58 ) measured the frequency of free damped 

vibrations of a rope and utilised the Rayleigh approximation 

method to determine dynamic moduli of mine winding ropes. 

For rope lengths of 500 m, under simulated conditions of 

emergency braking, he found differences of 2~ to 25~; with 

empty skip and 2577 to 35~~ with full skip between dynamic and 

s ta ti c moduli. 

Stonesifer and Smith (59 ) tested a number of stranded 

ropes of 6 x 19 construction in tensile fatigue. Among their 

findings was the fact that 'working in' of a new rope at 

reduced load offers no advantage in subsequent rope endurance 

under cyclic loading. Maximum life was achieved with periodic 

overloads just large enough to reach yield since this lowers 

compliance and gives maximum crack retardation. A single 

initial overload was more practical, however, and nearly as 

beneficial. They also concluded that wire break density was 

not a good quantitative indicator of breaking strength; nor 

did it give a reliable prediction of impending failure. 
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Drucker and Tachau ( 60 ) analysed the results from tests 

reported by a number of earlier workers. They first examined 

the effects of average tensile stress, nominal bending stress 

and nominal maximum combined stress on rope endurance in 

bending fatigue tests of a rope round a sheave. However, the 

most significant factor affecting endurance was found to be 

bearing pressure between rope and sheave. 

Interwire pressure of strands and ropes has been examined 

by a number of workers who, like Drucker and Tachau ( 60 ) , 

realised the importance of bearing pressure and consequent 

contact stresses in wires. In similar papers, Starkey and 

Cress t 61 ) and Leissa ( 62 ) have analysed stranded rope of 

construction 6 x 7. Critical stresses occur between wires 

which suffer point to point contact at strand crossover points. 

Flattening occurs and stresses reach yield values. Relative 

motion during wire bending, caused by tensile load on the rope, 

results in fretting at these contact points, thus inducing 

fatigue cracks. The propagation of these cracks leads to 

complete failure of individual wires. 

Bert and Stein ( 63) examined the critical crossed wire 

contact points, of a 6 x 37 stranded rope with i.w.r.c. Photo

micrographs of wire rope cross-sections clearly show wire 

deformations to be localized in two crossed wire contact 

regions. Analysis of stress levels in all wires is tabulated 

and the largest contact stress value is calculated as more 

than five times the yield stress of wire material. Rotation 
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of the rope by only 30 in the 'tightening' (or windinG up) 

direction results in a contact stress increase of 28);. 

Dong and Steidel ( 64 ) describe a stress freezing photo

elastic technique which simulates contact loading between 

wires in wire rope. They show that maximum shear stress 

occurs at a depth of about i width of the contact surface 

below the surface of cylinders in contact. 

Laura et ale ( 65 ) describe how maximum load carrying 

cap~city and rope modulus are affected by the type of con

struction and the nature of the core used. Acoustic emissions 

were used to detect imminent wire rope failure and use made of 

the fact thAt velocity of propagation of a longitudinal pulse 

in a wire rope and the transverse damping coefficient increase 

with increased applied tensile load. They regarded the 

'Poissons ratio' of a rope as a measure of the looseness of the 

rope construction. The value of this ratio was found to be 

greater than unity at 501~ of breaking load and reducing from 

this at higher loans. 

Transverse contraction of ropes under load was examined 

also by Bechtloff ( 66 ) in the course of tensile tests on new 

ropes. There is some scatter in the results so that the 

effect of lay (Regular or Lang) and galvanising is not con

clusive. Values of 'Poissons ratio' for the ropes vary between 

0.5 and 1.8. 
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1.6 Wire Rope Terminations 

Efficient and safe load transfer from wire rope to 

adjacent load bearing element is a design requirement which 

demands at least as much attention as that of the load bearing 

capability of the rope itself. A description of most avail

able types of wire rope end attachments is given by Myers ( 67 ) 

together with recownendations for particular applications. He 

states that swaged fittings are 95 - 10070 efficient and are 

more resistant to fatigue than are poured zinc sockets. 

Babbitted sockets, which are often fitted in the field, are 

not to be confused with zinc-poured sockets. Many babbitt 

metals do not adhere well to wires, whereas zinc does, and 

babbitted sockets have been shown to pullout at 50% of rope 

breaking strength. 

Hilgers ( 68 ) gives a detailed account of approved pro

cedures for end fixing with zinc and other alloy sockets. He 

o recommends that wires should not be bent to more than 90 

prior to pouring socket alloy since the tensile strength of 

wire is reduced by 47~ to 6% if bent only once. 'Filling 

capacity' of various alloys is investigated: this is the 

ability of the alloy to penetrate between the wires of the 

rope where they have been separated from each other in the 

conical end grip. Casting temperature has an effect on the 

mechanical strength of the wires and there is a reduction of 

4 to 5% even after half a minute of the tempering effect at 

400 - 500oC. He records that there is no difference in the 
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effect of different taper angles in the conical end grips, 

ranging between 1:5 and 1:13.3. Adhesion strength reduces 

with increasing wire diameter since breaking strength of wire 

increases with the square of the diameter, whereas surface 

area increases only linearly. 

Christen ( 69 ) has a different appro~ch to Hilgers ( 68 ) 

on the question of bent over wires in socketed end grips. In 

a programme of tests on locked coil ropes and stranded ropes he 

reported that an effective increAse in rope strength was 

achieved by hooking over the round wires. Lack of adhesion 

between wire and zinc is less important since the hooked wires 

interfere with each other in the throat of the conical grip; 

this could be critical in the case of a lift rope when a fire 

causes metal in the core to melt but the rope would remain 

capable of sustaining load. However, Christen reports that 

hooked over ends that were annealed, for the purpose of the 

test prograrr~e, broke under load in the majority of cases. 

Dodd ( 70 ) describes development work on resin as a 
'1 

socketing medium. It was originally thought that bO,nding 

forces were important but experience has shown that the major 

restraining force is the wedging, 'action wi thin the socket. 

Choice of resin lay between the epoxide and polyester based 

variety, the decision going to the latter since its longer 

cure times and higher temperature dependence give better 

control. Silica was chosen as the best filler since it is not 

coarse enough to cause sedimentation yet not fine enough to 



CRuse respiratory problems during mixing. The gel time for the 

polyester resin with silica is 10-15 minutes and the tennination 

is capable of taking the full breaking load of the rope after 

one hour. Tests comparing resin with zinc socketing material, 

using ropes having one zinc socket tennination and one of resin 

tested under proof load, had to be discontinued when the zinc 

extruded. Other claims for resin are that there is no annealing 

of the wire as in zinc socketing, as reported also by Christen 

Rnd no melting away of the protective lubrication. 

Gathman ( 71 ) reports on the results of over 800 lab

oratory tests on ropes ranging in diameter from tinch to 3!inch 

without any failure of resin attachments. Tests on ~inch dia

meter ropes showed that resin-poured sockets outlasted zinc

poured sockets in axial fatigue at moderate loads. Penetration 

was found to be better with resin than zinc. 

A comprehensive test programme to determine the efficiency 

of nine difi'eren t types of wire rope termina tion is reported by 

Matanzo and Metcalf (72 ). Static tension tests were performed 

with each type of fitting on ropes of five diameters between 

13 mm and 51 mm, four at each diameter of which two were of 

regular lay having different constructions and two of Lang lay 

having the same two constructions as the Regular lay ropes. 

Statistical analysis of the results shows that resin-poured 

sockets were better than zinc-poured sockets, but they were only 

third and fourth best overall. Swaged sockets were most 

effiCient, followed by flemish loop with steel sleeve and thimble. 



Chaplin and Sha~an ( 73 ) show that the process by which 

wire is gripped in a resin socket depends initially on 

adhesion between wire surface and resin. This initiates an 

extrusion or wire drawing effect of the resin in the conical 

socket. Increasing radial force between cone and resin is then 

transmitted through the resin and imposes a tighter grip on the 

nire as tensile load on the rope increases. 
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1.7 Other Considerations 

Some of the references in the literature survey covered in 

sections 1.1 to 1.6 are of direct interest to users of wire 

rope and many are written by users. However, the subjects of 

in service inspection, testing, discard criteria and recom

mendations on rope usage are outside the scope of this study. 



CHAPTER 2 

Till.: DEFINITION OF OBJ7,CTIVBS 

2.1 Lessons from the Literature 

Uncritical perusal of the work done in this field, as 

revealed by the subject titles of the references given in the 

literature survey, might lead one to believe that the behaviour 

of wire ropes under load was now well understood. Activity has 

ra.nged from that of the rope user, on one hand, Vlho attempts to 

establish discard criteria from his OVln observations, to the 

mathematical modeller, on the other hand, who analyses the 

response to load of elegant helical constructions. The studies 

appear, therefore, to adequately COVET the whole field of wire 

rope stiffnesses and endurance, as well as the stress dis

tribution in individual wires. However, closer examination of 

the literature does give some pointers to areas in which further 

useful work could be done. 

It is certain that there is a large amount of published 

work on the mathematical modelling of the response of simple 

strands to various loadings. This includes Costello et al. 

( 18, 19 ), Huang ( 32 ), Machida and Durel1i ( 27 ), Chi 

( 30, 31 ), !'.Tatheson ( 33 ) and Hansom ( 34). Costello et 

al. ( 20, 21, 22 )also extend their analysis to some more 

complex spiral and stranded ropes and among some less rigorous 

analyses of complex rope structures are those given by Glushko 

( 35 ), Kollross ( 36 ) and, for armoured cables, Knapp ( 37, 38, 
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( 39 ). The contribution of Hobbs Rnd Raoof (41 ) to the 

understanding of interwire slip in large spiral strands should 

also be noted here. The modelling of response to lOAd in more 

complex constructions and larger ropes would, therefore, also 

appear to be well covered. However, all those workers who have 

compared their predictions with experimental results have 

reported discrepancies. If, therefore, one now seeks to bridge 

any remaining gaps betvleen idealised models and the behaviour 

of real strands or ropes, it seems advisable to turn to the 

assumptions made at the start of each analysis that has been 

presented. Costello et al. ( 18, 19 ) neglect frictional forces 

between the wires and radial force between core and helical 

wires. r\~achida and Durelli ( 21 ) and Chi ( 30, 31 ) a.lso 

neglect frictional forces and, like Costello, do not consider 

either the Foisson effect on individual wires in tension or the 

flattening effect on wires due to interwire contact pressures. 

Huang ( 32 ) does consider friction and Poisson effects but 

assumes no rotational slip between core and helicals and omits 

flattening effects from his analysis. All these models also 

neglect end effects due to the influence on strand geometry of 

the transfer of load from strand to grip. 

The references to experimental work on wire rope and 

strand are not quite as numerous as those on mathematical 

modelling of response to load although the testing of full sca.le 

ropes he s been reported by a number of workers. Among' these are 

Drucker and Tachau ( )8 ), Hankus ( 52, 53 ), Gibson et a1. (55 ), 



Wiek ( 48, 49 ), Nesterov et ale ( 51 ) and Krolovets ( 57 ). 

Although some of' their findings have general application, they 

were usually seeking information on response and/or endurance 

of a particular type of rope or rope construction and were not 

as concerned with the general principles of rope behaviour. 

The more fundamental experimental studies have been performed 

on simple strands. Among those reported, only Matheson (33 ) 

and Hansom (34 ) appear to have tested more than one wire 

strand, a.nd this wa.s only in the course of a comprehensive pro

gramme investigating the load bearing capacity of each 

constituent layer of a more complex spiral locked coil rope. 

Durelli et ale ( 28, 29 ) tested oversize plastic strands as 

well as a wire strand, but the lay angles of both wire and 

plastic strands were less than 100
, thus representing only one 

end of the range of strand geometries found in practical use. 

Others testing simple strands appeared to be interested in only 

limited aspects of strand response to load. Among these Martin 

and I'ackard (42 ) and Paolini and Bazzaro (43 ) examined 

hysteresis in stra.nd response and wire strain, Mancini and 

Rossetti (44 ) were interested in wire strains during strand 

bending and lI:olinari (45 ) was concerned with load take up by 

a broken wire. One essential element present in accurate 

tensile and torsional testing of conventional solid testpieces 

that is absent from the literature on wire ropes concerns the 

response over a known gauge length. ~ith the exception of 

Hankus ( 52 ) who mounted a dial indicator between straps around 

large ropes under tensile test, workers in this field appear to 



have been content with meRsurements of extensions and rotRtions 

that were taken between end grips. 

The foregoing paragraphs show that despite the volume and 

apparently comprehensive coverage of the field by the available 

literature, there were a number of aspects of wire rope response 

that merited further study. The following section examines some 

of these aspects and indicates how the objectives of the 

current study were formulated. 



2.2 Decisions on the Form of this Study 

A prerequisite to this examinption of objectives was that 

the results of the study should be capable of contributing to 

t]-,e unders tanding of wire rope behaviour in such a way as to 

give practical benefit to designer and/or user. From this 

starting pOint, it was a short step to the decision that there 

should be a major experimental content. In looking at the lit

erature (see particul"lrly section 2.1 above) it is evident that 

the testing of basic strands was ~otentially the most fruitful 

area of work. 

The seven wire strand consisting of a straight core wire 

round which are wrapped six helical wires, is the simplest of 

practical strand constructions. It provides the basic element 

from which either spiral strand ropes, or more complex stranded 

ropes are built up. Experimental results obtained can be com

pared with existing theoretical predictions of Machida and 

Durelli ( 27 ) and Costello et al. (18, 19 ), after the latter 

has been modified to take account of the contribution of the 

core. The decision was taken, therefore, at this stage, to 

test seven wire strands. 

It was decided next to confine strand testing to axial 

loading in tension. In order to ensure that test conditions 

corresponded as nearly as possible with those that occur in 

practice, the testing Vias to have the facility that torsional 

restraint on strand ends should be variable, as required, from 

free to completely fixed. 
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For the range of tensile loading conditions planned, it 

was decided that strand behFl.viour which required measuring and 

recording are, load, torque generated, strand extension, 

strand rotation and strain on vrire surfaces in selected 

locl1.tions. !':nd effects vlere considered of great importance. 

Insofar as uncontrolled movement of strand, extensional and 

rotational, both elastic and irreversible, must be expected 

within strand end ~rips, however efficient, it was considered 

necessary to incorporate a facility for measuring strand 

extension and rotation under load, over a known gauge length 

in a region where end effects are minimised. However, since 

the influence of end grips have an effect on the stress dis

tribution in individual wires, strain measurement on wire 

surfaces should be effected at points along the whole length 

of the strand, and particulFlr attention paid to obtaining 

strain readings as close to the end grip as possible. 

Previous workers in this field h8ve not studied experi

mentally the effect of differences in initial strand geometry 

on strand response to load. (See section 2.1 above). In 

order to extend this work, therefore, it was decided that a 

number of strands having different initial geometry should be 

tested. The variables in strand geometry are lay length (which 

affects helix angle), core diameter and helical wire diameter. 

In practical strands, the ratio of core diameter to helical 

diameter ra.nges from 1.0 to about 1.1. Since it is rather more 

difficult to produce a range of strands having the same helix 



angle but different diameter ratios than to produce strands 

from the same wires, with a range of lay lengths, it was 

decided to use the latter in the test programme. These were, 

in fact readily available, courtesy of British Ropes Ltd., 

over a range of practical lay angles, from 9.10 to 16.40 and 

wire diameters 3.94 mm (core) and 3.73 rom (helicals). 

The availability of the strands from British Ropes 

dictated the decision which would otherwise have had to be 

made on strand size. The range within which the choice of 

strand size would have had to be made are load capacity of the 

test rig to be developed, at the upper limit, and wire size to 

which a strain gauge could be effectively attached, at the 

lower limit. Fortunately, the available strands fell comfort

ably within this tolerance. 
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2.3 Objectives 

'::'he decisions made concerning the form of this study and 

described in the previous section can now be formalised as 

the objectives. 

(a) Experimental ":Jork 

(i) Axial loading in tension of 7-wire steel 

strands. 

(ii) Torsional restraint of ends ranging from 

fixed to free • 

. (iii) Instrumentation: measurement required of 

the following; axial load; restraining 

torque; wire surface strain in selected 

locations; strand extension and rotation 

over kno~~ initial gauge length. 

(b) Comparison of Results with Existing Theory 

Experimental results are to be compared with strand 

response and wire stresses as predicted by Machida 

and Durelli (27 ) and Costello et al. (18, 19 ) 

as mod.ified to take account of load taken by the 

core. Particular attention to be paid to stress 

concentration effects near end grips. 

(c) Further Theoretical work and Comparisons 

An attempt is to be made to incorporate interwire 

friction a.nd slip, Poisson effects due to tension in 

wires and the effect of flattening due to interwire 

pressure. The accuracy of these predictions is to be 

compared with those of Ma.chida and Durelli ( 27 ) and 

Costello et ale ( 18, 19 ). 



3.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER 3 

TEST E·~~UIPr.':ENT 

In order to fulfil the objectives of this study, as 

determined in the previous chapter, the development of certain 

items of te~t equipment was an essential first step. This 

chapter describes details of the design and, where appropriate, 

calibration of the equipment. 



3.2 Test Rig 

Two circular section columns of 95 mm diameter which had 

been part of an old press became available and were incorporated 

in the design of a test rig for tensile tests on wire rope and 

strands having their axes horizontal. See Figures 3.1 and 3.2. 

The availability of a suitable hydraulic ram and hand pump also 

influenced the form and orientation of the loading system. 

Specifications are b~ven below: 

I Load: up to 600 kN (60 tonf) ••• ram capacity. 

II Extension: up to 76 mm (3 in) ••• max. ram 

travel. 

III Test specimen length: up to 1500 mm (including 

grips) • 

IV Strand grips: conical shaped resin socketed 

terminations. Further details are given in 

chapter 4, section 4. 

V Adaptor incorporating a large thrust ball race 

permits tensile tests with torsional end res

traints ranging from zero ('free end' tests) 

to fixed end, zero rotation. This adaptor is 

locked in position for fixed end tests. 



Fi gure 3. 1. Strand Te s ting ~quipment: G eneral View . 
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71gure ,.2. Te.t Rig tor Wire Strand. 

A Adaptor. 
• Bo ••• 
C Conieal Strand Crip. 
D Dexion Support. 
E Extro •• ter. (Se. Figure '.5.) 
RL Rig Longitudinal Bar. 
RE Rig End Yo •• b.r. 
H Hand Pump. 
N Non return valve. 
V Valve. 
L Load Ra •• 
S Strain Cauged Load Cell. 
T Test Strand. . 
TS Tension ~pring8. 
W Wooden ~upport. 



3.3 Load Cell 

3.3.1 Design 

This comprises the 50.8 mm (2 in) dia. loading rod (S) 

which is located in the centre bore of the loading ram (L). 

See Fig. 3.2. Strain gauges are mounted on the surface of the 

rod vJhere it emerges from the rig end member (RE). Four 

circuits were used in the course of the testing; two were 

designed to give output from tensile load and two from torque 

generated in the strand. The duplication of circuits was 

considered necessary when the data logger was commissioned 

(see section 3.5) so that one output could be fed to the data 

logger and the other could be used as a monitor on a digital 

display at the site of the rig. In fact, the gauges of one 

of the tension circuits were dislodged in the shock impact 

between load cell and rig end member, following the fracture 

of a strand under test. In analysing results, only those from 

the remaining tension circuit and from the torsion circuit 

giving least output due to tension were used. (See section 

3.3.2). 

The configuration and overall dimensions of the load cell 

Ylere largely dictated by the rig layout, in particular the 

loading ram bore of just over 2 inch diameter. Nevertheless, 

it was possible to follow the recommendations of Pople ( 74 ), 

who stated that stress in commercial transducers is limited to 

3or~ of the yield value, in order to minimize hysteresis. The 

recommendations of Virgoe ( 75 ), mainly concerned with 

ensuring reasonable life for the transducer, included a limitation 



of 67'; side load on rated capaci ty, which is acceptable in 

tensile testing of strand and the fact that loading should not 

be transmitted through threRds, which hp.d to be disregarded 

for reA.sons of space A.nd rig configuration. This last feA.ture 

(threaded connections on ea.ch end of the lOR.ding rod) may have 

contributed to crosstalk in the torsion circuits of the load 

cell, when in tension but the calibration procedures (see 

section 3.3.2) take full account of this. See Appendix A.I., 

sections A.l.l and A.l.2 for details of the circuitry used in • 
the load cell, and Appendix A.6, section A.6.1, for strain 

gauges types and application techniques. 

3.3.2 Calibration 

(i) Tensile Loading 

Screwed and flanged adaptors for tension calibration were 

attached to the ends of the load cell rod so that it could be 

located in the grips of a 50 tonf Denison testing machine. 

Calibration up to 200 kN gave linear output from the tension 

circuit, with no detectable hysteresis or deviation other than 

that due to difficulty in reading the Denison scale. See 

Appendix A.l and Fig. 3.3.a. From Table A.1.1.&Fig. 3.3.a., 

the slope of the tension/output plot is 

dP 
dVp = 20 kN/mv 

There was also some output from the torsion circuits when the 

load cell was subject to tension. In order to obtain an 
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Figure 3.3.a.Loai Cell Tension Circuit.Tensile load/Bridge output. 
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accurate assessment of this output, it was necessary to load 

the load cell in the rig itself, using a ~ in. dia. rod in the 

normal plnce of the strand, since end effects from the Denison 

test machine, used at the limit of its clearance between grips, 

were not constant as load increased. The problem associated 

with the lack of precision in manufacture of screwed ends, as 

suggested by Virgoe ( 15 ), is a likely reason, since the 

loading axis may change, and is not likely to coincide with 

the geometric axis. It can be seen that even in the test rig, 

at low loads, the effect is not linear, but this is probably 

due to self weight effect of the loaded rod and the load cell 

itself. (See Appendix A.l, Table A.l.2 and Fig. 3.3.b). 

However, it would appear that the slope of the linear part of 

the graph of output from the torsion circuit against tension in 

the strand (Fig. 3.3.b) constitutes a valid correction factor 

for use in the determination of torque generated during strand 

tests. From Table A.l.2 and Fig. 3.3.b, the slope of the 

tension/output plot can be taken as 

= -0.188 kN/J-v 

except at low loads. 

The output from the torque circuits under tensile load is 

obviously an undesirable feature in a load cell designed to 

measure torque. The problem may be due to screwed ends, as 

discussed above, but also due to slight misalignment of strain 

gauge axes when they are being attached to the load cell surface. 
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The nett effect is to give an equiva.lent overall gauge misalign-

mente rrhis effect is greatly increased in a situAtion, as here, 

"ihere maximum strains from the torsion range are very much less 

than mAximum strains from the tension range of tests. See 

Appendix A.l, section A.l.3 for an explanation of this phenomenon. 

(ii) Torsion 

Screwed adaptors having squared ends Viere attached to the 

ends of the load cell rod so that it could be located in the 

grips of an Avery torsion testins machine. Calibration up to 

100 Nm gave linear output from the torsion circuit with no 

detectable hysteresis or deviation other than that due to dif-

ficulty in reading the Avery scale. See Appendix A.I and Fig. 

, 
From Table A.3 and Fig. 3.3.c, the slope of the torque/ 

output plot can be tRken as 

There was no detectable output from the tension circuits of 

the load cell when it was subjected to torque. 

However, from expressions 3.2 and 3.3 above, it is now 

possible to express the generated torque in'a strand as 

, 
M = M + 0.053P 
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where M is the !3.ctw:tl torque generated in Nm, 

r ., 
1~ is the R.,prrrent torque as indicAted by 

the a~plifier output, 

and P is the tension in the strand in kN. 



3.4 ''Extrometer'' 

3.4.1 Design 

This device is used for simultaneous measurement of strand 

rotation and extension. See Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. Spec-

ifications are given below: 

I Gauge lengths: 225mm to 600 mID in steps of 95 mm (but 

this can be adjusted to suit the application). 

II Extension: 50 mm (equal to half range of displacement 

tranSducer) • 

III Rotation: linear up to 3200
• 

IV Strand diameter: 11.5 mm (with changed grip plates this 

can be in the range 0 - 15 mm). 

Grips are screwed tight over a rubber sheet of 1 mm thick

ness fitted all the way round the strand (see Figure 3.4 and 5}. 

The grip plate housing is mounted in the inner race of a ball 

bearing (B) the outer race of which fits into a boss (BS) which 

is itself pivoted about a horizontal axis X2X2,perpendicular 

to the test strand axis. The vertim'll m8mbers of the extro-

meter are pivoted about axis XIXI at the top, which gives a 2:1 

displacement ratio to the displacement transducer mounted at 

the bottom of the vertical members on the axis X
3
X

3
• The 

" " , axes X IX l' X 2X 2 and X 3X 3 are horizontal axes for the 

left hand vertical member corresponding to axes XlX
1

, X
2
X

2 

and X3X3 for the right hand member. (See Figure 3.5). 

The rotation of the strand at each of the gauge lengths is 
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transmitted through a sprocket (C) (mounted axially on the grip 

housing) and a chain of plastic covered wire to another 

sprocket (C) mounted on the spindle of a rotary potentiometer 

(A), gripped in the boss ES. The potentiometers are co~nected 

electrically such that the voltage output is proportional to 

strand rotation over the gauge length (¢ 2-¢ 1). 

The whole weight of the extrometer is taken on 4 tension 

springs (TS) (see Figure 3.2) suspended from a Dexion support 

(D) (see Figure 3.2) resting on the rig's longitudinal bars 

(RL) (see Figure 3.2). The extrometer is thus designed to 

transmit virtually no loading to the strand during the course 

of a test. 

See Appendix A.2 for details of circuitry used in the 

extrometer. 

3.4.2 Calibration 

(i) Extension 

Relative movement of the grips was achieved by use of a 

screwed rod of 1 nm pitch, held in one grip while a tapped boss, 

attached to a second rod, having suitable collars, was rotated 

through a sleeve held in the second grip. Increments of 100 of 

rotation of the screw in the boss gave linear displacements of 

1 36 mm and this was calibrated against the output of the dis-

placement transducer, which was led to one channel of the 

bridge/amplifier unit. Although the design and manufacture of 

the extrometer were such as to minimize slop and play in 



bearings, it had to be expected th8t a comparatively large 

instrument involving two grips, twelve bearings in six pivot 

axes and a linear displacement transducer would have some 

backlash. In addition to the determination of the relation 

between extension and bridge output it was therefore important 

to establish the magnitude of this backlash in the system. 

Table A.2.1., Appendix 2, gives the calibration over 

5.25 mm (51 revolutions of the screw, pitch I mm). The slope 

of the extension/output relation was determined by least 

squares calculation. The backlash is determined by the dif-

ference between the intercepts of the straight line expressions 

from each direction (clockwise and anti-clockwise screw 

rotation). 

From Appendix A.2, A.2,3 and A.2.4 extension in mm is 

given by 

= L:r + 2.612 

= ~ + 2.499 

where Lp is the output from the displacement transducer 

circuit in volts. 

By difference in intercepts, backlash is O.llmm. 

'\ 

From 3.5 and 3.6, the slope of the extension/output plot can be 

taken as 

dO 
d~= mm/v 
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(ii) Rotation 

Relative rota.tion was achieved by use of the same screwed 

rod described in the extension calibration, but with the 

screwed boss locked on the rod. o 0 Increments of 5 over 320 

were calibrated against output from the rotary potentiometer 

circuit. The slope of the rotation/output relation was deter-

mined by least squares calculation. The backlash is determined 

by the difference between the intercepts of the straight line 

expressions from each direction. 

From Appendix A.2, A.2.5 and A.2.6, rotation in degrees 

is given by 

¢ DEC = -199.6 RF + 160.83 

"/here RF is the output from the rotary potentiometer 

circuit in volts. 

By difference in intercepts, backlash is 0.460
• 

From 3.8 and 3.9, the slope of the rotAtion/output plot can 

be taken as 

d0 

d~ 
= _ 200o/v 

~ote that the backlash of the extrometer is discussed 

3.10 

further in Chapter 5, sub-section 5.5.4, an.d it is concluded 

that results on load/extension and load/rotation relations are 

not affected. 



3.5 Data Processing 

3.5.1 Data Logger 

3.12 

. One of the objectives in the later preliminary·tests on 

strands (see section 4.5.3) was to adapt an existing data logging 

system for use with up to 35 channels of output from strain 

gauges and load cell. The bulky control box and digital 

indicator, together with the punch paper tape and printer tape 

units permanently connected to this system (and used regularly 

by other workers), was situated some 30 metres from the strand 

test rig. It was necessary therefore to develop a switch for 

remote triggering of the control box and to calibrate strain 

gauge outputs in order to take account of line losses. Details 

of this calibration are given in Appendix A.3. 

3.5.2 Computation and Graph Plotting 

The punched tapes obtained from the data logger for each 

load cycle performed in tests on strands were fed into the 

Sy~time PDPll computer belonging to the Department of Mechanical 

Engineering. Suitable programming enabled conversion of raw 

data from strain gauges to values of wire surface strain, using 

the calibration figures obtained in Appendix A.3, and output 

from load cell circuits was converted to tensile load values 

and torque generated in the strand. Extrometer readings of 

strand extension and rotation were entered manually via the key

board. After programming in the relevant calibration figures 

and suitable scaling of parameters required, the graph plotting 

facility attached to the computer was used to obtain plots of 

strand response under load (see figures in Chapter 4 and 5). 



CHAPTER 4 

PRELDHNARY TESTS 

4.1 Summ~ry of Objectives 

Before embarking on a comprehensive programme of tests in 

furtherance of the main objectives of the study, as laid down in 

Chapter 2, section 2.3, a number of preliminary tests were per

formed. These served the purpose of commissioning the test rig 

and proving all the elements of the test system under actual 

loading conditions. The aims of these tests can be itemised as 

follows. 

4.1.1 Strand Terminations 

Although strand extension and rotation is designed to be 

measured over a pre-determined gauge length intended to be at such 

a distance from end terminations that end effects are minimal, the 

efficiency with which the strand wires are gripped is still an 

important element in the success or otherwise of strand testing. 

The study of end effects on stress distribution in and load 

sharing be tween indi vidua 1 v;ires is facili ta ted if s train gauges 

are attached as close as possible to the end grips. \'lire slip in 

the socketing medium of the grip under load effectively increases 

strain gauge distance from the location of the gripping action. 

Uncontrolled rotation of the strand in the grip resulting from 

excessive elastic distortion in or disintegration of the socketing 

medium in the grip can effectively reduce the degree of torsional 

restraint intended for a particular test. The experience of 



Durelli and Hachida (29), who had to correct their theory to 

allow for 'lost motion'_in the grips, is salutary in this 

regard. Cone size and wire end preparation required mod

ification during the course of these preliminary tests. See 

Appendix A.4. 

4.1.2 strRin Gauges 

The reliability with wnich the strain gauges could be 

attacted to the surface of the strAnd wires and the validity of 

the outputs from these gauges throughout the tests had to be 

estRblished and, in the case of reliability, improved. In 

addition it was necessary to determine the number of gauges 

which would be required in the oain test programme, in order 

that strand preparation time be minimized while ensuring that 

essential features of stress distribution in and load sharing 

between wires were all examined. Strain gauge types and 

application technique are described in Appendix A.6. 

4.1.3 Other Instrumentation and Data Processing 

Changes in some items of equipment used and development 

'Nork on others was required as the tests progressed. A des-: 

cription and calibration details were given in Chapter ;,.' 

section 3.3, of the data logging system. Other developments! 

are described in the course of the rest of this chapter. 

4.1.4 Elastic Podulus of Wires 

The validity of any comparison between experimental 



results anQ the mathemRtical ~odelling of strand response 

derends, among other thinGs, on the accuracy of the vlire 

elastic modulus used in the calcul~tions of the modelling. 

It \':as therefore necessary to :3etermine this modulus wi thin 

roasonable confidence limits. Tests on core ~ire revealed 

a ~odulus val~e that ~AS lo~er thqn that expected for steel 

'.'lire. .h full£?r inV8S tiC;::: hon 'Nas ref)~uired and this is 

reported in A~?endix A.5. 

4.3 



4.2 ~; trand I 

The fir3t strand to be tested had been m~de Available by 

courtesy of 3ri tbh Ropes, before the c0m~)letion of the test 

rig described in Chapter 3, section 3.2. :t w~s therefore nec

essRry to use a 50 tonf cap?ci ty Jenison tensile testing 

rJ.'whine, wbich lir.;i tcd the s tranrl tes t len~th to 527 lIun and 

dictqted the outside di~ensions of t~e end grips. The 'extro-

meter', for si::ml tn.neou,3 D8Bsl;:'ement of extension and rotation 

over a rrc-r:etermine(l r~au.:-:e lenf:'th"![Rs also not yet available 

Fln~_ in any cAse, it ,vas desifolled for use on R ~otrRnd subjected 

to tensile loa.dine on R horizontal axis. r~'he current design 

cannot be used in a vertical load Rxis Dachine of the Denison 

type. The instrumentation possible for this test 'Ivas therefore 

confined to strain gRuees, three of \'1hich were AttAched at about 

the middle of the strand, tvlO on one 'vii re a t a dis tance of about 

half a lay length from each other and the other on the wire 

diametricRll,Y opposite the first f:'au;-e (See inset of Figs 4.1 

Rnd 2). ~he desicn of end grip had been decided in the lieht of 

the experience gained by Bri ti2h i~opes Ltn. at DoncRster and 

the Eealth And Safety ~xecutive ;!8search Jepartments at Sheffield 

and :Suxton. The termiwltion consists of R steel body with 

coniCAl hole And the socketing mediurn used is the polyester bRsed 

resin ~ith silica filling from the ~irelock Co. See Dodd's pRper 

on this subject ( 70 ). rrhe prog-ress in tte development of 

strsnd termina tions througl-l the course of this study is given 

in Appendix A.4. 



Strand details ~ere as follows: core wire diameter 

3.94 mD, helieRl vrire diameter 3.73 mm, lay length 115 DIn. 

':'he stnmd riDS 10Fdled :mrl strain readings recorded in 

eAch of 30 loadin.:s cycles, wi th incre2sin~ maximum load eAch 

cycle. As thr:~ 1020 reCiched 92 kN, on the 27th load cycle, 

loud 'c~acks' ~ere he~rd frc~ ina ide one of the end grips. 

~hc noise ~qS heArd asain at about the same load during the 

28th lORd cycle. :·'ore crilcks were heprr'I on tte next two 

cycles, taken to 100 kN awl tho loadine then incrensed until 

strAnd frncture occurred At 130.5 kN. All wires broke at about 

-} dis t·qnce froD one end and a birrlc8ge effect in the helical 

wires occurred at the other end, adjacent to the grip. 

Inspection of the end grips revealed that a disc of resin had 

broken away from the back of each grin across a plane perpen

clicular to the s trrmd axis, at the extremity of the bends in 

the '1'ires. The resin beh-leen hooked ends was broken in small 

pieces and the hooks appear to have locked with each other, 

effectively jac:ming the throat of the conicRl hole. 

StrRins measu~ed in first and last loading cycles are 

shown in Figs 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. 



4.3 Strands II 2nd III 

':.'he test on strand I showed thCit two diametricfllly 

opposite wires did not tflkc an equal share of the load and in 

Rn Rttempt to eli!!1inate tte possibili ty t'13t the unsyr.:metricRI 

dis tribu tion of hooked over wires Vii thin the socketing medium 

contributed to this inequality of loading, it was decided to 

try unbent v,ire ends in s trflnc: II. The avoidance of resin 

breakup and the ja~minG of hooks in a random manner at the 

throat of the conical hole V:3S another objective. The strand 

test rig was available at this time and vias used for the tenn

ina tion tes t on strand I I. ':;'he tennina ti ons sus tained load as 

i t w;~s inc:reased UD to 40.5 kN, but all wires then started 

slipping through the resin Rt one end 8nd load fluctuated about 

8.1 kN 1.mtil the wires pulled out completely. Fig. 4.3 shows 

the wires Rt the end of the strand after they have pulled out 

of the resin socketing mediun. Rer.mants of the resin (orange 

coloured flakes) and plasticine (used to seal the end during 

pouring of the resin mixture) are seen on the wires of the 

~trand. (See Appendix A.4, section A.4.2 on socketinG procedure). 

Fig. 4.4 shows part of the truncated CO.:1e of resin which was 

knocked out of the steel grip body after the test. The holes 

through which the '.'fires v:ere pulled can be cleRrly seen. 

Strand III, tested next, consisted of that part of strand 

II which includes the end -.I/hich did not pull out of the term

ination and a length of strand short enou.t,h to fit in the Denison 
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4.7 

~o tonf testing machine, when the opposite end was socketed. 

Tho new socket included a steel disc with seven holes (See 

Appendix A.4, Fig. A.4.l.C). ~he disc made no i~provement 

on 8'ri"9pint~ efficiency nYld the '.'Iires pulled out ~-lgain at a 

lo"d which fluctuRted within two or th:::-ee kN of about 80 kN. 



4.4 Stromd IV 

Strand PrenRrRtion , 

The extrometer, for si8ultaneous measurement of strand 

extension and rotation, ~as now availnble. It was therefore 

possible to proceed 'Iii tll the objectives of comnissioning equip-

ment and provin~ test techniques, as described in section 4.1 

of bis chapter. r::he strano. tested had a mRrked initial curv-

ature And was fron another lenGth having the same specification 

as strands I, II and ~II. Extrometer 003ses and grip oodies 

'!Iere threAded onto the strand before the end terrninRtion pro-

cedure was instituted, RS described in Appendix A.4. For this 

strand, wires were bent throug!': 180
0 to form single hooks 

within the resin. 

Strain gauges were attA-ched to wire surfRces with grids 

parA-llel to wire axes over five lay lengths (pitches) of the 

strand, the third of these pitches located at the middle of the 

str~mrl ; Eee Fig. 4.5 .(fi'or gauge types ann application tech-

niques see Appennix A.6). 

Table 4.1 gives the v.aximum IOA-d ano. end condition for each 

of the 67 loading cycles to vlhich the strand was subjected. Por 

fixed end tests, the adaptor was locken in position. (See Fig. 

3.2). For free end tests, the Rdaptor was left free to rotate. 

Due to smRll frictional resistance torque within the thrust 

bearing of the adaptor, it was necessary to turn the adaptor 

cRrefully until output from the torsion circuit showed zero 
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strAnd IV Load::'n3' Pro,,:r8r.JC1C 

Cycle l~os 

1 
2 & 3 

4 

5 
6 
1 

8 
9 

10 & 11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

25,26,27,28 
29,30,31 

32 

33 

34 
3J 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

41 & 42 
43 & 44 

45 

!!ax. Load 
kN 

20.0 
24.0 
28.0 

32.0 
36.0 
40.0 

44.0 
t,8.0 
48.0 
52.0 
52.0 
56.0 
60.0 
64.0 
68.0 
72.0 
65.8 
71.4 
71.4 
71.6 
70.0 
60.0 
72.0 
72.0 
72.0 

76.0 

80.0 
84.0 
88.0 
92.0 
96.0 
83.8 
96.0 
59.8 
60.0 
10.0 

Fixed or 
Free 

Fixed 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 

" 
" 

Free 
" 

Fixed 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

Free 
" 
" 

Fixed 
Partially 
::e strained 

Fixed 
Free 
Fixed 

Fixed 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

Free 
Fixed 

" 
" 
" 

Comments 

18 strain gauges, tension, 
torque, extension and 
rotation, recorded on pro
forma, by hand. 
Strain gauges outputs on 
V:SH P350A and 2 V[SM 10-
channel bridge and switching 
units. 
Other outputs on FYLDE 
bridge/a~p. units. 

Extrometer disconnected and 
reconnected. Load up to 
previous maximum only, to 
check extrometer relia
bility and reproducibility 
of results. 
16 strain zauges only from 
here on. 

Tension, torque, extension, 
rotation and 6 gauges out
puts put on FYLDE & U.V. 
Recorder. 



::;tr::md IV LORding l)rogrAr.1me 

~8ble 4.1 (Continued) 

Cycle Has 

46 
47 

48,49,50,51,52 

53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 

62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 

68 

i.Iax. Load 
kN 

80.0 
90.0 
96.0 

96.70 
100.7 
106.6 
107.8 
109.9 
59.8 

111.9 
115.8 
107.1 

104.9 
115.4 
119.9 
122.3 
124.0 
127.4 

105.1 

Fixed or 
Free 

Fixed 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 

COmI!lents 

Cycle 52. 'Crack' heard 
in grip. 

'Crack' heard in grip. Big 
drop in tension. 

Extrometer disconnected. 
:Sreak. '::ire No. 1 inside 
grip. (Core also? Unconfirmed} 
:r-:ax. load on remaining wires. 
r~11ed out from grip. 



restraining torque. This output readinG for eRch tension incre

Dent '!Jas determined from expression 3.4 before e8ch test under 

free end (zero torque) condition.l'he outputs from the 18 

strain Gauges \"lere read on a ~':el'llyn Strain ~,:easurement P350A 

brirlc,;,e uni t co~mected to two ten-channel switch and balance 

units, U"8 to load cycle 24. r~wo gauges went dovrn at this 

stng-e Rnd i'ror'l cycles 33 to 42 only 16 gauges were monitored, 

reducerl to 6 from c,:rcle 43 v:hen the outP'.1ts from the six gauges 

Rt mid-strand (1.3 to 6.3 at pitch position 3) were connected 

to the "5'YLJE bridge alJiplifier unit, the outputs of which were 

connecterl. to six ch8nnels of aU. V. ~~ecor~_er. Strain gauge 

readings from the test on strand I (see Fig. 4.2) had shown that 

at 96 kN (r.JRX. load in c.:-rcle 40) the elastic range Vias now likely 

to be exceeded and it ~as not reasonable to expect that the 

recording b,Y hand ,'iould be possible from up to 22 circuits while 

a part!cular load was maintained, since creep would almost 

certainly occur. The use of a U.V. recorder would, it was hoped, 

overcome this problem since a continuous record giving sim-

ultaneous O'.1tput from all channels would be obtained from the 

traces FIB load VIas steadily incre"sed. The output from FYLDE 

circuits already connected to tension and torque circuits (load 

cell) and the extension and rotation circuits (extrometer) were 

also connected to four channels of the U.V. recorder at this 

stage. The extrometer was disconnected after the 66th cycle 

and the load then incrcRsed until the strand fractured. Fracture 

load was 12'(.4 kN, only one helical wire breaking inside one of 

the end crips. This wire 'birdcaged' individually to the other 



4.10 

r;rip. rrhe strand WAS still Able to sustain load and generate 

torque until two wires (core and one other helical) pulled out 

from the resin, having straightened out their hooked ends in 

the process. Note that the extrometer was attached to the 

strAnd 8 t the s tl-nt of the loading profjTamme at a holding 

tension in the s trp,nd of 5 kN, and load was not reduced below 

this between lOAd cycles. 

(i) StrAnd Extensio~s 

Fi:::". 4.11 shows rIots of tensile lORd agRinst strand extension 

[or certain s8lected fixed PYld free end loading cycles. The 

prp~icticns of Ju~elli et Rl. ( 27 ) are also shown for com

:'ari2on. '.'r,e 2 ~rnw: ,':i:[ness is seen to be siGnificantly less 

in tl--:te r'rr.8 crd con'ii tio:1 t:~::m t';c fixed end concH tiona The 

oncet of yiolrt, or ~ot0ctnble no~-linearity in tte load/extension 

~lo~, 02CU~S at q lo~er lOR~ in the free e~d CRse than in the 

fixe~ er,cl ca:'('. Eys tr?~"):::h' in the s trRnd, [Teater in the free 

"nr' tr::" uc;, ';',tS evi~en t in A 11 cycles. (rfhis is over and above 

t,:,0 h,';sterw;is:1ue to 88cklEls!" in tr,e extrometer, as determined 

':h~)n it vms cRlitrgted. ';e8 Ar-per,dix A.2). 

(ii) StrRnd RotRtion 

Fi;> 4.7 shows plots of tensile 108d ar'jainst strand 

rotBtion for selected load cycles with free ends. The pre

dictions of Durelli et ale ( 27 ) are seen to be in reasonable 

agreement. StrRnd hysteresis is 8E,'ain in evidence. 
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( ... ) ,., ,., t d 111 corque venerA .e 

:'1".e EiTst t:JTsion circui t i"88 u::::ed for this test. , 
.:'. 

4.11 

second circuit ~83 attached a!ter this test. The results fron 

this 28con1 circuit wsre used in all subsequent tests. The 

results from t~e first circuit are therefore not shown here, 

al tr.cu:Ih raBul ts from t~e first did snow Ft linear tension/ 

torque relation in all load cycles in the fixed end condition, 

slL-:lj tly 3teeper than thr:t of the prediction by Durelli et 81. 

( 27 ). 

(iv) '~urf'1ce ~)trains on HelicA.l '-:ires 

~ trRin ~ifferences along- the strand Ftre shovm in Fig. 4.8 

for the fixed end case r~nd I"i2,'. 4.9 for the free end case. 

7here Are lower mean strains in the free end case than the fixed 

end C8se. DeviRtions from the mean (and from the Durelli pre-

rliction) ~re ere~ter in the free end case than t~e fixed end 

case, but these deviations reduce with increased load. The 

strain variation alonG the lenGth of each wire cannot be fully 

analy:-oed wi thou t cauges on ttem all. It cEmnot be c1etemined, 

therefore, whettcr these strain variations arc due to 

redistribution of load sharing between wires as the initially 

curved stran('l~ strai;~htcned under 108cl. 

Fi;~. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 shmv that then; is unequal lORd 

sharing between wires At strand mid-section, the deviations from 

the mean being greater in the free end CRse than the fixed end 

case. 
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4.4.4 Conclusions from Strand IV Test 

(i) ::~s.ui nncnt l'''!rfOIT.v:mce ;md Requirer::en ts for the 

Next Test 

':'he extror.leter ap?eared to perform sa tisfRc toril,Y. '~'he 

need for a lar;~er nunber of strain cau,;-es highliehted. the 

l'roblems of recorciin'j, '0;;' hrill r:, the resul ts from a larGe number 

of output ch2nnols. ~ho ultra violet recorder did not solve 

the ].;roblens 'iince only 10 channels cOClld be Rccor.lrnodRted and 

lRborious processinp, of the trace is necessary in ::;uch non-

di,!,i tal ou.t!,uts. ';'he availability of Rn existinc data lOGger 

with nunch tRpe and nrinted tape outputs for up to 50 channels 

rrompted the :iecision to use this for the next tes t. Duplicate 

tensile and torque circuits on the load cell were thou2ht to be 

required for monitoring of strand tests at the side of the rig. 

(3ee also CtapLor 3, section 3.1 and Appendix A.l). 

It ';iRS cleClr th:::t Dare strain iZ'Ruges v;ere required if stress 

distribution Cliong the whole len'~th of strand were to be invest-

iented. To reduce labour in strand preparation and increase 

,gauce reli8bili ty, it was decided to use strain g'r.uges vri th leRds 

alreRdy attached. (See Appendix A.6, section A.6.2). 

(ii) Results on Strand 2esnonse to LORd 

The predictions of Durelli et al. ( 27 ) on extension, torque 

And rot~tion appeared to agree reAsonably closely with the 

experimental resul ts. r~'here 'liAS uncertAinty, however, about the 

influence of the initial curvature of the strand, particularly 

on strain values alone the st:::--and. 'fhe need in future tests for 

very r71Uch straighter te~)t strand.s was evident. 



4.5 Strand V 

4.5.1 3tr~md Prerar~tion 

This strand ?os~es3ed no initial curvature Rnd was dif-

ferent froD R11 other str2!l':s in U:5..s 3turty in ttat it I"as 

g21 v;:mised nnd lubrics ted. For the len,~::th used in this test, 

Dean dif,neters ':iere 3013 L1!J (helicl'll) "m(i 3.91 m::l (core), while 

the ;::earl lay lr:rlCth of 91. 92 !'1.r;], Gave a helix angle of 75.40
• 

~ooked over wires ~ere used in the end grips as described in 

.4r;nendix A.4. 

In ortler to obtain more inforI1:ation about surface strains, 

39 strain i~-auges Vlere attAched as shown in }'ig. 4.12. The type 

shown in FiG. A.6.2(i) (with leads attached) ~ere used, including 

3 sets of 3 caw~es mO~"1tec: pArallel to e8ch other as shown in 

,-,. I 6 2 ( .. ) 
l~ 15. ...'1.. 11. (For applicatjon details see Appendix A.6). 

4.5.3 Instru.r.:entation 

rrhe data lO;Ter syster.l inCOrpOT8. ted into the testing system 

has the control And intlicRtor lmi t 80me 30 rJetres from the test 

rie. Signal loss over this len,.;th of lead Ira s calibrated and 

details are ~ive~ in A~pendix A.3. A triecer for the control 

uni t ViaS develo-ped for renote operation by switch from the side 

of the rig. The data lOf,ger is connected to punch tape and 

printed paper tape outputs, )'md vihen both are operational the 

Gwitch speed is two circuits per second. For loading beyond 

yield, the r:;rinted paper tA.pe was disconnected, Fmd swi tcbing 



}'i~l'ur8 4.12. ~;tr8nd V: Po~' i tion 0 r ~train G:::,uge:;. 

Pi tell 'Io~'i tion3 

gn 1) }t; 

·;I·-~-~ • ., '.- .'--~~ 
: ~ ~~'-_~~;_~.),(=!=~ v) 

"/--I l!;2 (i) , l!;2 (ii-5~~, b, c 
1 

.J ~ .~~.-~-' ' .. - '- -- ~--~ 
>I E 3* 
. • •• _li~-~-~ ~~~ _ ~ 
" E4 (i) , (i i) , (i i i) , (i v) 
t, * * ~. 
'~ .--.----~ 
: E5*-"'-' - . -. -- ... --

/ - - -. _. __ .- ... ---;> ,. ~ 
/ E6*----.. -----
/, 

E 

- --. 

\Jire 1 

l,'lire 2 

Wire 3 

\Hre 4 

\Hre 5 

Wire 6 

1 2 3 4 567 8 
- Ii: : 

: ( I I . I I 
I I ( I I • I . ?''" ", ", ... ,~ ~--- ;> )'/ 

~~~. ,.<:zZ..~: "<~' X~i' 
- ----

~ __ >:>o.:,~_..:>£. ___ .~; '"" " ...... ". J' ,'-...,/ , : -- -
I 

Rxtrometer Gauge Len~th 
OOmm. 

l~ i tc h 1- 0 ~ it ion 6. 

6.1 

6·r-OgO
(,·2 

6.5°006 .3 
6.4 

I-itch J'o:ng.7,>5o 

7.1,([J.1) 

080 

°0° 7./]~,7.4b,7.4c 
( J • 11 Cl., 5 • 41) , 5 • /] c ) 

'I . i 1. (' : J () ::' n:; 0 B , t1 , 5 , ? i:.1 • 

il. 1 
(1:. 1,:,.1,:.1,1.1) 

0°0 
0°0 o 

Bol: 
(4.1;,3.;',?11,1.1:) 

*Indic;:'.teG : trpin pcut:'e:~ lo,t wllen refi tUng (;~'cJ erip. 
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speed is thereby incre~sed to ~bout 10 circuits per second. 

Strain g~uges for duplicate torque ~nd tension circuits were 

attached to the load cell rod for the purpose of monitoring 

loading during tests. (See Chqpter 3, section 3.3.1). The 

second of the tension circuits w~s subsequently ~ccidentally 

destroyed and thA results fro~ the second torsion circuit only 

were used in the ~ain test progra~~e (Chapter 5) and in com

?arison with conputed predictions (Chapter 7). 

lunched t~pe output fron the d~t~ lo[;'eer has been fed into 

the rle~~rt~ental cQ[:Jputer Find the graph plotting accessory used 

to nroQuce load/extension, lORd/torque, load/rotation And load/ 

strain plots. 

4.5.4 Loading FrograD!1e 

Tt1ble 4. 2 gives the flaxir:lum load and end condi tion for 

8Ach of the 25 loadin'5 cycles to which the strand I':as subj ected. 

'rhe str2.nd began to p'J.ll out of :he end grip at that end ';;here 

~ train £iauges ','!ere adjacent to tr..e grip in the 17th cycle. In 

the next cycle, R 'crack' was heArd within this grip and the 

lOrl.d r'.ropped. 3u6clenly. The s tr::md pulled out completely after 

tr,is 2nd it Vias neces:-:8ry to fi t the t?nd grip aGain. During 

this process, which involved the bending into hooks of the 

individual vrires for a ~,econd tiDe, nine strain [8uges became 

unservice .. ~ble. After the 25th 108'i cycle, taken to a oaxi:nurn 

load of 95.3 kN, the extrometer ".':AS disconnected. Load ',',-as 

then increaC'ed until the strand broke at a lo~d of 99.4 kN. 



~-)tr~nc1 V tORriir.p; fro'TRmoe 

r.:'~ble 4.2 

Cycle 
nos 

1 8: 2 
3 
4 

5 & G 

7 & 8 
9 & 10 

11 & 12 
13 8~ 14 
15 & 16 

17 

18 

r,:rn:. Load 
kN 

20 
52.4 
52.8 
52·9 

44.0 
52.8 
44.0 
55.0 
44.0 
63.8 

63.0 

Fixed 
or 

Free 

Pixed 
II 

" 
" 

Free 
Fixed 
Free 
Fix"'d 
Free 
Fixed 

Fixed 

Cor.;ments 

39 strain gau{;'es, duplicate torque 
Fmd tension circuits to data loeger. 
':,1 ens ion 8fid torque circuits (original) , 
extension and rotation to FYLDE bridge/ 
amp. unit. 

Slipping of str::md in end. crip. Strain 
gauged end. 
'Crack' he8rd in e:-:d. LORd dropped to 
47.4kN. 

StrRnd. nulled. out of end at fluctuating load:t> 24 kN. 
;{ooks strrJ.ichtcr:ed out and I'!ires pulled through holes in resin. 
",'ires hooked a,Iain and Emd grip refi tted with new resin. 

19 

20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

26 

20.0 

84.0 
50.3 
90.0 
92.8 
95.3 

99.4 

Fixed 

" 
II 

Free 
Fixed 

" 
" 

" 

9 strain gauges lost in refitting of 
grip. 
'Crack' heard in grip but lOAd main
tained. 

Zxtrometer disconnected after this load 
cycle. 
Break in 5 helicals at this load. 
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Five helical wires were severpd At a position just in~ide the 

resin of the end. cri}! 8.dj::l.cen t to tr.e s train gauges. 'Bird

caging' of the broken ~ires occurred along the strand and ended 

some 150 L:O fro;:) the crip ;~t the otr.er end. 

4.5.5 l"<.esul ts Rnd JiScllssion 

(i) 2tY8.nd =~xten3ions 

FiC. /:.13 S!10'.'!S 108.d/extension plots of the three last 

108.ding cycles before the extrometer ~as removed. Procressive 

increese in pemanent non-8l8stic extensicn is evicect, as \'.'ell 

as hyste~esi3 in the strAnd loading cycle. 

(ii) Strand ~otRtion 

FiG. 4.14 shows the load/rotation plot for the cycle No. 

22, free end c~se. The irre6ularity of the plot 08.Y te due to 

vnriations in inten,ire slip as the presence and/or effective

ness of lubricant over the gauge length also varied. (Coopare 

'.'lith Fi~. 4.7 - no lubricant). 

(iii) Torque Generated 

The torque generated ~as found to increase linearly with 

tensile load. on the strrm::J. The 10ild/torque slope was found to 

be greater by 6.~; than that predicted by Du~elli et ale ( 27 ). 

(iv) Surface Strains on HelicFtl '.:ires (See Table 4.3) 

Figs 4.15 Rnd 16 show load/strain plots for load cycle No. 

5 (fixed end) up to a max. load of 52.9 kN. Strain differences 
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Figure 4.14. Load/Strand Rotation. ~trand V. 
Free ~nd;Load Cycle 22. 
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between '.'Iires (Fir;. 4.15) A~d strnin differences RlonG a sinrsle 

wi~e (FiC. 4.16) Are evident. These ~ifferences reduce at 

higher lORds (see TRble 4.3 for Cycle 25) in the fixed end 

con~ition. Differences in the free end condition are larger 

And ~ercentage differences Rre often of little significance as 

strain values Rre negAtive for sone wires and pitch positions. 

In ~ie. 4.17, the rIot fran lOAd cycle 25, the penultimate 

load.inr;-, becom'C;s non-linel1r Rt higher loads. 'l'he highest strain 

is a,';ain at a point nearest the end grip. Some redistribution 

of lOAd shAring along the strAnd is evident from the fact thl1t 

the order, r:;lRximum to oini;,mm, of the s trA L'lS of pi tch 90si hons 

···ere different Rt the hiGher loariing (Fig. 4.17) from the lOVler 

lORdinG (FiC. 4.16). FiG. 4.18 shows surface strain on two diR

metricAlly opposite helicRl ';;ires at strand add-position. 

':bereas strain ranges for individuRI load cycles do not vary 

{~re8 tly, U~e cur.mla ti v~ effect of load cycling is clearly seen. 

('l'here is 11 stmin difference of about 500ftt Rt the start of 

tte last cycle, assw'TlinC A. com::lon datum only 3 cycles previously). 

Fig. 4.19 shows thAt a much greater variation in strains between 

wires is present uneer 10A.ding with free ends. The strain plot 

at pitch position 8 (neRr end grip) is not shown. At maximum 

10AO, this strain is neglltive. (:jee Table 4.3). 

4~5.6 Conclusions from Strand V Test 

(i) Eguinoent PerformAnce 

The extrometer and lo~d cell performed satisfactorily. The 

d8t~ logger and graph plotting facility also proved themselves 



Surface Strain VariAtions - StrAno V 

TAble 4.3 

LORd Max. Load rean Strain I,Tax. Varia ti on 

Cycle No. kN 
:End ConcH tions ~,. i re No. (s ) Pitch Position(s) (/=) from 1Iean 

Strain 7~ 

5 52.9 Fixed 6,5,4,3,2,1 6 3314 + 6.2, - 5.7 
( (' ~1· 

6,5,4,3,2,1 3289 +13, -25.3 . Joe . 1!tur0s 52.9 F'iXf:d v .u 

4.15 Rnd 
4.16) 52.9 Fixed 1 8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1 3488 + 4.6, - 4.7 

1 E 3376 - 3 * 

52.9 Fixod 4 8,7,6,5,4,5,2,1 3419 + 4.4, - 3.7 
. 4 E 2656 + 6.9 * 

22 50.3 Pree 6,),<1,3,2,1 6 430 +53, -57 

(' p . 8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1 45~ +43, -55 . ee 'l,';urn 50.3 Free 1 
4.19) 1 E -427 95 (comp.)* 

)0.3 Free 4 8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1 :>44 +124, -114 
4 

..., 
lC. -266 49 (comp)* 

! 25 95.3 Fixed 6,5,4,3,2,1 6 8~40 + 8.4, - 6 
I (renu1timRte 
I 
I 95.3 Fix8d 1 8,7,b,5,4,3,2,1 8289 + 1.8, - 2.4 
I 1 E -33.7, * ('~ee Fi,';11re 

4.1 t) 
95.3 Fi Xc' d 4 8;( , 6 , 5 , 4,3,2,1 8249 + 1.4, - 2.5 

4 E + 6.3, * 

Continued on noxt page 



SurfAce Strain Variations - Strand V 

Table 4.3 (Continued) 

-)!- 'rhis fig'ure is variation from me8n of strain in 811 other eiGht pi tch posi tions on the SAme wire. 

(I) 'Phis is the JTlean of the str8in increments Rbove the initial holdinG l08Q of 3 kN (APr-rox.). 
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Figure 4.19. Load/Wire :o;urrace ~'train.~itrand v. 
Pitch Ppcition 6:all helical wirec. 
Free ~nd;Load Cycle 22. 
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suitAble for use in a comprehensive test prOGra~Qe. 

r~'he fp.ct tblt end srl::;s again 7Toved unsatisfactory prompted 

the design modi~ication resulting in complete 3600 bendinG of 

each ~irewithin the resin. (~ee Appendix A.4). A 'bollard' 

nechanism is thus em~loyed to complement the initial adhesion 

betreen resin 2nd wires. 

St~ain gau~es appeAred to have been reliably attached to 

wire surfaces. ~he ou tput from the [::\,RugGS mounted in threes, 

with axes parallel, though not analysed in netail, appeared con

sis tent ,me this confLgura tion was considered satisfactory for 

use in the main te~; t progranr'1e. 

(ii) ?esul ts on. Strnnrl ~esponse to 1Jo«d 

Strand extension, rotation and tor~ue eenerated appeared to 

aGTee reasonabl.? '.Ji th :;iurelli et a1. ( 27 ), though derarture 

from a line8.r load/extension relation at higher loads W8.S 

evident. 

Conclusions from strain me8.surements are probably the most 

significR-nt. Vari8.tions in load sh8.rin,<; between wires is very 

much greater in the case of free end tests th8.n fixed end tests, 

RS in strand IV. Variations are §;reatest adjacent to end grips. 

Strain differences, in the fixed end condition, between wires at 

a particular 'strand cross-section are greater th8.n the differences 

along the strand in 8. particular ~ire, if the end position (E) 

is not considered. 
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5.1 ~tranc Details 

The preliminary tests described in Chapter 4 served to 

prove so~e of the test equipment, notably the 'extrometer', and 

test techniques as v;ell as providing an opportunity to develop 

other equipcent. It was now possible to proceed with the major 

objectives of this stu~y, as ~efined in Chapter 2, sections 2.2 

Rnd 2.3. A number of seven wire strRn-is hRving core 8.nd helical 

"iires of the same diR~eter RS strands I, II, III Rnd IV in the 

prelioinRry tests, and a ran;::-e of helix Fmcles, were mpde Rvail

able by courtesy of British Hopes. Thl? strRnrls were All formed 

in the sElme stranding machine fror.:! seven reels of wire that were 

unchanged throughout. In order to eliminate strand curvature, 

each 2 metre length was cut between strander cRpstan and the 

take-up reel, as soon as it was produced. Traction to the take

up reel WRS maintained by a smaller strand Vlound round the take

up reel which was clamped to the end of the new strand as soon 

as the previous strqnd '!!as cut free RnQ unclRnned from it. Four 

lengths of 2 metres Viere stranded for eRch of 10 nominal lay 

lengths, as deteroined by the fitting of a gear wheel which 

governed relRtive rotAtion of capstrm and the helicRl wire 

supply reels about their axes. After each geRr (strand lay) 

chAnge, a lenGth of Rbout Ii oetres WRS strAnded and discRrded, 

in order to ensure thRt test leni~ths consisted of strand the 

geometry of which was free from an.y irregularities due to the 
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transition. 

Five of these strands vlere selected for cRrefully instru-

mented tests. Details are uiven in TAble 5.1. The strand 

lays were measured over lencths of about 1900 om and were 

found. to be wi thin l.l~-: of the noninal figures, except for 

strRnd VI which ViRS 4.1;: less than the nominFll lay. Only in 

the case of strand VI waG the difference considered large 

enough to WArrant cooparison of experimental results ~ith 

theOr'J of both nODinal and measured strand geometries. 

~Jominal and HpRsured Stnmn :;eometry 

1'Rhle 5.1 

NO!"linal r.leRGured 

~)trand 
Core HelicRl 
dia. dia. 

No. Lay Lay nun nun Angle Angle 
mm mm 

VI 82.04 73.630 78.66 72.97° 
VIII 97.79 76.160 96.69 76.01 
X 110.49 77.70° 111.41 '(7.80 3.94 3.73 
IX 123.19 78.93° 123.58 78.97 
VII L19.86 80.87° 148.27 80.7'7° 

* :;·8e Appenc.ix l\. 5 for ~: e terninR tion of .. lre :.:odulus. 
The grwl e of 'llire in the se 3 trnnris is 180 kgf /mm2 minimum 
brenkini: 10'H1, to nS2763. 

*';Iire 
If.odulus 
kN/mm2 

197.9 
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).2 StrRnn Frepp,ration 

).2.1 TerminAtions 

In the liGht of experience gained durinG the preliminary 

tee ts, it VIR ~~ decided that efficient eripping of the individual 

'.'Iires v;ould be best acbieven if each were bent through a complete 

3600 circular arc. ~his was done by using hand wrenches and the 

loops, of about 25 mm to 40 fir;] diameter, orientated in such a 

way as to minimize interference between wires when confined in 

the hollow conical grip. The wires were trimmed off at the end 

of eRch loop so thr-tt they would not eoerge beyond the end of the 

grip, or above resin level when poured. The 'wirelock' polyester 

resin bAsed socketing [.1ediUf.'l Vias poured into the socket of each 

end in turn, care beinG ta~en, by use of a spirit level, that the 

fIance of the Grip wps horizontal and the free surface of the 

resin was therefore flush '.';i th the flange after pouring. The 

loops ensured that a bollard type of mechanism was involved in 

the gripping of the wires, as well as the adhesive and, when 

developed, the rRdial gripping forces similar to those present 

in the extrusion process. (:3ee also Appendix A.4). 

5.2.2 Strain Gauges 

'rests on strands IV and V showed th,"t differences in strain 

between wires at the end, near a grip, and for comparison, at 

mid-strand, are of particular interest. The strain differences 

along a particular wire are not as great as the differences 

between wires (with the exception of the extreme end position 



m~ar the grip) and it therefore seemed unnecessary to affix 

gauges at 1'10re than the one mid-strand pitch position. '.i'8ble 

5.2 shows the strain gauGe distribution and type for each 

strand. ?fote th8t r;-8.uGes havini;' grid axes -;Jerpendicular to 

'l'ire axis ",I,'ere used in this test procrA.1:1f.1e, in addition to the 

{~auises mounted '::i th grid axes p:uallel to wire axis. Strain 

gAuge types and applic8tion techniques are described in Appendix 

A.6. 
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StrAin GelD,SOS: "(nee ano Jistrib~lti()n 

l'elble 5.2 

I Da ta LO{~geT 
VI 

~~ trp..nd Strand 
VII 0 

0<. =8C.9 o 

; 

Chan'~el ~rc. I ='r~ 60 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

I 0<.0 -' • 

EllP 
[ E12An * 
I 

E12Ab 
r~12Ac* 

E13P 
:t:14Aa 
E14Ab 
E14.Ac 

, E:2lP 
E22A 
E3lP 
E32A 
E41P 
E42.A 
E51P 
E52A 
E61F 
E62A 
TalA 
rG3P 
!,;2A 
l.!3A 
j':4lA 
I.:42A 
;'~5A 

e6.li 

Code: Type R.nd Location. 

, T 

1;'. : 

End (nenr grip). 
Fio-strrmd. 

:F:llr 
E12A 
E13X 
E21P 
F:22A 
E31P 
E32A 
E41F 
E42A 
E/13X 
S51P 
E52A 
E61P 
E62.A 
l'lTllX 
L'I12,AR. 
I.1l2Ab 
r(}2i\c 
JI.H3P 
1I!2A 
M3A 
l.I4A 
r,~5A 

1:6A 

I 

I EllP 

I
i E12A 

E1311"/4 
.; E2IP 

E2211 
E31P 
E32A 
E41P 
E42A 
E/~ 31l"/ 4 
E51P* 
S52A 
E61P 
E62.A 
MllP 
r.Il2Aa 
]\~12Ab 

V12Ac 
N13-rr/4 
I\!2A 
r,I3A 
E4A 
Li 5A 
r;;6A 

IX 0 
0( =78.9 o 

EllP 
E12A 
E1311/4 
E21P 
E22.A 
E31P 
E32A 
E41P 
E42A 
E43lf/4 
E5lP 
E5lA 
E61P 
:;:;~62A 

MllP 
1.112A R. 
rl.a2.Ab 
IG2Ac 
1I:13x 
~1;2A 

1I':3A 

r:15A 
M6A 

1st number (1-.6): l'ire :'Tumber. 

EllP 
E12AR. 
E12Ab 
E12Ac 
E13P 
E14AR. 
E14Ab 
E14Ac 
E21P 
E22A 
E31P 
E32A 
E41P 
E42A 
E51P 
E52A 
E61P 
R62A 
rUlA 
rn2P 
1:;2A 
M3A 
r~4A 

l':5A 
!:6A 

2nd number (1- 4): Position - order from 
end (1 nearest end). 

1,2,3,4 at dist8nces 5,10,16 
23 mm from end. 

P: Perpendicular to wire axis. 
A: Axial (parallel) to wire 

~)ee A.6.2 (i) 
See A.6.2 (iii) 

axis. 
X: FR.ra11el to strani axis. 
"TT"/4:45° to v;ire R.xis. 
a,b,c: Axial gauees, 3 parallel on SR.me wire. ~~ee A.6.2 (ii) 
* This strain gauge unserviceable throughout. 



5.3 InstruLl2ntation 

5.3.1 Loa~ Cell 

rl'ension circui t ~To. 1, tor:Jion circui t ITo. 2 and torsion 

circui t ~;o. 1 (re~'ults cot uc:ed) ":ere C0'1Y'8cted to three 

ch8n,els of the 1<'Y1;)::; brir<<:;-c/amplifier uni t and output read 

from the di[ital display at eFch load increment. See Chapter 

3, ,:ection 3.5. 2 and APYlc'1dix Ji.l for ciycuits Fmd c8.libration. 

2 was connected to the data logger until 

t':is circui t became u.!1.ccerviceclble following the frActure of 

s trami VI). 

5.3.2 Extrometer 

Extension and rotation outputs over the 600 m~ gauge 

lenGth 1':ere connec ted to t':iO chan:nels of the PYLDE brirlge/ 

Arl'llifier uni t Rnd output rep.d fro;~1 the diei tal display Rt ench 

lOAd increrlent. See Chapter 3, section 3.4.2. And Appendix A.2 

for circuits And calibration. 

5.3-3 Strclin GAuge Outputs 

Strain gauBes were connected to the data logger. See 

Ch3pter 3, section 3.5.1 And Appendix h.3 for output corrections 

due to line loss bet~een bridge units 8.nd switching control/ 

inclicAtor unit. 
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':.'l1e prelir.Jinqr2l tests ShOW2rt thn t there ;',ere si,::;nificant 

differences in strand response to load, ~articularly the slope 

of the IOAd/exte~sion plots, bet~een tests hAving fixed 8nd 

free (zero torque) end conditions. In ad~ition, they showed 

th~t non-lineArity in the load/extension plot starts occurring 

r:t lQ';'.'er I08ds in ::-,e free enn. CA.~;e. (.~ee Fir:.> 4.6). This r~ay 

be due to the eArlier attainDent of yield stress levels, part-

icultuly at in t"rl'lire surfaces, Rnd/or the effect of the 

crep, ter rn te of ch9nce i1: l:elix Anele. In any event, the 

design of a prO,'-;rR::1L;e of losding cycles in which both fixed and 

free end tests hAd to appear, re~uired some consideration being 

given to the effect of a test ~ith one end condition on strand 

perforL1Ance in a tes t '!Ii th P. different end condi tion perforoed 

after:TArds. It WAS therefore decided to confine tests with the 

free r;nd condition to loading below 45 kN. 

It seemed Pit this staee thAt further examination of the 

effect of end condition on strAnd response would be of interest, 

pArticularly if tests could be perfom.ed in '\';hich there was 

quantifiAble partial torsional restraint of the ends. This 

'2rovcd possible since the relation between stnmd tension and 

torque !~enera ted CAn be ne tcroined froll fixed end te3 ts, if they 

are perforoeri firet, and h;,: using c'11ibrRtion expression 3.4, 

the req;dred output fror:1 the torsion circui t at a pRrticular 

t ension And frpctional torsionR.1 restra1·nt can 'oe .:Jet . d u 8rrn1ne. 

Loading prograrl!':1eS for each strand are sho"rn 1· n T bl 5 3 ' a e •• 



Stranrl L08,ninr:: Prof";ramme 

'rRble 5.3 

lIRX. 
Load Cycle: Stnmd Humber Rnd Helix Angle 

LORd 
End 

Conrlition VI VIII X IX VII 
kN '{3.6° '76.20 77.70 '(8.9° 80.9° 

20 F'ixed 101, 102 201, 202 301, 302 401, 402 511, 512, 513 
50 }'ixed 103, 104 203, 204 303, 304 403, 404 504, 505 

~4 F'ree *Sl05,6,7,8): I09 205, 206 305, 306 405, 406 :£(506) ,507,508 
44 J- Fixed 112 207 307 407 511 
44 .~- Fixed 110 208 308 408 509 
44 ~- Fixed III 209 309 409 510 

50 }i'ixed 113, 114 210, 211 310, 311 410, 411 512 
60 Fixpd - - - 513 
70 Fixed - - - )14 
80 Fixed 115, 116 212 312 412 515 
85 Fix('d 117 - - 5]6 
90 Fixed 118 213 313 413 517 
95 Fixed Jl9 - - - )18 

100 F'ix~~d - 214 314 414 519 
102 i"ixed 120 - - - -
105 Fixed - - - - 520 
106 Fixed - 215 315 415 -
no Fixed 121 216 316 , 416 521 , , 

EX'l'HOMi';TEH DISCmi~T,';C'rED 

To 
, 

FrRcture " 122,123,124 217 317,318,319 417, 418 522 
LORd 
inkN " 13 'r .0 kN 139.6 kN 145.4 kN 136.7 kN 137.9 kN 

.- .-



r~Rhle 5.~ - Str:mn LOFlr1in,: Pro,"Tarnme (Continueo) 

* }'or strA-nd V I, four tests performed in error at unknown torsional restraint. 

;t For str::md VII, one test performed"" " " " 

r~inimurn holrling loan of 3 kN Flt stFlrt of 8R.ch loan cycle, for strmi VI; 4k!:J for strrmrls VII, VIII, IX (~X. 

~rote thr>t l08dinr~ cycles ATe nU:r.lbered 101, 102 ••••• for helix Rr.gle of 73.6°, 2Cl .,. for helix f1nGle 

76.2°, •••• And 501 ••• 522 for helix AnGle 80.90. 
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The fact that these proe-rAllloes Are not id.entical indicates 

thrlt there was a degree of develop::1ent vlork necessAry, even in 

this main test prO,';;Tarnl'1e. The technique for tests under 

fractional torsional restraint (strands VI and VII) needed 

perfectin!~. In addition, caution WAS exercised in the way that 

DRximurn lORd was increRsed cycle by cycle, in strands numbers 

VI and VII, since the 3600 wire loops in end Grips were being 

tried for the first tiDe. 2o~evcr, by the ti~e that strands 

VIII, IX and X were tested, identical pro~sramrn.es '.vere possible. 

Differences in the nUI:lber of cycles required to fracture the 

strand, Rfter disconnectinG the extrometer, arose because of 

at teoIlts to photograph s tnnd fmcture with a high speed 

camera, and the inherent tri[gering problems involved. (See 

section ).5.2). 
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5.5 Eesults 

5.5.1 BreAkinc Loa~s Rnd ~ypes of Fracture 

~he breqking load of wire rope or strand is of major 

interest to wanufacturer and U2er. ~est procedures to deter

~ine this value Rre ~ell ~eveloned Rnd it is always quoted in 

catalogues and <jpecifica tions. For t~.is reason, the determin

ation of breaking loa~ for these particular strands was not 

consi~ered R top priority for this study. However, the values 

are given here, in Table 5.4, together with details of type of 

fracture. 

The main features of the fracture Are also sho~n in Fig. 

5.1, 5.2 a~d 5.3. Ductile 'cun and cone' fractures are evident 

in all wires (see Fig. 5.1.a and Fig. 5.3.a). In the 

longer of the lengths of strand remaining after the fracture, 

tr..e core vlire CAn be Geen to protrude from the helicals (Figs 

5.l.a and 5.3.a) ~nd 'birdcaging' is evident adjacent to the 

grip (Fig. 5.l.b). Except for strand VII, in wjich only a 

single wire broke, the nature of the break is as shown in Fig. 

5.1. 'rhe 'birdcaging' Ht the Grip end of the longer rer.1aining 

len,';th of str:md is shown in Fie. 5.2 for the other four 

strands. ~he Fig. 5.3 shows details of strand X, which also is 

the subject of the high speed photographs described in the next 

section. Fig. 5.3. a shOVlS toe 'cup and cone' wire breaks while 

Fig. 5.3.b shows details of the end grips. On the left, resin 

still er.1bedded in the hollow conical grip body exhibits slight 

craziw;. On the riGht, resin has been pushed out of the grip 



BreRking Loans Find tr.Yres of FrRcture 

tEable 5.4 

Breaking Load ~6 Dev. from 
1 

StrAnd No. Helix Angle 

I }'rRc ture DeGcription , 
(kN) MeRn 

(:-;8e Also Pips 4.1 to 4.£)} " 

! 

i :1 

73.60 
,I 

VI 137.0 -1.6 All wires severed about i of strAnd length I 
I 
I' from grip. 'BirdcAeing' About 70 mm from " 

! 
both enna. L~l rf~cs t 'birdcRce ' (50 mm dia.) I in lonGer length of broken strand. 

VIII 76.2 0 139.6 +0.2 All wires severed about 220 mm from end I opnosite load cell. Double 'birdcA.{;'e' " 
covering full wire lay lencth At lOAd cell 

, 
end. 

X 77.70 145.4 +4.4 All wires severed about 190 mm from load 
cell end. Double 'birdcac'e' at opposite end. 

IX 78.90 136.7 -1.9 All wires severed about 160 mm from load cell 
end. Double 'birdcage' At opposite end. 

VII 80.90 137.9 -1.0 One heliCAl wire broken at end grip. Snaked 
loose from remaining wires over whole length. 
Pormed a 'sinGle wire birdcRge'. 

---

Mean breaking load: 139.3 kN 



Figure 5.1. strand VI after break. 

~ ., 

(a) At break. 

-~ 

'1'\ -. , 
" 
h' , 

Short end. 

(b) At grips. 

Long end. 



Figure 5.2. "Birdcaging" at strand end after break. 

Strand VIII 
(0(, =76.2%) 

Strand X 
(ex =77.7%) 

Strand IX 
( ()( = 7 8 • 9% ) 

Strand VII 
(0< =80. 9~~) 

I 



Figure 5.3. ~Jtrand X after break. 

Short end. 

SaGe 
crazing 
in resin. 

(a)Strand Ends. 

(b)Resin Cones. 

Long end. 
("Birdcage" 

at grip.) 

Cone 
<-tfter 
ren:oval 
from 
grip. 
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body, after sRwing off the strand where it emerged. This cone 

is seen to be essentially intact. Cones froD the other test 

strands appeared similar to Figs 5.3.a and b except where the 

resin at the throat of cones from strand VI had considerably 

more damage wr,ere the strand emerges froD the grip body. The 

more complex stress pattern in this region, due to the B-reater 

torque gene ra ted in this s tnmd L1ay account for this damRge. 

See also Chapter 1, section 7.2. 

5.5.2 Hip;h Sneed fhotop:raphy At Strand Break 

The acquisition of a Hadland high speed camera for use in 

research on dynamic plastiCity, within this Department, prompted 

1m attenpt to photograph a strand R.t the instant of frFlcture and 

just after'l;IHds. It VlRS hoped thr-lt information might emerge on 

the propRgation of 'birdcages' evidenced in the Figs 5.1 and 

5.2, which are photographs tAken after the tests were completed. 

The L1ajor problem encountered was the fact that the 

instant of strand fracture cannot be predetermined, nor the 

posi tion where this fracture will occur. rl'he decision on when 

to start filming becones a matter of judgment, since there is 

no vrarning either acoustic, from 'cracks' in the resin, or 

visual, of any sort, that can be used to trigger the camera. 

Some trial and error type developDent work was done during the 

fracture of strands VIII and IX, in which a complete film was 

wasted and some pictures eventually obtained at the very end of 

another film. Camera speed proved to have been too slow on 

that occasion and the complete event occurred in the space of 3 



1 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

39 

Figure 5.4.Strand :Break and "Birdcaging". 
::;trand X. 

147 frames/sec at ifra~e. 
(&t=1.7mcec.) 
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frames. 

'I'he Figs 5.4 Rre obtAined fro!:! the fr8cture of strand No. 

x. The extrometer ~as disco~nected from the strand after load 

cycle ~To. 16, !"'tax. lo'~d 110 kN, and. I08ding cycles to minima 

of 120 kN and then 126 kN were performed. The rig loading rod 

at the end opposite to the load cell was then screwed tight in 

order to a11ov; rn3.ximum lORding ram travel, if required, 8nd the 

load tA.ken up to 125 kN, 8t vlhich point the camera WAS prepAred. 

L08o.ing WAS then restRrtcd At T1Rximum pUQ.ping speed possible 

And the camera was trL:;g-ered AS the load pAssed 130 kN. 

Fr8cture occurred shortly AfteT'llards at 11~5.4 kN. CRmera speed 

WFiS 14'{ fr8mesl::econrl At i frame exposures, ['i ving a print Fit 

in tervRls of 8bou t 1. '{ msec. Strand frActure is detected in 

one print, numbered one, and the other prints are numbered 

sequentially from there. 

5.5.3 DAta Processing 

f~w datR froD strain gRuges, AS recorded from the data 

logger on punched tape, together with strand tension, torque 

generA ted, extension aml rotA tion, as recorded from the digital 

indicR tor on the FYLDE bridge/runplifier units, ','fere fed to the 

input of the Systime PDPll computer. Programming required to 

produce strain values ano. other results in suitable units for 

present8tion in convenient tabular form, or for output to data 

files for use in subsequent graph plotting, is shown in the 

flowchart Fig. 5.5. 
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In order to obtain inforostion about the nature of the 

l08d/extension, load/rota tion, load/s t.r~:lin !'md load/torque 

relationships without having to plot out graphs for every l08d 

cycle, a progranne ~RS devised to look 8t the data obtained 

from the prograIl1I:ling described in flowchart Fig. 5.5 and deter

mine be",t straic;'ht lines over selected ranges of these loading 

cycles, h,Y the r:.etr,od of le"lst squRres. See flowchart Fig. 5.6. 

For incre!'lsing lOAd, starting at 10 kN, the best straight line 

for this an:! the next t'l{O poin ts is determined. The deviation 

fron this best straight line of the experimental value at 10 kN 

is ctetermined next and then the deviations fron the third point 

anri every point be t"iecn this an'l the maximum load point for the 

loadinG cycle. ':::'he process is then repeated for the curve con

sisting of the Ie kN Doint and the next three points and 

repeated a~ain until the line considered takes in all points 

fran 10 kN un to and includinv, the point before the maximum load 

point. ':'he tabular printout from this programme shows up chimge 

of slope RS load increpses and by examining cteviation magnitudes 

and distributions, the pre[:;ence of 'rogue' points (from typing 

or punching errors) can be detected, as well as the way that the 

experimental results depart from linearity. The shApe of the 

plot for the period of decreasing load is also examined. The 

first points considered are the middle point !'Ind the two below 

it for which slope and deviations Ft lowest point Rnd others from 

hiGhest of the three up to the maximum load point for the lOAd 

cycle. The process is then repeated for the 5 points, consisting 

of an increase of one point up and one point down over the curve 



Figure 5.5. FLOWCEAR'r:DATA PROCESSH1G. 

KEYBO).HD. 
(No. of channelt) 
(No. of point~,thi~ cycle) 

~'(1 ,N2),------~' (N1 ,N2) 

K.I!;YBOARD. 
For m=1 to N2 
P(m) ,l'i' (m) ,£ (m) ,¢(m) * 

C)'LCUL}.TIOH. 
For m=1 to N2 
K(m)=10.07h '(m)+O.053P(m) 
E(m)=(O.257600)E(m) 
¢(m)=(20/600)( TI/180)~(m) * 

D).rl'). FILE. 
For m=1 to N2 

l! (n,1) 
~ov 

CALCUL).TION. 

Yel!! 

1 

I 

For (n,m)=(1,1) to (N1,N2) 
~(n,m)~'(n,m).c 
(c from AppendixA.3. Table A.3.1) 

OUTPUT TO DATA FILE. 
l!'or n=1 to N1 

No 

~ ~n, 1 )=~(n, 1) 
MO =1':( 1) J:" =E( 1 ),~ =¢( 1) * ov ~v ov 

CALCUL.ATIOK. 
For n,m=1,2 to N1,N2 
SoJn,m)=;(n,m)-~oJn, 1) 

CALCULA'l'ION. 
For m=1 to N2 
Jll (m)=rr:(m)-r,; ov ov 
Eov(m)=£(m)-E ov 
¢ (m)=¢(m)-¢ * ov ov 

C). LCULA'l'ION • 
For mid-length and end 
cro~~ ~ectione,wire no~. 

(i),(ii),(iii),(iv),(v),(vi) 
S M(m)= ~ (i) ,m)+ •• +;( (vi) ,m) )/~ 

CALCLJLATION. 
For po~ition~ with 3 gauge~ 
G' (m)~ S CaCm 2] from equa tion:!l 
G (m) ~ b(m) A.7.4.-A.7.9. 
T (m},", (m) ).ppendix A.7. 

OUTPU':' TO D~ T) FILE::';. 
For(n,m)=( 1,1 )to(N1 ,N2) ~ (n,m) 
For(n,m)=(2,1)to(N1,N2) 1; 'n,m:( o I 

For m=1 to N2, certain n ~ M(m) l, 

For m=1 to N2, P(m),M(m), I 
~_-___ E(m),¢(m) * 

OUTPUT TO PRINTER. 
(a~ required) 

For(n,m)=( 1,1 )to(N1 ,N2) ~ (n,m),;. 
For(n,m)=(1,1)to(N1,N2)~ (n,m.; ov . 
}'or m=1 to N2,certain n ~K(m) . 

Yor m=1 to N2,P(m),M(m), 
E(m),¢(m) * 

For m=1 to N2,certain n G(m), 
L-_--__ ~G' (m),T(m) 

To Ne·· 

K~~Y. ;' ,k!.' ,~,~. Raw data. 
Sut fix ovOverall from 

~tart of rtrand te~t. 
*Not recorded for fixed 

end tel!!t~. 



Figure 5.6. FLOWCHART: BE:::;T :::;TRAIGl T LINE~;. 

n:PU'l'. 
N1 (Number of point~.) 
For n=1 to N1 
pen), x(n) 

P(N2)=10 
P (Ii. )=P1'1' "ax 
N4=N2+3 

t 

t 
t 

CALCULA'nON. 
For n=N2 to N4 
Be~t strai~ht line for x/P 
x=P(dx/dP)+I 

t 
C}.LCl1L),TIOli. 

Deviation of actual result 
from be~t straight line. 
At 10 kN 
dv(N2)=x(N2)-(10(dx/dP)+I) 

t 
CALCL'L}-'.:'IOl~ • 

Deviation~ of actual re~ult~ 
from be~t ~traight line tc 

Pror n=N4 to n=M 
dv(n)=x(n)-(P(n)(dx/dP)+I) 

t 
OUTPU~ TO PRINTER. 

10,P(N4),dx/dP,dv(2) 
}'rom n=N4 to E, dv(n) 
~, t 

I If4=N4+1 1 
~ No 
~~---l"'_--_...J 

Ye~ 

r;5=(N1-M)/2+1 
N6=rT5+2 
N7=115-2 

.. t 
t 

C).LCUL}'l'ION. 
For n=N6 to N7 
Be~t straight iine for x/p 
x=P(dx/dP)+I 

CALCUL1'J'Im:- • 
Deviation of actual result 
from be~t ~traight line 
At P{lij) 
dv(N6)=x(N6)-(P(N6)(dx/dP)+I) 

t 
C} LCUL}.TION. 

Deviation~ of actual result~ 
from be~t straight line to 
max. load. From n=N7 to M 
dv(n)=x(n)-(P(n)(dx/dP)+I) 

OUTPUT 20 PRINTER. 
p(r7),p(n6),dx/dP,dv(N6) 
From n=N7 to ~, dv(n) 

No 

~r---____ -

N7=N7-1 
N6=N6+1 

N7~M 
or 

N6~N1 

Yes r 

--
END 

!' 



previously Rr.alysed. '2hereFlfter, curves covering two points 

P.1ore ttan the rrevious curve ATe considered until the lO'Nest 

lORd point, which is the final point in the lOAd cycle, is 

ir..cluded. 
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The graph plotting Accessory to the computer has been 

utilised to obtain plots of lOAd against other parameters. 

These plots are another v.-ay of presenting the infOIiTIR tion 

already obtained in the tabulated digital form from the pro

gramming outlined in the flowchart Fig. 5.5 and analysis on 

slope and deviation from linearity given in the programming 

outlined in the flowchArt Fig. 5.6. 

5.5.4 Hysteresis Effects from the Ext-rometer 

It should be noted that the extension and rotation data 

obtained from the extrooeter has not been corrected to take 

account of the hysteresis inherent in the extrometer mechanism, 

calibration of which is described in Chapter 3 (section 3.2) 

and Appendix A.2. This hysteresis affects the results only 

After load reversal in eAch cycle. '~en the extrometer mechanism 

is fully reversed, extensi6n vRlues should be renuced by 0.11 mm 

(183 f'licrostrain) nnd rotFltion by 0.460 (1.31 microradians/rnm) 

over the 600 P.1P.1 cau:.:>'e length. 'i'he calibration tests showed th2t 

reversn.l of the mechanism ViAS comI1leted wi thin 0.1 mID (166 micro

strain) of lOAd reversAl (extension). See Table A.2.1.a. 

There is therefore one short length of the load/extension plot 

immedin tely after lord_ reversA.I, wi thin a load cycle, Rnd another, 
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At the ena of one cycle p.nrt the beginning of the next cycle, 

over "!::ich the :.3hape of the plot is uncertain. (~~ee Fig. 5.7). 

f-!o':;ever, it CAn be seen thilt over r:1O:5t of the unloading section 

01 the lOctd cycle, the slo,?cs of the corrected "lnd uncorrected 

curves rlre i'iential. 'rhe corresponc.inr; Areas of slope 

uncertAinty for the lOAd/rotA tior. -;::lots cannot be deternined 

fr::>L1 tho c,qli'orqtion tests. The m"'..gnitude of the error CAn be 

.?,qu~;ed, hO'llcvor, '/i)-len it is peen thA.t ~1;ith a hysteresis of 

0.46 0
, this cO:1stitutes only 3.2~' of the 14.37°, which is the 

sCAlIest overAll rotAtiO:1 for any of the cycles in the test 

DrO~rAlilf.je, exclurling those subjectert to tr.e fully fixed end 

con,li tion. (Cycle rio. 10, -t fixed for strAnn. VII). 

In fac t, none of t)'-,e slo:,es froD the unl08ding sections of 

the 10Rd/exte:1sion or lOAd/rotAtion plots are used in the COD

rArison ',,"i th r.a tr.e~;l;::ticr\l mo(~elling of strFmd response. (See 

ChArter 1, sections 7.4 2nd 5). The fACt that the corrections 

hAve not been applied in either tAbulated or plotted results 

does not therefore detrAct frOB the validity of the results 

presented. rOI'eover, detemin:ltion of energy absorption by the 

strRnrt, AS exhibited by the AreAS of hysteresis loops in plots 

of str,md responsE', h"ls not been Fm objective of this stuoy. 

(':Jince the AreAS of tl-)ese loops Affected by uncertainty Rbout 

the slope of the plot constitute R very smRIl frAction of the 

totRI AreA of the hysteresis plot, A.n accurate determinRtion 

of the~3e plots could be obtained if required). 
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5.5.5 TAb~18t8d JesuIts 

2amples of the tabulated results obtained from the pro

gramming described in flowchprt Fig. 5.5 8re sho~n in Tables 

~xtension is tabulated with strand load in Table 5.5. 

lIfter the strancl 10Ro. (first COlumn) extension is {jiven, for 

the current cycle (~econcl anc1 third colurms) and overall, since 

the start of the test on the strand (fourth and fifth colur.ns), 

in units of mm (over the 600 mm gauee length in the second and 

fourth columns) :mri micros train (in the third and fifth 

cohm.ns). Sir:liiarl,y, rotqtion is tabulated in Table 5.6, the 

uni ts being clegrees (over the 600 mm grm~:e len?;th in the second 

and fourth colmms) fwd r.1icroradians ner mm length of strand 

(in the third 8.nd fifth coluI:ms). 

~urface strains are ~iven in Tables 5.7 to 5.10. The 

strain in snch of the six '!lires at the particular strAnd section 

is shm:n in colunns tViO to seven agains t load in column one. 

'.::'he ei[,hth column gives me;:m strain. TAbles 5.7 Imd 5.8 g'ive 

r,u.dace strains pAr8.11el to 'Iiire axis A.t r:lid-Ienzth and at 

strand end, (near grip) respectively, while Table 5.9 gives 

surface strain perpendicular to wire axis at the end (near grip). 

The gAuCes mounted perpendicular to the Vlire axis are nC8.rer the 

grip than the axially mounted g8.uges. (See Table 5.2). Table 

5.10 is a samnle of the tabulation of overall strains in a part

icular cycle. Note th~t in this case the surface strains at the 

holcling lotqd of 4 kN are less, in five of the wires, than they 



Table 5.5. Lo~d/Extension. Strand IX. 

CYCLt::403 .. DAT 

LOAD 
(AXIAL) 

kN. 
4 
5 
7 
10 
.15 
20 
'it:" 
.:....J 

30 
35 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 
50 
49.9 
48 
47 
46 
45 
44 
.~ .... , 
.~...:. 

40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
7 
5 
4 

EXTENSION 
(THIS CYCLE) 

R,n,. 
o 
5.00000E-03 
.1225 
.265 
.. 485 
.71 
.895 
1.1135 
1.315 
1.525 
1.615 
1.6975 
1.79 
1.B875 
1.975 
1.9775 
1.98 
1.9825 
1.95 
1.905 
1.86 
1.775 
1 .. 69 
1.4775 
1.265 
1.075 
.8575 
.6575 
.4275 
.2775 
.1525 
.0825 

AXIAL 
III i c:.'T' os t r ai n 
<this c';Jcle) 

13 
8.33333 
204.167 
441.66"/ 
808.333 
l1B3.33 
1491.67 
1.841.67 
2191.67 
2~41.67 
2691.67 
2829.17 
2983.33 
3145.83 
3291.67 

EXTENSION 
(OVERALL) 

IJlFk. 

.025 

.03 
.1475 
.29 
.51 
.735 
.92 
1.13 
1.34 
1.55 
1.64 
1.7225 
1.815 
1.9125 
2 

329S.tJ3 
3300 
3304.17 

---2.0025 -

3250 
3175 
3100 
2958.33 
2816.67 
2462.5 
2108.33 
1791.67 
1429.17 
1095.83 
712.5 
462.5 
254.167 
137.5 

2.005 
2.0075 
1.975 
1.93 
1.885 
1.8 
1.71S 
1.51325 
1.29 
1.1 
.8925 
.6825 

;.-1 .4525 
.3025 
.1775 
.1075 

AXIAL 
Jli i c r 0 !:;. t. r a i r, 
':overall) 
41.6667 
50 
245.833 
483.333 
850 
1225 
1533.33 
1883.33 
2233.33 
2583.33 
2733.33 
2870.93 
3025 
3187.5 
3333"~ 33 
3337.5 
3341.67 
3345.93 
3291.67 
3216.67 
3141.67 
3900 
2858.33 
25134.17 
2159 
1833.33 
1470.83 
1137.5 
754.167 
504.167 
295.833 
179.167 



Table 5.6. Load/Rotation. Strand X. 

CYCLE306 

LOAD ROTAT10N ROTf-lTION ROTP,TION 
(AXIAL) (THIS CYCLE) (THIS CYCL() (OVERALL) 

kN DegT·ees. HicrDRads./ruru.De~rees 
4 0 0 2.9942 
r.' 
.J 1.7964 ~I") "',1:"1:"1") 

\..J.:.. .. ..:-....J~..:- 4.7906 ., 
.' 5.3892 15,~ .. 765 8.3834 
H3 .t 1.177,6 325.143 14.1718 
15 20.7584 6[13 .. 837 23 .. 7526 
20 29.7404 865.113 32 + 73·ft,'; 
'"'''' ...::. .... ' 38.922 1132., :~ 41.9162 
~50 48.7024 1416.7 5.1.69,66 
35 58.2832 169:5.39 61 .. 2774 
38 64.0716 1863.77 67.0658 
40 68.2632 1985 .. 7 71 .. 2574 
4 .-, 

..:... 72.0556 209,1l.01 75.0498 
44 76 .. 4468 2223 .. 75 79.441 
43 74.85 2177.3 77.8442 
42 72 .. 6::~44 2113 .. 43 75 .. 6486 
41 71 • .257:! 2072.79 74.2514 
40 69 .. 2612 2014 .. l3 7.2.2554 
313 65. 46f:.<8 1904.41 68.463 
.... r;:o 
~.:, 60.4788 1759 .. 26 63.473 
30 50.4988 1468.95 53.493 
Ijr:' ..:--' 40.7184 1184 .. 45 43 .. 7126 
20 31.1376 905.756 34.1318 
15 21 .. 5568 627 .. tl62 24 .. 551 
10 13.1736 383.205 16.1678 
7 7./8441 226 .. 439 10 .. 7786 
J!:' 
..J 4.1916 121.929 7.18581 
4 2.5948 75.4797 5 .. 589 

- .:.-- - .--"----- -- . .,........".- ---- ----..--- - =--- -.- .-.' 

ROTATION 
(O'vIERALL) 
MicroF:ads. I 111 n, • 
87 .. 0978 
139.353 
243 4 863 
412.241 
690 .. 935 
952.211 
12.19 .. 29 
1503.79 
1782.49 
1950.87 
2072 .. 79 
2183.11 
2310 .. 85 
2264 .. 4 
2200.53 
2159.89 
2H31 .. 82 
1991.51 
1846 .. 3~, 
1556.05 
1271 .. 55 
992.854 
714 .. 16:. 
470.3@2 
313.537 
209.027 
162 .. 578 



Table 5.7. Load/Strain. Strand VIII. 

CYCLI::.'21 ti. ittl T 

l)X1AL ~n f<t1IJ'~S UN HI:.LICALS AT S" RAND MI11-LE.NG"fH. 

LOAI .. WIl~E 1 WIRE:: ~ WIRE 3 WIRE ·4 WlkE :::; WIRE 6 MEAN 
hN nli cr 0;:.1. r ai n l1Ii cr' os t. r- c;: i rs 1"111 cr 0:· t r- ai rs Rll cr' os"l:, r ai n IJIi cros tr ai n I1si c·r os t. r ai is nd c'r os t.J'':;,j 

·4 0 0 0 0 0 0 i!J .. 
L"C" 
... 1 t;0 .. 5~76~7 !:;~ .. 5352 42.6431 45.6182 45 .. 6182 86 .. 2779 54 .. 3782 
-) 161.64)' 180.48Si 150. ~/3d 16t.\.606 1-45.}8 270.7~4 17',...332 .. 
l~i 3:22.302 36? .. 'i'21 3.32 f 22 356.62 .299 .. 493 ::ilJ.7'.H 3 I L-:- t')''} I 

0..1 ....... 0 

15 59/.00,,) 67/.3:51 6·4i.6~ ,! .•• ', .. ·,··.···1 
Ol,,- • .:J/.:J S60.31 884. :::;11'6 6J2.2.iiJ7 

.2tl ',)00.414 982 .. //'5 959 .. ~Ji66 998 .. 642 828.117 1240.62 ','86.08 
;')~: 

"' ... ~ 121.2.85 12.84.~~ i2Tl.31 lj23. 1,,2 1099.8 158.5 .. :/4 12'''6.98 
30 1524 .. 24 1600.i' 16ldCl.~4 16::';-'; .11 138-".3:1' 1931 .. 83 161u.95 
35 1825./2 1911.01 1 '728.86 1980.42 16/''7' .. ';4 2260.~8 i '"S1 • ~1 
40 :213ei.1 )' "';'''i'-j"} 7 ,:: 

.:.. ... ~,/ .. _\\..' 22~1 .. 16 231d:i./ 1':; )":'/ 4 42; 2!::48/.JS 2246.80 
·'~2 .2~~4.13 .23~i.2.'J .2384.f15 ':';4::>/.6 ~102 .. 4 2722.22 ~J16.28 
44 2.!i)'4 .. 13 2482.23 2~lG.98 .... 1 ... - 'I:.,' .;; ..• .., 

L_'C'",«" ;,;) ... ~ 222£1.42 284'1 .. 1:; 2500 .. 41 
46 24'19.08 ~611.15 2641.89 26',,5. -44 ~34J. 3';-- ~'18~.04 :2628.8J 
48 2611;Ji.G8 21.3/'.09 2?68.8J 2824.36 24t.:13 .. 38 JH3H. Si 8 2753.62 

- . 5i:1 2~?43.04 .2867 2900.72 ~':i55.'2/ 2588.:54 3241. tf/· 2882.71 
4'7 26/'1. ~ . .i' ~cH:t1 • !:.!"... :..!cd4. ~lj ~89kl. Cll :.:!5:..!:..!. t.l8 ----~-_:317.j. 44 281 /'. 09 
48 2614.1'2 :734.12 2766.84 .2822.~8 .2456.44 3105.01 2749.82 
4J 255:2.64 2669.66 2/00 .. 4 27~8.Yl 2392.9) 3038 .. 57 2685.52 
46 2490.16 ~6~4.~ ~634.9S 2693.46 ~J~9.5 29/4.11 26~i.06 
4~ :24~2./2 2535.78 2565 .. 53 262j.~~ 2263.06 2904.6~ 2552.4/ 
44 ~~61 .. 24 ~4/2.::>1 2502.06 2~S8 .. 59 2~01.57 2841 • .22 248~.S 
42 223~.jJ 23j8.43 2368.18 24~1 .. J6 ~~7~.64 2708.33 2356 .. 78 
40 21~:5.4 ~2i0.~ ~239.~6 ~.288.84 1~49.68 ~~79.41 .2~~8.5.2 
J!:j IJlj9.~3 18'i~.18 191/.95 196~.59 1640.2/ 22::i6.12 19~9 .. 02 
J0 1475.65 1~/1.84 1597.63 1633.3J 1")3~.b2 1930 .. 84 1~9~.8~ 
25 1173.18 1263 .. 43 1284 .. 25 131~.~~ 1~4~.25 1608 .. 54 1281.77 
20 869./21 956.Y9 967 .. 899 996.659 j6~ .. 617 12JJ.31 Y7i.866 
1~ SJ~.22J 655.514 64~.563 6)1 .. 381 491 .. 883 931 .. 206 661 .. 629 
10 265.J}6 34~.11~ 324.286 331.2~8 2~6.~2~ 5SJ.3J5 343.~93 
7 11J.021 IJ~ .. 572 1~1.j3 154.1~5 1~3.13; 329 .. 244 111.~68 
5 15.86/,2" 4:::'.6182 31 .. 7344 34 .. 70':1:' i~."'~t(} 124.954 43.9654 
_~ ·-.. ~~4._:;.:..7!",Si _-·;).:-t.)·----=;.~;~.~ __ -:2:l .. __ /~~.I~6 -:-2_1 ... BJ.?4 -_4'i!.,Z~1 -~~0.;;·42.? -2;"J .. i,!:)23 - - -. - - ~ - - - -- --- - - -- -_. --~ 



Table 5.8. Lo.d/Strain. Strand VIII. 

LYCLL~ii!J.lJAI 

AXIAL SrkAiN~ UN H~LILALS A1 SlkAND lND--N~Ak GRIP. 

LOfHI 
h,N 
4 
" .. ~ 
? 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
'9 J::' 

.!o;J 

40 
.~ ,-, 
'"1":" 

-44 
46 
48 
56 
4 1'· 
, " 
48 
4 _' . / 

46 
4 t:" 
'oJ 

44 
42 
40 
... c-
• .) oJ 

30 
,') c' 
.:-oJ 

26 
15 
10 
"·1 
/ 
L" 
~. 

-4 

WIRi 1 W1R~ 2 WiR~ J W1Rl 4 Wlk~ 5 WlkE 6 
ruicrostrsin ruicru~train ruicrostrairl ruicrostra1n ru~~~os~rain ffiicrG~~rain 
o ~ 0 0 0 0 

MEAN 
ID1crostrain 

U 
44.6265 28.}SY~ 18.842J 42.6431 64.46~5 )0.4107 44.~S71 

~12.224 196.4~6 64.460~ 1~.3692 156.6dJ 251.8~2 15B.507 
363.9~4 J68.912 187.4Jl 219.166 ~29.244 4~7.Y~Y J24.4S1 
629.729 66~.4J1 424.448 460.149 60~.929 823.111 601.466 
910.391 961.899 681.2~8 )06.~Y 886.58 i163.L6 88S.Y19 
11~4.01 126J.39 93~.17J 958.974 1176.16 1484.58 1169.38 
14?i.~2 i~7J+83 1195 122S.~4 1483.~8 1821.~S 1465.~4 
1780.1 1~69.35 1445.9 148~.53 1/81.84 2149.01 1753.49 
20/4.64 2163.89 i692.8J IJ64.2J 2090.5 24/5.~8 ~04~.S6 
2192.~5 228J.85 1794.98 18/4.31 2217.44 2607.18 216~.4 
230~.69 240~.86 1892.16 i981.4~ 2337.44 ~~~2.1~ 22J6.12 
2426.6Y 2~21.B4 1992.33 ~~93.48 2464.3/ 28~8.08 2J93.8 
254~.~1 2646.85 2~89.51 22~1.57 2~81.J5 ~988.98 2509.66 
2662.Jl 2J71.~ 2189.6) 2~16.61 2Jl~.27 3123.86 2629.99 
2595 • .28 _u --.2/10.::12 .2IJ~.l:' ~~::J/.ll 264i.tji :;;061 • .:I\j ~566.S~ 

2529.83 264J.84 2~7~.63 2199.59 2~6~.49 2996.92 2503.2~ 
2467.35 2~86.J5 2023.07 2142.07 2~~0.08 2930.4/ ~441.5J 
24~~.86 2~25.86 1971.~ 20~6.54 2432.64 ~863.04 2380.91 
23J'l.42 2461.4 1916.96 2024.06 236~.25 2~94.61 2J16.12 
2277.93 2401.9 1866.38 1966.54 2293.8 272J.18 2255.62 
2150.01 2278.93 1762.25 1846.55 ~155.Y6 ~5'l1.Jl 21J0.8J 
2027.63 21~7.94 1662.09 1729.52 2023.07 2453.47 2~0u.8S 
1721.59 18~~.47 1407.22 1444.91 i695.81 21il.28 1)0J.0~ 
1419.12 1~~0.03 1148.39 II/3.1S 1375.49 1783.08 1408.21 
1128.~5 1249.54 897.488 ~lJ.~56 i~70.04 1461.J7 11~0.13 
8~S.011 94~.69 642.622 6~6.505 773.526 1136.47 8Jl.54 
54).418 63~.646 ~8~.j'l1 407.~8Y 494.8~8 8~2.2BS ~46.261 
2/2./18 ~j6.236 12S.~46 156.689 2j~.033 454.199 ~62.47 
141.813 16~.6~ .~9i7 jJ+6846 11~.~j9 ~54.86J 118.1J~ 
14.8J~5 22.8091 -J9.668 23.8008 47.6016 76.3609 24.2~67 

-27.7676 -20.8~57 -43.6348 -4.9~85 -9.91} -26./j5~ -22.3133 
"--_ .. -.. --- .--- -.--- ----- ---- - -- - -.. ----~-. --._------- --~ --.--~ 
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Table 5.10. Lo~d/Strain. Strand VIII. 

OVERALL STRAINS. 

CYCLE210. n,~T 

AXIAL STRAINS ON HELICALS AT STRAND MID-LENGTH. 

LOAD 
kN 
-4 
5 
7 
10 
15 
20 
2~:i 
30 
-r 
.~.J 

40 
Jt2 
44 
46 
48 
2?~0 
49 
48 
47 
46 
45 
4-4 
42 
40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
.10 
7 
5 
.li 

WIRE 1 WIRE .2 
ruicrostrein microstrain 
-114.046 -22.9079 
-63.469 32.7273 

47.6014 157.682 
208.257 345.113 
482.958 654.523 
792.368 959.967 
1098.8 1261.44 
1410.2 1577.8 
1711.67 1888.2 
2016.13 2204.55 
2140.09 2334.46 
2260.08 2459.42 
2385.04 2588.34 
25~5.03 2714.28 
2629 2844.2 
2565.53 2779.74 
2500.08 2711.31 
2438.59 2646.85 
2376.11 2581.4 
2308.68 2512.97 
2247.19 2449.5 
2116.29 2315.62 
1989.35 2187.69 
1674.98 1867.37 
1361.6 1549.04 
1059.14 1240.62 
755.675 934.183 
456.182 632.706 
151.73 322.304 
2.97489 147.765 

-98.1785 22.8103 
._1 Alil 0")'") _'::f ~L"'f 

WIRE 3 
nd crost.rair, 
-15.8713 
26.7717 
134.867 
31.~. 348 
625.759 
944.094 
1261.44 
1592.67 
1912.99 
2235.29 
2368.18 
2495.11 
2626.02 
27:;2.96 
2884.85 
2819.41 
2750.97 
2684.53 
2619.08 
2549.66 
2486.19 
2352.31 
2223.39 
1902.08 
1581.76 
1268.38 
952.028 
633.692 
308.415 
135.859 
15.863 

_ A·7 I. "701':) 

WIRE 4 
ndcro~.t.rain 
-·58.5093 
-12.8911 
108.09,~ 

297.51.1 
613. 8,~3 
940.133 
1265.41 
1600.6 
1921.92 
2247.19 
2379.09 
2507.02 
2636.93 
2765.85 
2896.76 
2S32~-3 

2763.87 
2700.4 
2634.95 
2564.54 
2500.08 
2363.22 
2230.33 
1902.08 
1574.82 
1257.48 
938.149 
612.872 
272.719 
96.1958 

-23.7998 
nn ..,,"",.., 

WIRE 5 
rrd c r os t r is in 
-49.5852 
-3.96699 

96.1947 
249.908 
51(,3.725 
778.484 
1050.21 
1339.79 
1630.35 
1929.85 
2052.82 
2170.83 
2293.8 
2413.8 
2538.75 
2473.3 
2406.86 
2343.39 
2279.92 
2213.47 
2151.99 
2024.06 
1900.1 
1590.69 
1286.23 
995.667 
713.032 
442.298 
186.439 
53.5516 

-38.6765 
..,n ~",1 '" 

WIRE /::, 
nli c- r 0 !::.t. r ;,.d n 

166.61 
252.888 
437.344 
680.311 
1051.21 
1407.23 
17513.36 
2098.44 
2426.69 
2753.96 
2888.83 
3015.76 
3148.65 
3275.59 
3408.48 
3340.05 
3271.62 
3205.18 
3140.72 
31371.3 
3007.83 
2874.94 
2746.02 
2422.73 
2097.45 
1775.15 
1443.92 
1097.82 
723.946 
495.855 
291.564 
.. ...,,.. .... ,,r,. 

MEAN 
ndc-rostrain 
-15.7015 
38.6767 
163.631 
349.575 
656.506 
970.379 
1281.28 
1603.25 
1915.3 
2231.16 
2360.58 
2484.7 
2613.13 
2737~92 
2867. eH 
2901.39 
2734.12 
2669.82 
2605.36 
2536.77 
2473.8 
2341.07 
2212.81 
1893.32 
1575.15 
1266.07 
956.164 
6·45.928 
327.592 
155.367 
28.2638 



5.15 

'.'fere '--hen lOAdinG' began. 

Bending rnoBents ani wire tension, computed from the outputs 

of three CRU[;es moun ted parallel on the same wire, are given in 

~able 5.11. The analysis for this com~utation is given in 

Appendix A.7, together with an assessment of the errors. 

A s~1ffi9le of r:-,e tabulRted results from best strAiGht line 

;md deviations conputqtion, as outlined in flowchart Fig. 5.6, 

is ffiven in Table 5.12. 

5.5.6 Comnuter l)lottinf of =tesults 

A selected number of the results obtained for all loading 

cycles, i'lhich were obtRined in the tabulRr form described above, 

h8ve been plotted, using the grRph plotting fRcility connected 

to the de?artment81 com~uter. (~ee Figs. 5.8 to 5.24). 

Extension for fixed, free And p8rtially restrained end conditions 

in teds on stnmd VIII Are shown in }'ig. 5.8. The extensions in 

fixed end te"ts to higher maximum lOAds Are shown in Fig. 5.9. 

The extrorneter "'1ns disconnected Rfter the load cycle to 110 kN 

naxinunl. 

~otAtions for free and partially restrained tests on strand 

IX Are shown in Fig. 5.10. (As explained in section 5.5.4, 

corrections due to hysteresis effects from the extrometer have 

not been applied to the tabulated results or the plots in Figs. 

5.8 to 5.10). 

~he mean of the strains recorded on the six helical wires 



T~ble 5.11. 1o~d/~ire Tension and Bending. Strand VII. 

CYtLI:.~14 

SlRA1NS ~RUM 3 PAkALLlL GAUGES ON WiRE No.1; 
CuMPUI'~D BlNDING IN~ORMAIION. 

LtJAll STRAiN i:> STf<AIN b S" I--:AIN c 
uN Sr~:Al'hl in in in 
kN RI i c T' os t T' B i r, 1IIic:rostr'ain Hlier'os t r' ain 

4 ~ ~~ 0 , .. , 
;:J -'1~.86/~ -2.9751 32.i'~61 
111 -50.5/67 -6.9419 2~1.J. 26:::; 
20 311.::594 3:39.161 ,oS93.198 
311 Bl2 .. t.96 866 .. l46 1:.262.43 
·411 14:)6.64 1430.0J 1848.53 
:::;0 :.:!121 .. 2::~ 2~U3 .. 98 246} .. 35 
J'.' I .':Jo !:!516.Y:!\ ~4l15. 8,-5, 28~l1.1~ 
60 ~.lJS.11 2639 .. 91 3118.9 
\,j.2 28//.91 2~··69. 8~ :.5251./8 
64 304t1 .. :5::i 291b .. ::i9 34~1 .. ~i .. ; 
(),'!, 32titl. 2~ .. H:l63. :56 355~J .29 
68 3368. .. 8 321'1 .. 06 .3709 .. ~~ 
~, i!1 ;:)5;:)5.41 ~:.O(1. ;;'9 3864.btJ 
69 ' - 3494. /5---- .3S:.28 .. 15 ----'382 r:-~~-'-
"~8 34:58 .. 22 3~68.64 3;'59. ::;:,S 
6 -~ .' 3364.~4 .. H;>::;.26 3684.1l 
\'~\'; ~30Jt. :,)4 ;:)13J.// 3622.68 
i "' ..... 0 .... 3239 .. 88 3070 .. 3 35!:.6 .. 14 
,.j4 3174.43 3l1~::;.84 3490.78 
63 .3111 .. 95 2~?43 .. 3.7 3428.31 
,1,2 304~.::'4 287!::J.~3 3358.8 f

'; 

60 2Y111 .. 64 2/4.7 .. H1 32:29 .. 91 
J;;"I:. 
.J .... 2StJ3.38 .!4:34.62 291::5.61 
5~ 2252 .. 15 2121.2::'i 2::~'I9 • :25 
'<f0 i~:i':l~. 6l 15~37 • :58 1989.35 
30 939.14 92ti.298 1412.18 
2'1 29':1.49:5 361.97 855.837 
10 -168 .. ::;89 -~~8.S103 352.1354 
r.~ 
.J -·111.87 -28.75S'3 178.506 
4 -34.?09S 18.8423 147.763 

Bl.lu. MOM. 
l·-· J 

Nil! 

l1 
-·.t1314Si31 
-,.16/106 
- .. 247446 
- .. 2~;25Cll 
-.241018 
-. ::~24Jl:.j8 

BIIG. MON. 
G! 

Nm 
H 
.. fj34{:J28.t 
• 2604!::~4 
.. 49f:1194 
• 61 .. ~2~/8 
.710191 
.. /';'4':';9 

-.215952 .847989 
-.248J31 .876761 
-.242~~4 .. Y00989 
-.233949 .92976 
- .. 226879 .Y52474 
-.221t194 .. 978217 
-+2i3~82 1.00~4J 

·-~.2114~3 1.00699' 
-.2i!18~4 1.0085 
-.21369::;4 1.0~547 

-.206:512 1.~069~ 
-.20::;026 1.00093 
-.205026 
-.205026 
-,+205026 
-.206954 
-·.214024 
-.2249::;1 
'-.257086 
-.30657~ 
-. 360~.:i64 
- .. 33?426 
-+187673 
-.11826 

.997'?02 
.99l902 
.991845 
• -;)87302 
.958531 
.. 'i':.!.976 
.866i6i 
.1?9848 
• 6587~:J6 
.. 4::;8823 
.190798 
.115'384 

TENSIUN 
T 
kN. 
o 
.068748<t 
.~44/31 
i.146/2 
.3. 048::~4 
4.3827B 
5 .. 77235 
,':1.62967 
7.1593£1 
7.4:;11:.5 
1 .. 82633 
8.1.S854 
8.5.351 
B.8S'69/ 
tj.H14-94 
8.6S'S'21 
8 .. 54~~~6 
8.42626 
8 .. 286.5::; 
0.15096 
8 .. 02602 
7.8781f:J 
l.61064 
6.92426 
6.23:;91 
4.87198 
3 .. 51288 
2.13659 
.867065 
.351707 
.. 284507 



rable 5.12. Load/Extension Slopes--Best Straight Lines. 

CCYCLE103 

EXrENSION SLOPES. 

MIN. 
LOAr •• 

kH. 

MAX. 
LOAr •• 
kN. 

NUMBER SLOPE 
OF •• s/kN. 
POINTS 

DEVIATION. DEVIATION. 
(min load)(~ax load) 
ms. m5. 

DEVIATIONS ABOVE MAX. LOAD. 

nas. 

10 20 3 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

79.5833 -2.08344 -2.08325 -12.4999 -10.4164 20.8335 11.2502 22.917 17.9167 29.5S37N-.~ 
31.2502 
10 25 
13 39 
10 35 
10 38 
10 40 
10 42 
10 44 
13 46 
19 4B 

39 40 
25 42 
20 44 
15 46 
19 47 
5 48 

3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
13 

78.8333 
78.9167 
79.9286 
80.0576 
88.284 
80.3245 
88.4614 
89.6862 
88.6886 

77.0834 
77.7963 
77.7835 
77.4739 
77.171 
76.9455 

-4.58328 
-4.16647 

2.57925 
3.58487 
5.55493 
5.94818 
7.43152 
9.16193 
10.1367 

-6.1106 
-6.13184 
-9.29272 
-17.4691 
-26.8058 
-59.364 

-3.75012 2.08325 37.0833 29.75 42.9165 39.41~5 52.5833 61.593~·--** 
.83313 35.4165 27.833 40.833 37.166 50.1663 58.9993 59.4993 •• -~~~ 
16.865 6.24609 17.2222 11.5315 22.5078 29.3174 27.7935 22.103 
3.63989 14.3582 8.40942 19.1279 25.6792 23.8975 17.949 
9.53467 3.13306 13.3984 19.4971 17.2622 10.8608 LOAD INCREASING 
2.23193 12.4165 18.4341 16.1184 9.63623 • 
9.24438 14.9883 12.3987 5.64258 
11.5863 8.6272 1.58179 
6.77295 -.421387 

,..-_. -37.0835 

*' ~-- -~ . 62.2495 t i-f.~-- .. ~ - ~ - 5_5.~325 

36.2502 

58.7498 

-6.11157 -1.94531 -18.6121 -47.7791 -91.5298 -172.779 -258.196 -335.2&--~ 
-3.66821 -21.7607 -52.3533 -96.8159 -178.779 -264.909 -342.705 -341.279~' 
-15.843 -46.2499 -90.6199 -172.49 -258.527 -336.23 -334.99 -337.917 
-35.8194 -79.9587 -161.6 -247.407 -324.981 -324.1 -327.495 
-65.4653 -146.803 -232.307 -309.479 -309.303 -313.294 
-126.353 -211.632 -289.577 -288.853 -293.295 

LOAD flECREASING. 

t *- -- -335.279 -339.446 
*-i- - -- -344.02 
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are s!:.own for fixed end free end. and partially restrained end 

tests on strand X At mi~-len~th (Fig. 5.11) and near the grip 

(FiZ. 5.12) up to oaxioum loading of 50 kN. For fixed end 

te:'ts 8t both positions, up to strand fr'lcture, see Fig. 5.13. 

'ihe strains on all 'dres are plotted for lORding up to )0 kN 

in Figs. ~.14 (mid-length) and 5.15 (near end) and up to 

110 kN in Figs. 5.16 (mid-le,~.c;-th) and 5.17 (near end). Lean 

strain for fixp.d. end, free end and partially restrained end 

tests on strand VI Rre sho'/m, at mid-length (Fig'. 5.18 - axial 

strains), near end grip (FiC. ).19 - axial strains) and near end 

grip (Fig. 5.20 - perpendicular strains). The strains on all 

'."ires in n free end test nre shov,n in Fig. 5.21 (mid-len;th, 

axial strain), FiC. 5.22 (near end grip, axial strain) and Fig. 

5.23 (near end grlp, per~endicular strain). For comparison, the 

strains on all ~ire3 in a fixed end test are shown in Fig. 5.24 

(mid-length, axial strains). 

5.5.7 Tors.ue Generated C':anual Flottint;) 

It 'liFtS founi th2t the most convenient way of presenting the 

results of torque senerated was in Llanually plotted load/torque 

graphs. Par eael: test strana, graphs were plotted for torque 

goner,,,: ted a,';ains t tensile load on the strand, under test con

ditions of free and partially restrained ends, as well as for the 

fixed end condition, results for the last of these conditions 

being taken froo the load cycle which followed the free and 

partially restrained cycles. As described in section 5.4, the 

output from the torsion circuit expected at a particular strand 
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tension <ind a ?rd.et8rrTIined frClction of torsional restraint, can 

be CRlculated usinJ expression 3.4. To correspond with ~ro-

cerlure used in slope :leterrnin'~tions for lORd aGainst other pRra-

meters, (see Fig. 5.6), 10 kN is a=:?iin used as the st~rting point 

for lORd/torque plots. (~ee Figs 5.25 to 5.29). The torque/ 

102d rAtios (reciproCAl slopes) fro~ these plots are given in 

~pble 5.13. ~ote thpt there is a s~qll reverse torsion (tending 

1.-. . - \ 1" -' " to unwind tIle Str8n~/ apn le'l ln U:e cr~ se of cycle 206 (Fig. 

5.26) G::d cycle 306 U'i:. 5.27). 'rhis is because, 'I!hen cRl-

cuI,"! tin~; prer:'.eterninec ou tp'.l t fro!] the load cell, for zero 

torsional rcstrair.t, out;;ut fron torsion cireui t :·ra. 1, during 

trw preceding- fixed er,d tC::Jt, '.'T2~' userl. in error. ('l'orsion 

ci rcui t ;ic. 2, ,':r:ich hns t}--.c Im-rer output under tension loading, 

dlOuLl h"ive been u.3ed. (~ee suo-section 3.3.1 and ;'~0endix 

')otn tion of +:he s trnnd over the 600 f:1.ID cauge length waS 

recor~ed for the noninally fixed end tests, as well as for the 

t'?ds '!Ii th free I'md partiCilly restrained ends. :':;lasticity in 

the resin 8nd pArtial br2Akup Rt the throat of the strR.nd. tem-

irlption ;-emits some relative rot:-ltion of the stnmd ends un::1..er 

tLe action of the ~orgue !~enerclted in stmnd under tensile lORd. 

~~ee sub-:-Jections 5.5.1 and Fi:..~. 5.3.b. 'rhis effect is discussed 

in ChApter 7, section '(.2 8nd the Genera ted torque corJr8red wi th 

theoretical predictions. 

'.:hcreas fixed end plots are tAken up to only 50 kN Fie-s. 

5.25 to 5.29, for conparison with free and partially restrained 
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strand Load/Torque Generated 

Reciprocal of slopes from Figs 5.25 to 5. 2~. 

Table 5.13. 

Torque Generated Nm/kN 

Nominal 
End Strand Strand Strand Strand Strand 

Condition VI VIII X IX VII 
(Cycle (Cycle (Cycle (Cycle (Cycle 
No.) No. ) No.) No.) No. ) 

Fixed 0.86(113) 0.72(210) 0.65(310) 0.58(410) 0.41(512) 

i Fixed 0.59(111) 0.54(209) 0.47(309) 0.45(409) 0.36(510) 

i Fixed 0.43 (110) 0.36(208) 0.29(308) 0.30(408) 0.24(509) 

i Fixed 0.22(112) 0.13(207) 0.12(307) 0.14(407) 0.13(511) 

Free 0 (109) -0.03(206) -0.05(306) 0 (406) 0 (508) 

NOTE: Eee Table 5.3. (Loading programces) for an explanation 
of the cycle nu~bers. 



eni conditions, Fig. 5.30 shows lOAd/torque plot~ fro~ lORding 

in :.I:e fixert erd condj tion, for Fill s tr.'3ncis, t8!<:en u;: to 100 

kN. ~'!1is is 10 kN below the lOAd At vihic~ tta extrometer ,':8S 

r:erfomed 'it ,g speed which rl~id not permit p.ccurRte ';.Titten 

Yi':cording fror:] the ':igi tal display output of the FYLDE bridee! 

am;>l ifier uni t, aEd torque resul ts fro,~ hie-her lO"'.ds ATe there

fore not plotted. 

5.5.8 SurfRce :3tmin RAnges (Panual notting) 

Tabulated results of surfRce strains at eAch axial load 

for all lOAding cycles hAve been obtained in printouts of the 

tYre Given in Tables 5.7 to 5.10. A meAsure of the variRtion 

in load shA.ring bebreen wires CRn be obtained by consideration 

of the strain rRnge rer unit load (kN) of the strFl,in parallel 

to wire Rxis at Fl, particular lOAd, defined as the difference 

between tne :D.axir.mm !'lnc1_ minirrlUD strains recorded in colurms 2 

to 'f (wires 1 to 6) eli vided b,Y the load recorded in colu.':'.n 1. 

For fixed end tests, thepe strain ranges Are given in Table 

5.14p.nd plotted in FiC. 5.31, Rt lOAds of 20 kN to 100 kN in 

20 kN increments, for both nid-strand and end positions. 

Strain ranges for the current loading cycle (e.e. Tables 5.7 

Rnd 5.8) are-"iven as ',':ell as for the overall strain (e.g. Table 

5.10). Distinction is also mAde betTIeen strain ranges at the 

first and second occasion on which a particular load is 

attFl,ined during the test progrm:me on a particular strand. 



:::;trl'lin Hl'lnces on HelicRl Vlire ;-;urface. (Strl'lin/kN: Fixed End Tests) 

'l'able 5.14. 

MID STHAND PO~)I'rrON 

- -

Strl'lnd VI Stmnd VIn Str8nd X Strand IX Strand VII 
StrAnd '" 

Lol'lo 
kN Current Overl'l11 Current Overall Current Overall Current Overall Current Overall 

Cycle Clcle Cycle Cycle Cycle 
).L t/ kN .Al E/kN )J- /kN )J. E/kN )l ~/kN )J- E /kN }J..t/kN jlE/kN p-E /kN jLE/kN 

20 1st 37.5 - ?4.9 - 26.8 - 22.3 - 37.7 -
20 2nd 29.6 23.7 22.7 27.3 28.6 30.5 22.3 22.3 35.0 37.9 
40 1st 35.7 36.3 18.7 21.2 30.6 31. 5 23.4 30.1 26.8 28.0 
40 2nrl 12.2 20.7 18.2 23.2 6.6 10.8 20.8 32.0 20.8 28.8 

I 

40 1st 15.4 13.8 16.9 22.9 32.8 42.0 31.1 36.7 12.5 31.2 
40 2nd 9.5 8.8 17.9 23.3 33.6 43.2 31.9 37.8 21.1 31.9 
60 1st 8.5 11.3 12.7 16.1 25.6 31. 3 32.4 33.7 18.1 25.4 
60 2nd 12.3 10.1 11.2 16.8 21.3 32.6 29.6 38.0 17.0 26.5 
80 1st 10.2 13.9 10.3 11.5 23.0 25.9 30.9 31.8 16.3 27.8 
80 2nd 7.4 16.0 8.0 13.1 16.7 26.4 2).9 32.2 13.8 30.1 

100 1st 6.4 10.0 7.2 13.5 10.6 21.8 18.8 24.5 12.5 30.2 
100 2nd 4.5 16.2 5.3 15.2 7.0 21.9 14.9 26.4 12.1 31.4 

- - ----------- --- -- ------------ - - --- ----- ----- --



StrAin Hanges on fIelicRl ''''ire SurfFlce. (StrFtin/kN: Fixed End 'rests) 

Table 5.14. (Continued) 

BND 01<' STRAND 

Strand VI Strrmd VIII Strand X Stnmd IX Strand VII 

Strand 
Load Current OverAll Current Overall Current OverRll Current Overall Current Overall 

kN Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 
jJ- E/ kN j)- t /kN )J-£/kN ).! E/ kN pE/kN )LE/kN .p E/kN }It/kN p--E /kN pE/kN 

20 1st 121.6 - 38.8 - 106.3 - 80.0 - 78.3 -
20 2nd 110.1 122.7 37.1 39.4 103.3 106.3 79.4 80.6 77.3 60.2 
40 IGt 74.7 78.8 28.3 29.7 65.8 68.7 43.5 45.8 36.8 42.0 
40 2nd 63.8 83.8 22.7 33.4 51.2 77 .4 41.3 )2.9 40.2 36.8 

40 1st 54.5 84.4 21.8 34.8 47.8 79.3 36.7 55.9 34.5 41.0 
40 2nd 53.9 85.5 21.6 35.1 47.3 80.5 36.1 56.2 30.4 34.9 
60 1st 57.8 F35.1 33.7 48.3 35.7 57.0 40.2 43.2 24.8 29.1 
60 2nd 47.5 94.3 26.5 59.9 28.3 63.2 36.3 45.3 23.9 29.6 
80 1st 54.8 75.1 23.7 30.3 32.3 48.4 29.3 31.4 15.5 20.3 
80 2nd 42.3 77.2 16.0 31.8 23.3 48.9 26.9 32.8 15.0 20.9 

100 1st 31.2 72.1 18.7 35.6 13.9 40.7 22.5* 27.2* 10.2 18.8 
100 2nd 26.1 73.5 13.8 37.7 11.9 40.5 22.0* 27.5* 9.6 19.1 

-- ~- ~ -_._._-

Notes: OverAll strain range is same as for current cycle on first loading. 

* r~FlnGe At 90 kN. (LogGer not tri[,';sered at 100 kN). 
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Figure 5.31(c).Wire ::;ur!ace titrain Range/Strand Load;Fixed End Tests. 
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For frGe and partially restrained ends, strain ranges at 

40 kN lO8.d R,';ainst torsion8.l rnstraint, as deteIT.lined from 

Table 5.13 are ~iven in Table 5~15 and plotted in Fig. 5.32. 

As ~itt t~e fix~i end loadinG, strain ranges are plotted for 

oid.-leLcth and end positions, distine,"uishing between ranges 

for the current cycle and the overall strain range. 



Strain HAnges on Helic.ql "'lire ~~urfAce. U>train!kN.qt 40 kN for All ~':nd Conditions) 

rl'abl e 5.15. 

l![JD S'PHAl8 POS I'rI ON 

Stnmd VI Strand VIII Strand X ~3trand IX Stnmd VII 
Nominal 

End Current Overall Current Overall Current Overall Current Overall Current Overall Condition Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 
}i-- c/ kN p-E /kN jlE/kN ;;f./kN yE/kN F-/ kU J"'£/ kN pf/kN }J-t/kN Y£/kN 

Fixed 15.4 13.8 16.9 22.9 32.8 42.0 31.1 36.6 22.2 31.2 
,~, Fx. 11.0 9.2 17.5 24.7 32.3 41. 7 33.6 39.7 21.1 30.9 I 

-tJ Fx. 13.4 10.8 19.2 25.) 30.3 Il2.2 33.6 38.6 20.7 30.4 
t Fx. 11.2 10.1 19.7 26.0 31.2 40.8 35.3 39.7 20.7 31. 7 
Free 16.6 15.5 20.4 26.7 31. 7 39.8 35.8 40.8 20.6 30.8 

- --~ 

END OF ST:UND 

Fixed 72.6 112.5 21.7 34.8 47.8 79.3 36.1 55.9 34.5 41.0 
3 
"4 Fx. 69.5 108.6 20.2 35.3 47.2 79.5 34.4 58.1 35.9 44.9 
,~ Fx. 6tl.9 102.9 21.0 34.9 44.1 81.1 35.0 62.5 36.0 46.6 

! 1 58.6 99.2 22.0 34.2 46.2 79.8 35·3 74.1 34.4 48.9 "4 Fx. 
Free 58.6 94.5 25.9 33.4 48.0 79.7 33.9 69.4 33.2 49.3 
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Figure 5.j2(c).Wire !:)urface o:>1;rain Range/::strand ~nd Condition. 
Strand X. (Free,partially reatrained and fixed end.). 
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}'igure 5.32 (d). Wire curface ::itrain Range/Strand Bnd Condition. 
~trand IX. (Free, partially restrained and fixed endG). 
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Figure 5.32(e).Wire 0urface ~train Range/Strand ~nd eondition. 
~trand VII. (Free, partially restrained and fixed ends). 
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5.6 Discussion of ii0f)ults 

5.6.1 SummRry 

The next chApter is concerne1 with nathecRtical modelling 

~mcl the chapter following thq t is concerned 'I;i th cOl'1pRrison 

hetreen 8x?crimental results And the theoreticRl predictions on 

strRn~ response. (ChRuters 6 And 7). This section is there-

fore confined to ~iscussion of the results which reveRl infor-

r:1R tion on strand cehaviour 1.':i th which it is not appropria te to 

com~R~e thcoTAticAl ?redictions. AmonG these Rre the perforn-

Rnee 0: end terminAtions, strain gRuges Rnd. the load snRring 

bet','leen .. ;ires. 

'fhe !lerfoTII':,qnce of the strrmd. terminations was SA. tisfR.ctory 

thrJughout the test ?rO?TRmr:e. The problems cncounte~ed in 

preliminRry tests, in which wires straightene1 from 180
0 hooks 

Rnd then pulled out of the resin, or pulled straight out (in the 

c:::se of unhooked wires), Fq::pear to have been completely overcome 

b t h d' t of ll' ,. res bent throun:h 360°. y .. e exne. len slng N1 ~ C..o '[he Fig. 

5 3 b ~hov:s the resin cones fro!l1 strand Y.., after strand fracture, . . , -

an~ the General condition of these cones is typical of those from 

the other strands. The cones of strand VI (helix angle 73.6°) 

however, did ex~ibit more pow~erin3 And cracking At the throat, 

just before the point where the strAnd emerges from the grip body. 

At leAst some of this Day have been due to the fact thAt greater 

torque is Generated in strands with lower helix angles. This 

torque must be restrained in fixed end tests by the termination 
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which is thus subjecting the resin to a complex stress pattern 

'!.'i th hi,;her stress levels at higher torrwes. 

5.6.3 Strain Gauges 

Strain gauge perforr:mnce VIAS greatly improved for this 

rrogramme of tests wr.en compRred v;i th thR.t in the preliminary 

tests. Only three gauges failed at the start of the loading 

pro~ramme (ES1P on strand X and gauges E2AR Ani c on strand 

VI) and one other became pqrtly detached at the stArt of 

loading under free end conditions, (i.:12.Aa on strand X). (See 

TRble 5.2). The use of gauges with leAds attRched by the man

ufActurer WAS probably the major reason for the improvement. 

A total of five other gAuges failed at loads between 

120 kN R.nd 130 kN. IIone of the others failed until strand 

fracture Rnd it must be assamed th~t the shock wave transmitted 

along each wire shakes loose the adhesive in most cases. 

Hovlever, some of the gauges at mid-strand position did survive 

strand fracture. 

The loss of the gaut;e mounted perpendicular to strand axis 

was less sicnifiomt thAn the loss of the axially mounted 

gauges. Stacked gauges of the riGht conficuration, in which 

r,rids at different angular positions are mOQ~ted on top of each 

other, were not available for this type of application. The 

distance bet'lieen gauges mounted axial 1'!i th and perpendicular to 

wire axis, particularly neRr the end of the strand, where changer. in 

tension, bending and twist make it impossible to relate axial 
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and perpendicular strain values on the same wire. See Figs. 

5.22 and 5.23. The maximum and minimum strain values in the six 

wires for axial strains, 4, 3, 6, 1, 5, 2 were not mirrored in 

the perpendicular strains, but were in order 1, 5, 6, 2, 4, 3. 

Nor did the ratio of perpendicular to axial strains give a con-

sis tent value. 

The failure of axial strain gauge (M12Aa) on strand X, 

after cycle 304 prevented estimation of wire tension during all 

loading under free and partially restrained ends, and for fixed 

end loading above 50 kN • 

o Outputs from gauges mounted at 45 to strand axis and 

parallel to strand axis were not examined as useful analysis 

and comparison with other outputs is not possible in regions of 

rapid change in wire loading along its length. 

It is certain that more information on tension in helical 

wires would have been useful in this study. The use of the 

'three in parallel' gauge configuration and stacked gauges, if 

available, would greatly improve the quality of information 

obtained from strand testing and this is among the recommendations 

for further work in this field. 

5.6.4 Breaking Loads and Types of Fracture 

The magnitudes of the breaking loads recorded in Table 5.4 

are of no particular significance in this study. However, the 

fact that there was some consistency about the nature of the 
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c;i'~p. ':'l~': u.s ~o:;itl(y: cr' ::'urcm-:' bre<:K, seen 3t about one fifth 

a rnatt,(,;Y' !'or conjc;cture q" to '.'!hether t:1C'y restrict the move

~0nt cf strA~d wires qfter breAk. 

Consi~erinG first the left h8nd and longer end of the 

strand after break, there is evi'ience of wire movement radially 

outwards from about mid-strand and increasing up to the left 

hand terminRtion fror.: -r:;rint 2 on:;ards. 3y print 6, the 'bird

c8i;e I adjAcent to the left hand grip appe:us to have attained 

its rlaximum diarleter Rnd the rerlainder of the strand length, 

to tbe rL~ht of the birdcap,'e, h2s returned to its orieinal 

posi tion. 'rhe dictlneter of the 'birdcaGe' then reduces until 

print 12 And thereAfter rCrlains at constant diameter. This 

finp-l configuration is seen more clearly in the still photograph 

-S'iven in FiC. 5.2. :'he protruding core wire seen in the right 

hand side of still photo~rRrh, Fi~. 5.3.a, is in evidence 

im~edi~tely after fracture in print 2 of FiIT. 5.4. 

In the shorter lenst~ of broken strand radial outward 



nove~ent of the wi~es, initially At the break point And then 

[!svin,,::, to'lilUds the termin" tion in '('rints 3 'md 4. Thereafter, 

rAdial inwArd ~ove~ent occurs u? to print 0(, followed by out

';;"lrd n~ove;'1ent wf,ich seems to attAin P.. m'1Xir.lU .. "!l by Rbout print 

22. InwRrd mover:tent occurs aGain and the configuration scen 

more clerlrly in the left r .. Rnd f,ic .. e of the still photogrRph 

given in Pi". 5.3.a 8p~ears to hGve stRbilised at about print 

37. 

BirdcRge propagAtion has been of peripheral interest in 

this study and does not contribute to the main objectives. 

HO"lever, the hi::-h speed. r-rin ts do ~eveal some features that 

still pictures taken after frActure do not. In particular, 

the transitory Flppearance, repen.te'i, of R birdCAge FIt the 

hroken end of the shorter le~~th of strand was not suspected 

hi therto and its pre:,ence could not be easily detected by any 

otber oet!'-,od. Further investigRtions of birdcage propagation 

P .. t b,)th er:ds of the strand 'liill need hie'her film speed and 

further ~evelopr.1ent of this technique, including the provision 

of' '-' j~ecial s tranci. te~~tpieces for this purpose only and there

fore free from extrometer bosses. 

5.6.6 E:xtension 

The load/extension plots in Fig. 5.8 show cleRrly the 

effect that end condition has on strand axial stiffness, the 

free end pemitting largest extension and the fi~ed end least. 

Numerical values of stiffness and comparison with strand 



ITodellinc Rre ~ive~ in Chapter 7, section 7.3. 

~xtension under hi,-,her loads is shown in FiG. 5.9. All 

stnmds exhiCi t a departure from linearity of the load/ 

extension plots 8t 108.1'8 hi;;~er th::m About 50 kN. It is not 

possible to distin~lish a yield point as such, pArticularly as 

the effect of incr0Rsin~ helix anGle un~er load also contributes 

to non-linearity. 

Permanent extension in the strand is evident as load 

cycling is continued to increasing oClyimum loads, although 

strand stiffness u~ to about 50 kN appears sensibly constant. 

5.6.7 T~otRtion 

The load/rotation plots in Fig. 5.10 show cleArly the 

effect thqt end condition has on rotation, the free end per-

roi tting lRrgest rota tion un~<er load. Humerical values and 

comp8rison Vii th strn.nd modelling are {:iven in Chapter 7, 

section 7.4. 

5.6.8 Tension 8n~ ~endine ~oments in ~ires 

r~he 'dre tensions At 40 kN str<:nrl lOAd for fixed end, 

partially restrained And free end tests, as recorded in tables 

of the type shown in T8ble 5.ll, ::He tabula ted in colurms 3 to 
d 

7 of 'reble 5.16. Tl'.ese results show that for a !:iven strand 

load helical wire tension is reduced as end restraint is 

reduced. Clearly the core wire takes a proportionately greater 

share of the total load on the strnnd as the strand is allowed 
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! Load cycle numbers 
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Tension in Helical Wires at Strand Load of 40 kN - Test Results 

Table 5.16. 

Wire Tension kN 

Strand Gauge Nominal End Condition of Strand 

Number Posn '7 .1. '1 

Fixed -;f 2 4 Free Fixed Fixed Fixed 

VI (73.0°) 23rnrn 5.20 4.94 4.58 4.30 4.21 
(Measured) From 
VI (73.6°) End (104)I (111) (110) (112) (109) 
(Nominal) 

VIII (76.2°) Mid 5.20 5.11 4.95 4.76 4.60 
Strand (203) (209) (20S) (207) (206) 

X (77.7°) Mid 5.46 * * * * 
Strand (303) (309) (30S) (307) (306) 

IX (7S.9°) Mid 5.45 5.20 4.93 4.69 4.54 
Strand (403) (409) (40S) (407) (406) 

VII (80.9°) 10 rnrn 5.15 4. 69 4.41 4.16 3.94 
From 
End 

VII (80.9°) 23 rnrn 5.5S 5.41 5.36 5.34 5.33 
From (505) (510) (509) (511) (50S) 
End 

_~~-_L...-.- _ ..• _ .. _-
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to rotate under load. 

There are insufficient strain gauges mounted in the 'three 

in parallel' configuration to give a more comprehensive assess

ment of the individual wire tensions. One problem is that it 

is not possible to determine whether tension in the particular 

wire is above or below the mean tension in the six helical 

wires. This cannot be ascertained from the outputs of strain 

gauges attached to the crowns of the six wires at the strand 

cross-section concerned since nett strain measured includes 

strain due to bending of the wire under load. This bending 

strain is not necessarily the same for all wires and is likely 

to be very different at positions near to the end grip. 

Unfortunately firm conclusions on bending moments cannot be 

drawn from the tabulated results (e.g. Table 5.11) since an 

analysis of the possible errors in Appendix A.7, sections 

A.7.2 and A.7.3 shows that large errors can occur due to gauge 

misalignment and if there is a change in the position of 

neutral axes of bending. 

Comparison with theoretical predictions of wire tensions 

and bending moments is clearly not worthwhile. However, the 

following conclusions can be drawn from examination of test 

results. 

(i) Helical wires take a lower proportion of the total load 

as torsional restraint on the strand is reduced. 
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(ii) Helical wires take a lower proportion of the total load 

near to strand end grips. 

5.6.9 Torque Generated 

The load/torque plots in Figs. 5.25 to 5.29 and the 

tabulated results from them (Table 5.1.3) show that a consistent 

degree of torsional restraint was applied throughout each 

loading cycle. The comparison of other parameters obtained 

under these quantified degrees of end restraint are compared 

in Chapter 1 with strand response predictions from mathematical 

modelling in Chapter 6. 

The load/torque plots shown in Fig. 5.30 do not reveal 

the same departure from linearity at higher strand loads 

exhibited in load/extension and load/strain plots. This is to 

be expected since strand load and torque generated are linked; 

they both relate to the equilibrium of the strand. The 

changes in strand geometry under load, notably helix angle 

increase and helix radius reduction, are clearly too small to 

make a significant difference to the moment of the tangential 

component of wire tensions about strand axis, which con

stitutes the largest contribution to the total torque generated. 

5.6.10 Strains and Strain Variations; Load Sharing 

Axial strains on the outside surface of a helical wire are 

less than the strain on the wire axis, since bending (GI) of 

the wire about a diametral axis (helix binormal) occurs under 
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lo~ding which increases strain at the inside surface and 

decreases it on the outside surface. (See Fig. A.8.l). If it 

is assumed that the change in helix geometry is about the 

same for each of the six wires, differences in straining rate 

with load on the outside surfaces of the wires are due to dif

ferences in tension only. 1Tore rigorous analysis, including 

predictions on surface strain, is given in Chapter 6 and com

parison with the experimental results are made in Chapter 7. 

However, some assessment of differences in load sharing 

between wires is possible from the results described in 

sectiom5.5.5,6 and 8 above. 

MeR.n strains in loading cycles under different end con-

ditions are shown for strand X (ol.= 77.7
0

) in Figs 5.11 to 

5.13 and for strand VI (0< = 73.6
0

) in Figs 5.18 to 5.20. 

Strains are seen to be less for a given strand load as 

torsional restraint is reduced. For the lower helix angles 

these strains are negR.tive (compressive stress) in the free 

end case. Heduction in strain is an indication of increase 

in bending moment or decrease in tension or both. 

Figs 5.14 to 5.17 show that the range of strains, from 

maximum to minimum, between wires, is greater near the end 

grip than at mid-strand for these fixed end tests, up to 

maximum loads of 50 kN (cycle 304) and 110 kN (cycle 316), 

strand X. In Figs 5.21 to 5.23 strain ranges are again shown 

to be larger for the position near the end of the strand than 

in mid-strand for a free end test, on strand VI. A fixed end 



load cycle on the same strand, see Fig. 5.24, shows that at 

mid-strand, the strain range is about the same as that in the 

free end test, see Fig. 5.21.;both about 700jJ£at 44kN. 

A more complete picture of strain ranges is given for 

fixed end tests in Fig. 5.31. The range is greater near the 

end grip than at mid-strand throughout the loading programme 

for all strands. The range reduces when a particular load is 

applied for the second time, when the current loading cycle 

only is considered. However, the overall strain range is 

increased, when the total strain history from the start of the 

first loading cycle is considered. Strain ranges are generally 

higher for the strands with lower helix angles. Insofar as the 

pattern of strain ranges is similar to the pattern of tension 

variations between helical wires it is clear that load sharing 

between wires is less even near end grips than at mid-strand. 

Table 5.1'r has been compiled from the s train printouts of 

fixed end tests, samples of which are given in Tables 5.7 and 8. 

It shows that the effect of load cycling to ever increasing 

maximum load has only a small effect on the redistribution of 

load between helical wires. The difference in load sharing 

between the wires with maximum and minimum load is completely 

unchanged at strand end for strands with the two lowest helix 

angles. The 'bedding down' effect of repeated loading appears 

therefore to have less to do with the migration of wires to 

positions giving more stability in subsequent loading than with 

the increased stretching of wires that are in any event taking 



Changes in Wire Carrying Maximum and Minimum Strains. Fixed End Tests - Axial Strains 

Table 5.17 

VI", =73.6 0 VIII 0< =76.20 
X 0<0 =77.70 0 0 IX 0( =78.9 VII 0<. =80.9 

Load 0 0 0 0 

kN This Cycle Overall This Cycle Overall This Cycle Overall This Cycle Overall This Cycle Overall 

20 
30 0 C 
40 C n 
50 0 - !3. 6. 

~ 40 -0 0 
8 50 -

I CI) 60 6~ 0 -0 I I -
~ 70 - -
~ 80 !o 0 -

90 6" -0 0 -
100 " 0 - -
110 6'" 0 0 6, 0 0 0 
110+ )( 6 0 

--- --- ____ - - _----..II 
~--- -- --------- - ------- -

Continued on next page 
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Change_s in Wire Carrying r,laximum ann Minimum Strain Fixed End Tests Axial Strains 

Table 2.11 (Continued) 

VI 0( =73.6 0 VIII 0< =76.20 0 0 0 

Load X "b =77.7 IXo( =78.9 VII 0<. =80.9 
0 0 0 ~ ~-~- ~~~~-~~- Q------~-------- ------------_. -- ._.- -- -- -- .- -- ----------- -----

kN This Cycle Overall This Cycle Overall This Cycle Overall This Cycle Overall This Cycle Overall 

20 
')( 

30 A /\ 
40 6 1\ 0 
50 

40 ], ,. " 6 0 
50 ~L:::s )(. -
60 75 Y- O 6 -
70 x -
80 D - - 0 
90 ~)4 0 - -

100 )( 

110 0 Yo - -
110+ £\x -~-~ 

0 Minimum strain - wire Change] i.e. Since max. load of previous cycle, a different wire now bears 
6, Maximum strain - wire change min. (or max.) strain. 

A different wire bears max. strain for current cycle than for overall strain. 
A different wire bears min. strain for current cycle than for overall strain. 

Note: For strand X, the changes in wire bearing maximum strain at strand end for loads 40 kN, 50 kN, 60 kN, 80 kN 
and 90kNinvolves two wires only, (Nos 1 and 5), whose strain values differ by less than 40~E. 



the higher loads throughout the loading programme. 

For free end tests and those with partially restrained 

ends, Fig. 5.32 gives an overall picture of strain ranges. 

Although the pattern is less clear than for fixed end tests, 

it can be seen thAt the ranges are greater near strand end 

than at mid-strand. The overall strain range is, again, 

generally greater than that when the current cycle only is 

considered. Conclusions on the relation between load sharing 

and torsional restraint are not easy to draw from Fig. 5.32 

above. In fact, load sharing is less even with reduced tor

sional restraint for all strands since, as shown in Chapter 1, 

section 1.5 (Table (.4), strains are reduced considerably, as 

torsional restraint is reduced, and ranges thus become a very 

much higher proportion of the mean. 

Reports of relevance from other workers includes the 

uneven load sharing between wires found by Wiek ( 41, 48, 49, 

50 ) in his work on stranded ropes. This is not surprising in 

the light of the findings of this current study reported above; 

it seems that this phenomenon cannot be eliminated in even the 

simplest strand And uneven load sharing between wires is also 

reported by Durelli et ale ( 28 ), Ransom ( 34 ) and Paolini 

and Bazzaro ( 43). Sharp ( 8 ) reported different load/ 

extension characteristics in the second and subsequent loadings 

of a wire rope. In strand t~sting, by contrast, it has been 

found that whereas surface strains on individual wires are dif

ferent in the second loading of the strand, the overall load/ 



extension characteristics vary little. The 'bedding in' of 

ropes, reported by Sharp ( 8 ) would appear to be a physical 

migration of individual wires to a more stable configuration, 

whereas repeated loading of strands only stretches further the 

wires which are already bearing maximum load. 

The quantitative assessment of surface strains and com

parison with theoretical predictions is dealt with in Chapter 

7, sections 7.5 and '(.6. 



CHAPT:r.:n 6 

MATIIDhATICAL I'.TODELLING OP STHAND P.ESPONSE TO LOAD 

6.1 Introduction 

Costello et ale ( 16, 17. 18 ) have considered the six 

wire strand and by treating the individual wires of the strand 

as thin rods subjected to tension, bendin~, twisting and 

bearing loads (where they have line contact with each other), 

after Love ( 26 ), expressions have been obtained for extension, 

rotation and torque generated in the strand under axial tensile 

load. Costello and Phillips ( 18 ) take account of wire extension 

in the compatibility equations and the treatment from this part

icular paper is eiven in Appendix 8. Machida and Durelli ( 27 ) 

have developed approximate expressions for the response to load 

of seven wire strand. The basis of their treatment is given in 

The work of Costello and I~illips l 18 ) and Machida and 

Durelli ( 27 ) has been extended to take account of the relative 

movement between core anQ helicals under load in the case of 

lOa;~ interwire slip, under frictionless conditions, in section 

6.2. IntcnJire friction is considered in section 6.3 and 

expressions obtained for the friction force bending in helical 

wires and torsion in core and helicals, in conditions of no 

slip between core and helicals. Slip is introduced in section 

6.4 and modified expressions obtained for bending and torsion in 

wires. 



6.2 

Section 6.5 considers the Poisson effect in wires of 

tension and the flattening effect due to pressure between 

helicals and core. The Costello and Phillips ( 18 ) treatment 

of six wire strand is modified to take account of the presence 

of the core under these conditions. 

End effects are considered in section 6.6. A method for 

mathematical modelling of wire behaviour is outlined for the 

transition lengths of strand near the end grips. 

Computing Qethod for obtaining predicted strand response 

is described in section 6.1. The predictions on strand response 

from the approximate expressions of Machida and Durelli ( 27 ) 

are used in the computation as the first approximation for each 

of the strand geometries tested in the main experimental pro

gramme, described in Chapter 5. 

Reference is made throughout sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 to 

the Figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5, which illustrate 

different aspects of the forces acting on and displpcement of 

core and helical wires. 
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6.2 Zero Friction Between Wires 

One assumption made by both Costello et ale ( 16, 17, 18 ) 

and Machida and Durelli ( 27 ) is that friction effects between 

wires in a strand are small enough to be neglected. As axial 

loading on the strand is increased, the helicals are free to 

rotate about their own axes, due to torque H, and to bend about 

their neutral axes of cross-section, (the binormal of the helix) 
, 

due to bending moment G , as shovm in Fig. 6.1. 

Neither Costello et ale ( 16, 17, 18 ) nor Machida and Durelli 

( 27 ) take account of end effects. Their analysis implies 

that there must be an instantaneous change from the geometry of 

the loaded strand (with helix angle ~l Rnd helix radius r l ) to 

that of the unloaded strand (with helix angle ~o and radius ro) 

8.t the point where the strand enters the grip or termination. 

'Ehe reaction in the grip thus balances torsion H and bending 

moment G' in each helical and the expressions for torque 

generated in the strand contains a contribution from H and Gt. 

(See second and third terms of expression A.8.19 in Appendix 

A.8). 

Another way of regarding the end effect is to assume that 

changes in strand geometry occur over transitional lengths at 

the ends of the strand, adjacent to the grips. These changes 

in geometry, which must involve bending in the plane of the 

principal normal of the helical wire centre line, thus changing 

helix angle from~l to ~o over this length, result in a 

reduction of relative motion between core and helicals. As the 
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\';ires enter t!",e en(l grip, rebtive r;lOtion bet"leen them is zero. 

The 1)l1sis of the: Rssnnrtion about tr;msi tional lengths from the 

Costello "nd Jurelli trcHtnents is illustrated . ,..,.,....... 
In .rlo. 6.4.a. rmd 

b. Due to symr1etry only 118lf the strand is consinered. The 

rota tion of the helical about its own axis, e BTU increases from 

zero at mid-strand to a ~aximum at distance ~ from the strand 

grip, Rnd then reduces to zero at the grip itself. Core 

rotation is zero throughout. A sir:JilRr pattern is seen for the 

incrense in dimension of the line of contact on the helical 

'!lire, wr.ich incre~ses from zero at mid-str8.nd to a naximum at 

distRnce Lr from the str8.nd grip, and then reduces to zero at 

the grip itself. Core extension is unchanged. Over the strand 

length LL (where LL = L/2 - LT), rotation of a helical wire is 

given by 

6.1 

From simple torsion t~eory, the tangential component of linear 

displAcement per unit lensth is ziven by 

6 'IITN = 6.2 

Similarly, from simple beclding theory, the axial component per 

unit length is ~iven by 

cS' HAN 

(see also Figure 6.5.a.) 



6.3 Friction with Zero Slip 

The contributions of Hand G' to the overall torque gen

erated in a strand under axial lORd are given in the second 

and third terms of expression A.8.19, (Appendix A.8), in the 

treatment of Costello et ale ( 16, 1'(, 18). The treatment of 

Durelli et ale ( 27 ) also contains a contribution to overall 

torque from the bending and torsion of helical wires. (See 

expressions A.9.25 and A.9.32 in Appendix A.9). The effect of 

friction is now considered over that part of the strand which 

is at sufficient distance from the end grips to avoid end 

effects. (Length LL in Fig. 6.4). It is postulated that 

frictional resistance from the core wire prevents some of the 

rotation and bending of helical wires about their ovm axes 

which would have occurred in the absence of friction. The con

tribution to overall torque generated in the strand, referred 

to above, is therefore transmitted to the end grips partly by 

the helicals and partly by the core wire. Helative rotation 

between core and helicals thus occurs as illustrated in Fig. 

6.2. 

Rotation of the core is in the opposite sense to that of 

the helical wire. Extension of the core and increRse in the 

dimension of the line of contact of the helical are seen to be 

both positive. The rotation of the helica19HTF and core 9 CTF 

about their own axes are shown in Fig. 6.4.c for the length 

from mid-strand to end grip, while Fig. 6.4.d shows the 

corresponding changes in dimension in the axial direction for 
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each wire. The components in axial and tangential directions 

of the rate of displacement along the strand of both wires is 

shown in Fig. 6.5.c. The components of friction force per unit 

length acting on each wire are shown in Fig. 6.5.d. It can be 

seen that the force acting on the helical wire is such as to 

reduce the displacements which occur in the absence of friction 

(c.f. Fig. 6.S.a) whereas the equal and opposite force acting 

on the core acts such as to produce the rotation and extension 

already shown in Figs 6.2 and 6.4.c and d. 

The general equations of equilibrium of a thin rod sub-

jected to tension, bending, twisting and bearing loads are given 

by Costello and Phillips ( 18 ), see Appendix A.8, equations 

A.8.3 to A.8.8. The effect of friction force only is now con-

sidered for each wire. 

The core wire can be considered as a special case of a 

helix where ~o = 900 and the general equilibrium equations can 

be simplified as follows. Due to symmetry of the loading from 

the six helicals, 

x y 
, 

0, K = K 
, 

0, N = N = 0 

Since the core wire remains straight under loading, 

, 
r=k=k=O and G 

, 
G 

From equations A.8.3 to A.8.8 and 6.4 and 6.5 

o 



0, dN/dsC = 0, dG/dsC 
t 

0, dG /dsC = 0 6.6 

and dT/dsC + Z = 0, dH/ds C + ~ = 0 

Note that for unit length of helical wire, the corresponding 

length of core wire over which interwire friction acts is 

lsin~ Axial force and torque acting per unit length of core 

are therefore given by 

t 

6(F CAF)/sin 0<. 

and 

Friction force acting on the core per unit length of core is 

given by 

t 

F C = 
, 2 ' 2 0.5 

6(F CAF + F CTF) /sin~ 

6.8 

6.10 

For the helicRI wires) general equilibrium equations from 

equations A.B.3 to A.8.B can be simplified. The force acting 

along the line of contact between core nnd helical is regarded 
, 

as applying a bending mODent K and a torque~ per unit length 

of the wire, and these are the only external loads on the wire. 

It follows that 

.x. = y = Z o and K = 0 6.11 

strand geometry changes due to friction only are very small 

compared with those caused by the tensile loading of the strand 
, 

overall. Terms containing curvature nnd twist changes (k and 

1") can therefore be omitted and the remaining equations are 
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, , 
dG Ids + K 0, dH/ds + ~ = 0 6.12 

Bending moment and torque acting per unit length of helical 

wire are therefore given by 

6.13 

and dJI/ds 6.14 

Friction force acting on the helical wire per unit length is 

given by 

, 
F F 

, 2 ' 2 0.5 
= (F HAF + F HTF ) 6.15 

This force is equal and opposite to the force acting on the core 

wire per unit length of helical wire, which from 6.10 and 6.15 

is given by 

= 
, 2 ' 2 0.5 

(F CAF + F CTF ) 6.16 

Equations of equilibrium can now be established and, with 

reference to Fig. 6.5.d are given by 

, 
F CTF = 

, , 
F HTFsinol.. - F HAFcoso( 6.17 

, 
F CAF 

, , 
= F HTFcOS D( + F HAFsino<.. 6.18 

Equations linking displacement of core and helical wires can 

also be established and, with reference to Fig. 6.5.c,are 

given by 



6' CTF = 6.19 

C' ' , 
o CAF = 6F CAp/S 2 6.20 

6' 
HAF 

, , 
= (F HAN - F HAF)/S3 6.21 

S'HTF 
, , 

= (F HTN - F HTF)/S4 6.22 

~lliere Sl and S2 are the torsional and the axial tensile stiff

nesses of the core wire; S3 and S4 are the bending and torsional 
, I 

stiffnesses of the helical wire. Forces F HAN and F HTN are 

those required to prevent any change in bending and torsion 

respectively of the helical wire and are given by 

, I 

F HAN = and F HTN = 6.23 

Stiffnesses are given by 

6.24 

6.25 

6.26 

6.27 

lI~anipulation of equations 6.17 to 6.27 yield expressions 
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, H G' 2 Al ~ 
F HAF = (ST - ST)((i)/6(T - A ) 

4 2 3 1 h 2 1 
6.28 

and , 
(H 

, 
F HTF ::: - 6F HApA1)/6A2 S4(dh!2) 6.29 

where 

Al = sino<.cosQl,,(l/Sl - 1/S2) 6.30 

(s in
2

o<. /Sl 
2 

1/6S
4

) A2 = + cos do.../S2 + 

A3 = (cos~ /Sl + sin~ /S2 + 1/6S3) 

Resultant friction force per unit length of helical is given by 

, '2 '2 0.5 
F F = (F HAF + F HTF ) 6.33 

The restraining effect of the core on the helical wires due 

to friction between them CRn be quantified in terms of restraining 

ratios Zl for bending moment and Z2 for torsion, defined as 

follows 

6.34 

and 6.35 

, 
Actual bending moment G A and actual torque HA to which the 

helical wire is subjected under loading of the strand are therefore 

given by 
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, 
(1 - Zl)G 

, 
G A 6.36 

and HA (1 - Z2)H 6.37 

, , 
Note that G A is less than G and HA is less than H, due to the 

restraining effect of friction from the core. 
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6.4 Friction with SOBe Slip 

If the friction force is insufficient to maintain contact 

between points on core and helical which ,~ere in contact before 

loading started, then slip will occur. The helical wire is 

less restrained by friction force from the core and displace-

ments are therefore greater, giving 

The reduced friction force transmitted from helical wire to core 

results in smaller displacements of the core, giving 

6.39 

(See Figs 6.5.e and f) 

~he final distance apart of these points originally in contact 

is now given by 

8' 
S 

, 
= 8 HS 

(See Figs 6.3 and 6.5.e) 

, 
The force per unit length of helical wire, F S is less 
, 

than F F as determined in section 6.3, equation 6.33 and is 

given by 

, 
F S 

, 

= 
, 2 

(F HTS 
, 2 0.5 

+ F HAS ) 

where F S is the force acting on the helical wire per unit 

length of helical wire and 
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= ( ' z ' )°. 5 
F CTS + F CAS2 6.42 

, 
where F S' in the opposite sense, is the force acting on the 

core wire, per unit length of helical wire. (See Fig. 6.5.f). 

, 
Let FS 

, 
CSF F where Cs is some fraction, Cs <. 1. 

, ( , ')0 5 
Then F S = Cs F HTF2 + F HAF2 • 6.43 

l!.anipulation of expressions 6.19 to 6.35 and substitution in 

6.40 yields an expression for slip distance 

where 

and 

fj' __ 2_( ) 
S - d L Ml - M2 

h L 

Slip occurs between core and helical wire when 

, 
F S > ~X 

6.44 

6.45 

6.46 

6.47 

where X is the contact force per unit length of helical wire. 

In the case of the 6 wire strand considered by Costello et ale 

(17, 18), X is the resultant of the two contact forces from the 

two adjacent helical wires. (See Fig. 6.6). For 7 wire strands, 

manufacture is such that, ideally, contact is between helicals 



Figure 6.6. Contact Forces. 

Six Wire !:5trand. 

DC 
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Seven Wire ~trRnd. 
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Rnd core only, and not between helicals and other helicals. 

In this C8se C = X and X is numerically equal to X derived by 

Costello for the six wire strand. 

The expression developed by Costello and Phillips ( 18 ) 

for contact force X, (Appendix A.8, expression A.8.1'{) must be 

modified to take account of the reduced bending moment and 

torque in the helicals, when friction between core and helicals 
I 

is considered. Bending moment GA from 6.36 and torque HA from 

6.37 are substituted, and contact force is then given by 

I 2 I 

GAil + Tk 1 

If the coefficient of kinematic friction is known, the 

onset of slip for a strand of a particular geometry can be pre-

dicted. Slip distance can also be estimated. Note that these 

predictions ignore the effect of wire flattening at contact due 

to interwire pressure. 

• 
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6.5 Poisson Effects Rnd '\'iire FIRttening 

~his section extends the work of Costello and' Phillips 

( 18 ) on six wire strand to consider R seven wire strand. In 

Rddition, account is tRken of Foisson effects in the wires under 

tension rmd the fla ttening on wires due to interwire pressure. 

Contact force per unit length on a helical wire is given 

in 6.4S. \'{hen the six helical wires and one core wire are 
, , 

placed together, contRct forces X (normal) and F F or F S 

(friction) can be regarded as internal forces in the strand. 

The load taken by the core is now added to that taken by the 

helicRls Rnd the Costello and Phillips expressions for axial 

load and mooent, from A.S.lS and A.8.19 amended to give 

, 
P = 6(Tsin~1 + N cos~l) + Tc 6.49 

, , 
6(HsinoC.l + G cos"'l + Trl coso<.l - N r l sino(l) + Mc 

where T c and M c Are the tensile lORd and axial twisting moment 

respectively taken by the core, which are given by 

'rhe expressions linking strand axial strain (equal to 

core strain E ) helicRl wire strRin (S), strand rotation (¢), 

helix radii (ro Rnd r l ) Rnd helix angles (~o and 0(1) developed 

by Costello and Phillips ( 18 ) for six wire strand also hold 

for seven wire strand. 



From A.8.21 and A.8.22 

and ¢= (r (l+E)/rltan~l - l/tan~ )2~tan~ 
000 

Poisson effect on individual wires is now taken into 

account. 

The reduction in helical wire radius is given by 

and the reduction in core wire radius by 

6.16 

6.55 

Helix radius when strand is under load is therefore given by 

6.57 

The helix rAdius is reduced further if wire flattening is 

taken into account. Expression 6.49 can be oodified to include 

a flattening term. 

6.58 

where 

In the computation, section 6.7, empirical relations based 

on the experimental work of Hamlet ( 76 ) are substituted for 

6 in evaluating the predictions for final helix radius from 6.58. 
x 
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After fl~ttening, the wires ~re no longer of circular 

cross-section and, in the case of helic~l wires, are also 

unsymmetrical. However, it is assumed th~t response to 

tension bending and torsion remain unchanged after flattening 

since the magnitude of these dimension changes is so small. 
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6.6 End Bffects 

6.6.1 A Descriptive Treatment 

The AnAlysis in section 6.3 considers the interAction 

between core And helicals, due to friction, over that part of 

the strand which is sufficiently distant from the end grip to 

be unaffected by the changes in strand geometry which occur at 

the ends of a strand under load. If the whole length of the 

strand is now considered, including those sections embedded in 

the socketing medium of the end grips, it is possible to 

postulate a mechanism in which the core undergoes changes in 

the rate of angular displAcement along its length, even in the 

case of fixed end loading. Fig. 6.4 illustrates the relative 

motion between core and celicals thAt can occur. Of critical 

importance is the transition length (~) of strand adjacent to 

each grip. The next section outlines a mathematical model which 

attempts to Rrilllyse wire behaviour in this area. 

6.6.2 Analytical Preliminaries to Solution by NumericAl 

l\~ethods 

If the grip socketing medium is considered rigid, the 

geometry of the strand in the unloaded state is maintained vii thin 

the grip length. Since the wires at the end of the strand are 

embedded in the socketing medium under conditions of zero axial 

load, there is no contact force between wires, And this condition 

of zero contact force then constitutes an end condition of the 

transition length adjacent to the end grip when the strand is now 

subjected to load. Over the transitional length L
T

, strand 
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geo~etry chAnces from that of the unloaded state to thAt of the 

loaded state as determined in the analysis in section 6.3. 

Contact force between helicals and core therefore increases 

from zero at the grip end to maximum at distance~. Friction 

force from the helicals, which arises due to the change in twist 

and bending of the helicals, also rises from zero at grip end, 

where strand geometry is unchanged under lOCld, to thAt established 

in the analysis at distance Lr. Assumntions hAve been made About 

relative motion between core and helical wires over this length 

(see FiG. 6.4). However, more detailed analysis of the manner 

in which strand geometry, load shRrine between wires and stress 

distribution within wires chanses over the transition length 

could start with the eqUAtions of Costello et ale ( 16, 17, IS ), 

for a thin rod. See A.8.3 to A.8.S. 

Contact force from the core is Given by X, from 6.48. 

'rhere are no other external forces alone the wire Y = O. . . 
, 

There are no external bending moments along the wire ••• K K = O. 

Over the transition length, the helix angle changes from IX , where o 

it is embedded in the socketing medium, to 0( l' at distance LT from 

the end of the grip. 

Fig. 6."( shows a helical Vlire over the tnmsi tion length LT of the 

strAnd as unwrapped onto a flat plane. Over an elemental wire 

length of Cs, helix angle changes b~. If curvature over this 

length, cS s, is 11k, then in the limit 

k 6.59 



• 

• 
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Now bending moment in this plRne is given by Costello and 

Fhillips ( 18 ) A.8.9 as 

6.60 

where k is initial curvature, equal to zero inside grip, and 
o 

A = EIh 6.61 

From 6.59 and 6.60 

G = Ad~/ds 6.62 

Di fferen tia ting dG Ad~/ds2 ds = 6.63 

If each elemental length is regarded as part of a helix, 

eRch element hewing a pro;.~ressively different eeometry from that 

of the adjacent element, the analysis developed in section 6.3, 

which considers friction force without slip, or that developed 

in section 6.4, which considers slip with friction, can be applied. 

The general equilibrium equations for a thin rod as postulated by 

Costello and Phillips ( 18 ), see Appendix A.8, A.8.3 to A.8.8, 

can be modified to apply to this transition length of strand LT. 

dN d.,c. , , 
-- - Ny + Tk + X = 0 
d~ ds 6.64 

, 
dN doe. T do( Ny 0 d-. ds - ds + = 6.65 

6.66 
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2 , , , 
A do<. 

G H + HHk N = ° 6.61 
ds2 

, 
dG H d~ do(. A dO' 'Y ° 6.68 -- HH ds + + N dot. ds ds 

dHH ~ A dO( k 
, , dol. b .(,9 

do<. ds- ds + G H ds + PI ° 
The external force parRllel to the wire axis, per unit length of 

the helical wire is given by 

6.70 

and the external torque is given by 

where C S can vary from I, with no slip to zero wi th 10~~ slip. 

, , 
F HAF and F HTF can be expressed in terms of the helix 

angle 0( Rnd wire diameters (see expressions 6.28 to 6.37) since 
, , 

G A (G ) and HA (H) are themselves expressed in terms of final 

(loaded) and originRI (unlonded) helix Rngles. 

Equation 6.69 CRn therefore be expressed in terms of three 

The end conditions for the transition length LT are given at 

do< 
grip 0(.= .,(.0' d.s = 0, Cs = 0, and at distance LT from the grip, 

do<. 
ol.=<X l , ds = 0, Cs> 0. 

NumericRl methods are required to solve this and/or other 
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equations 8Dong the equilibrium equations 6.64 to 6.69, in an 

attempt to determine strand geometry, lOAd sharing between 

wires and stress distribution over this transitional length. 

As indicated in the title to this section, the above constitute 

only the preliminaries to such an investigation. Its contin

uation is among those items suggested as worthy of future study. 
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ComnutRtion 
t 

6.1.1 Intro~uction 

A first attempt involved prograL1ming in BASIC computing 

language on a Systime PDPll conputer belonging to the Mechan-

ical Engineering Department. However, it soon became obvious 

thAt the degree of precision inherent in BASIC and the capacity 

of the computer were inadequate for the task. For the practic8.1 

strand geometries considered - those tested in the programme 

described in ChRpter 5 - the differences in strand response 

between the predictions of Durelli and the computed predictions 

were eventu8.11y found to be 8.8 much as 4.3;~, for extension, at 

about 35~:' of breaking load, (see table 6.1). But the strand 

geometry differences were no more than 0.020 on helix angle and 

0.005 mm on helix radius. For the larger helix angles and 

lower loads these differences Vlere much less. For accurate 

execution of the iterative computing processes, discrimination 

of these geometry parameters had to be many orders of magnitude 

less th8.n these differences. The use of FOHTRAN with double 

precision was therefore found to be necessary. The problem of 

computer capacity limitation was overcome by using the 

University's VAX computer. 

6.7.2 First Approximations 

For a seven wire strand of known initial geometry and 

material, response under axial load can be calculated according 

to Machida and Durelli ( 27 ) as a first approximation. The 

basis of their treatment is given in'Appendix A.9. 
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Expressions used in the computation Rre given below. 

In the fixed end cRse, for the strand, 

axial strain E = F/A 

torque generated M = FC/A 

In the free end case, for the strand 

axial strain E = PD/ (AD-BC) 6.74 

Rotation jf= F2rrC/(AD-BC) 

6.7.3 other Expressions Required in Computation 

From 6.49 cmd 6.50 axial lORd on strand is given by 

PO = Pl + P2 + P3 + P4 + P5 + P6 

where Pl = TC 

P2 = 61T' Ah/sin«'l 

P3 = M /rl tan«'l 6.77 

P4 -M/rl tan~ 

P5 = 6sinoC.lH/rltan~ 

and 
, 

p6 = 6coso<1 G /rl tanO<l 
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and axial moment on strand is given by 

M = Yl + Y2 + Y3 + Y4 + Y5 + Y6 

where 

Y4 = Me 

and Y6 

From 6.53, 6.54 and 6.57 

LHS = RHS where 

6.80 

The expressions 6.)3, 6.54 and 6.57 are also used individually. 
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6.1.4 Wire Flattening 

Hamlet ( 76 ) conducted some tests in which he pressed 

together two solid steel cylinders of identical diameter. The 

axes of the cylinders were fixed for each test at an angular 

displacement relAtive to each other which varied from 900 
to 

zero (i.e. parallel axes). The last of these approximates 

closest to the case of a helical vire in contact with the core 

of a strand in that there is line contact rRther than point 

contact before load is applied, although the line is a helix 

and not straight. Hanlet's results indicRte an approximately 

bilinear relation between nOr::JRI lORd Rnd the f'lRttening of the 

cylinder over the relevant lORd range, the first line, Rt low 

loads, exhibiting low stiffness and, Rfter a short transition, 

the second line is much steeper as stiffness increases by 

almost an order of ma,~itude. Hamlet's work is not claimed as 

anything r:1ore than a prelimimny study on the flattening effect 

of contact load and the diameter of cylinders tested was nearly 

twice that of the diruneter of wire in the strands tested, as 

described in Chapter). (Hamlet's rods 6.35 mm; strand wire 

3.94 mm core and 3.73 mm helical). However, since it seemed 

worthwhile making some estimate of the effect of wire flattening 

on strand response, the stiffness figures from Hamlet's work 

were inserted in the programming where appropriate. The 

fla t tening term in 6.58 can be given as 

6.81 

where X is the contact force per unit length (kN/rnm) and b is 
X 
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the stiffness (kN/mm2). The values of stiffness, from }Iamlet, 

used in the computation were 

(~epar2te 
cor::putation on 
:. trend responc e 

2 Sx = 1.25 kN/mm 

or 6.82 

Equation 6.58 is used in the computation, insteFl.d of 6.57 when 

wire flRttening is taken into account. 

6.7.5 Fixed End CA~e (See FlowchFl.rt, Fig. 6.8) 

Details of strand dimensions (0(, dc and dh ), material 

constants (y and E), strand loading (p) and,if required, wire 

flattening stiffness (SX) and restraining factors (Zl and Z2) 

are supplied in II. After preliminary calculations on strand 

geometry, first approximations on axial strain E, (6.72) 

torque generated M (6,73) and helix angle under load 0<.1 (6.54) 

are determined in III. Since helix radius under load r l has 

not been calculated at this stage, r, is assumed to equal ro in 

6.54. On entering loop IV to XV, axial strain E from III, first 

time, or from XVb, subsequently, are used to cFl.lculate ~l 

(6.54),5 (6.53) and r l (6.57) in IV. Lines V and VI set up the 

loop VII to XI in which a ranee of helix angles greFl.ter than 0(..1 

from IV Rre examined, in increments of 10-9 radians with a view 

to satisfying strand geometry for this axial strain. In VII, 5 

is determined from 6.53, r l from 6.57 or 6.58, depending on 

whether or not wire flattening is considered, and 6.80 is used 

in the second line (LHS = mrs etc.). Loop VIII to IX is desiened 
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to retain the strand zeometry (-<I and r l ) which give minimum 

rotation - which should be zero - and this geometry is used in 

XII to determine 5 from 6.53. The axial load PO is calculated 

from 6.76, in XIII, usin~ M from III in the fourth term of 6.76. 

(The use of the Durelli approximation for U at this stage is 

justified in the last paragraph of this section). If friction 

I 
between wires is not considered, G and H are substituted in 

6.76. 
I 

If friction is considered G A from 6.36 and HA from 6.37 

are substituted in 6.76. If flattening is considered, contact 

force X from A.8.17 (no friction) or from 6.48 (friction) is 

used in 6.81 to determine bx which is then used in 6.58 to 

determine r l before substitution in 6.76. 1.'.'here the load cal-

culated, PO, is different from the required load, P, by more 

than 0.05 kN, as determined in XIV, the Durelli approximation 

is used to determine extension (6.72) for a higher load and the 

process repeated in loop IV to XV until the strand geometry under 

load matches the required load. 

The use of 11 from the Durelli and Machida approximation in 

the determination of axial load PO in XIII can be justified as 

follows. Of the parameters involved in strand response, torque 

genera ted (T.r:) changes least when the more accurate analysis is 

complete since most of this torque comes from the tangential 

component of force in the helical wires. Helix angle difference 

(.0070
) and helix radius change (0.001 mm) under 10 kN load have 

an effect of less than 0.01 Nm on the restraining torque M. 

(Typically, restraining torque is about 8.9 Nm for a 10 kN axial 
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load for strand VI). The value for restraining torque is 

determined for the final strand geometry in XVI from (6.78). 

Printout gives the Durelli and Machida results as well as those 

computed as above, for comparison. 

6.7.6 Free End CRse (See Flowchart Fig. 6.9) 

Details of strand dimensions, (~, dc and dh ), material 

constants (y and E), strand loading (p) Rnd, if required, wire 

flattening stiffness (SX) and restraining factors (Zl and Z2) are 

supplied in II. After preliminary calculations on strand geometry, 

first approximation on strand rotation,¢, (6.75) is calculated in 

III. Axial strain (6.74), helix angle under loadO<l (from 6.54 

but assuming r l = ro at this stage), helical wire strain S (6.53) 

and helix radius r l (from 6.57 if flattening is not considered and 

6.58 if it is considered) are determined in IV. Helix angle 0<.1 is 

then calculated again (6.54) using helix radius r l just calculated. 

Helical wire strain is calculated in V Rnd the loop V to VI 

pursued until the change in ~ "- 10-9• Restraining torque M is 

then checked in VII, from (6. '(8), the fifth and sixth terms of 
, 

which include Hand G respectively if interwire friction is 
, 

neglected, or HA and G A from (6.36) and (6.37) respectively if 

friction is taken into account. Hestraining torque 111 should be 

zero in the free end CR se and helix angle 0( 1 is increased in VIlla, 

in loop V to VIII until M <: 0.001 Nm. Applied load PO is checked 

in IX from 6.76 for the strand geometry under load which has just 

been computed. If this differs from the original (required) load 
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-6 by more than 0.2 x 10 kN, loop IV to X is computed again 

with a different starting load. If applied load is within 

this limit, rotation from 6.54 is calculated in XI and printout 

given for comparison of these results with those of the Machida 

and Durelli predictions. 



6.8 Cooputation: Results and Discussion 

6.8.1 Results (See tables 6.1, to 6.7) 

The programmes, described in sections 6.7.5 and 6.7.6 and 

flowcharts Figs 6.8 and 6.9, were used to predict strand 

response for strands having the Same geometries as those of 

the five strands tested in the programme described in Chapter 
/ 

5. For each strand both fixed and free end cases were examined 

and, for each end condition, both the frictionless (10~~ slip) 

and no slip condition, each with and without wire flattening, 

were considered. Flattening effect was examined for wire 

flattening stiffness values of both 12.5 kN /mm
2 

and 1.25 kN/mm
2 

of wire. Twelve sets of results were thus obtained for each 

strand geometry, as seen in the tables 6.1 and 6.2. Load 

increments are 10 kN up to a maximum of 40 kN, this being the 

maximum load applied to the strands under end conditions of 

partial and zero (free end) torsional restraint, in the tests 

described in Chapter 5. 

The followine sections of this chapter discuss the results 

from these computations. Comparison between computed 

predictions and experimental results is dealt with fully in 

Chapter 7. 

As shown in Chapter 5, sections 5.1 and table 5.1, the 

helix angle of strand VI was found to be different from the 

nominal value by more than 4(/. The computed predictions for a 

strand with helix angle 72.97°, as measured are given in tables 

6.5 to 6.7. 



6.8.2 FixRd ~nd CAse 

(i) Extension (See tAble 6.1 and 6.5) 

Axial stiffness is predicted to be effectively constant, 

increasing by no more than 0.02~~. This is a decrease of 0.020/ 
in compliance ( jJ-C /kl:) as tabulated, over the load range 
considered. 

For the frictionless condition, predictions greater than those 

of Durelli range from about 1. 32~~ at the helix angle of 80.87
0 

to within:!: 0.02 of 4.67;,S at the helix angle of 72.970
• If 

friction is taken into ACCOunt excess over the Durelli pre

dictions is reduced to about 1.301, at helix angle of 80.87
0 

and 

to 4.59>~ At helix angle 72.970
• The effect of wire flattening 

on extension is predicted to be in no case greater than O. 02'~ .• 

(i. e. The difference between the fiEure for "I: 0 flattening" and 
that for a flattening factor "SX=1.25", at Clny given load and 

for ei ther tbe "1005·· slip" or the "no slip" condi tion, does not 
exceed 0.02~ .) . 

(ii) Restraining Torque (See table 6.3 and 6.6) 

For the reasons given in section 6.7.5, predictions on 

the magnitude of the restraining torque can be expected to vary 

very little from those of L:achidR ann Durelli. Tables 6.2.a 

and 6.4.a are a check thRt the differences are small and 

negative. The increased helix angle and reduced helix radius 

of the strflnd umler IORcl ci ve a reduced tanGential force com-

ponent Fmcl moment arm. The maximum reduction of 0.125~~ is 

negligible v'hen comparison is to be made with experimental 

results. 



6.8.3 Free End CRse 

(i) Extension (See table 6.2 and 6.,.b) 

Extension And helix angle changes under load Are greater 

in the free end CRse th;:m the fixed end CR.se. Computed pre

dictions on extension are in all cases less than those of 

Hachida and Durelli ( 27). The c1ifference between computed 

predictions and those of tIachida and :Durelli increases for all 

strands as load is increRsed, but in no CRse exceeds l.oro for 

the load range considered. (Maximum is O.~a;', at 40 kN load for 

0(= 76.160 in the no slip case when wire flattening is neglected). 

Greater differences are predicted for the non-slip case than for 

the frictionless (10a;6 slip) case. The effect of wire 

flattening is greater in the free end case than the fixed end 

case, but is still not greater than 0.13% (-0.74 to -0.87 in 

~= 72.970 for 40 kN lORd, see table 6.5.b). 

(ii) Rotation (See table 6.4 and 6.7) 

Computed predictions in all cases exceed those of Machida 

and Durelli ( 27 ) but never by more than 1.1% and it is only at 

low loads (10 kN) for the two strands with initial helix angles 

of 78.930 and 80.870 that the excess over the Durelli pre

dictions is greater than 0.67:'. Wi thin the small overall dif

ferences, the effects of friction and flattening are negligible 

for the range of loads considered. 



TABLE 6.1 COMPUTED STRAIID EXTK'fSIONS: FIXED Elm CASE 

Table shows percentage difference from 
prediction of Machida and Durelli ( 21 ) 

Axial Load (kN) 20 30 40 

ol-o *M. & D. E = 12•16p-f./kN 

p.. 
No flattening +4.31 +4.30 'rl +4.31 +4.31 .--i 

CIl Sx = 12.5 +4.31 +4.31 +4.31 +4.30 
....... 
6- Sx = 1.25 +4.31 +4.30 +4.30 +4.29 0 
.--i 

p.. No flattening +4.25 +4.24 +4.24 +4.23 
·rl 
.--i Sx = 12.5 +4.25 +4.24 +4.24 +4.23 
CIl 

0 Sx = 1.25 +4.24 +4.23 +4.22 +4.22 z 

o 
c/.. = 16.16 o *M. & D. E = 10.02)LE /kN 

p.. 

+3.05 'rl No flattening +3.06 +3.06 +3.05 .--i 
CIl Sx = 12.5 +3.06 +3.05 +3.05 +3.04 

5- Sx = 1.25 +3.04 +3.04 +3.04 +3.04 0 
.--i 

p.. No flattening +3.01 +3.01 +3.01 +3.00 'rl 
rl Sx = 12.5 +3.01 +3.01 +3.01 +3.00 CIl 

0 Sx = 1.25 +3.01 +3.00 +3.00 +3.00 z 



Table 6.1 (continued) 

Axial Load (k1if) I 10 20 30 40 

*M. & D. E = 68.92}J-E/kN 

p.. 
No flattening +2.41 +2.40 +2.40 +2.40 ·rl 

r-i 
Sx = 12.5 +2.41 +2.40 +2.40 +2.40 rJ) 

'':-
6' Sx = 1.25 +2.41 +2.40 +2.40 +2.39 
0 
r-i 

p.. No flattening +2.37 +2.37 +2.36 +2.36 
·rl S = 12.5 +2.37 +2.37 +2.36 +2.36 
r-i X 

rJ) 

Sx = 1.25 
0 

2.37 +2.37 +2.36 +2.36 
....... 
'"""' 

"'0 *l,T. & D. E = 6S.15pf/kN 

p.. 
No flattening +1.94 +1.94 +1.94 +1.94 ·rl 

r-I 
Sx = 12.5 +1.94 +1.94 +1.94 +1.94 rJ) 

't,':I 

0- Sx = 1.25 +1.94 +1.94 +1.94 +1.93 
0 
r-i 

p.. 
No flattening +1.91 +1.91 +1.91 +1. 9'1 

·rl Sx = 12.5 +1.91 +1.92 +1.91 +1.91 
r-i 
rJ) 

Sx = 1.25 
0 

+1.91 +1.91 +1.91 +1.91 
:z; 

p.. No flattening +1.33 +1.32 +1. 32 +1.31 'rl 
r-I Sx = 12.5 +1.33 +1.33 +1.33 +1.32 rJ) 

~ ., 

Sx = 1.25 +1.31 +1.32 +1.32 +1.31 t) 
0 
r-i 

p.. No flattening +1.30 +1.30 +1.29 +1.29 
·rl Sx = 12.5 +1.30 +1.30 +1.29 +1.29 r-i 
rJ) 

0 Sx = 1.25 +1.29 +1.29 +1.29 +1.29 
z 

* M. & D. is Machida and Durel1i prediction. 
Units of wire stiffness (resistance to flattening),SX in kN/mm2 



TABLE 6.2 COMPUTED S1'I1AND EXTENSIONS: FREB END CASE 

Table shows percentage difference from 
prediction of Machida and Durelli ( 27 ) 

Axial Load (kN) 
II 

10 20 30 40 

0(.0 = 73.63 
0 *M. & D. E = l35. 85;J:/kN 

P- No fla t tening ** ** -0.25 -0.53 ·rl 
r-I Sx Cf) = 12.5 ** ** -0.23 -0.52 

-6- Sx = 1.25 *-)(- ** -0.13 -0.42 
0 
rl 

No flattening -0,07 -0'~5 -0.63 -0.91 
P- Sx = 12.5 -0.05 -0.34 -0.62 -0.89_ ·rl 
rl 

Cf) Sx = 1.25 -0.23 -0.51 -0.79 ** 
0 
~ 

rJ...o *M. & D. E = 118.06j£/kN 

P- No flattening ** -0.15 -0.40 -0.65 ·rl 
rl 

Sx 12.5 ** -0.14 -0.40 -0.65 Cf) = 
8-
0 

Sx = 1.25 ** -0.08 -0-33 -0.59 
r-I 

No flattening -0.23 -0.48 -0.73 -0.98 
p.. 

Sx = 12.5 -0.22 -0.47 -0.72 -0.96 
·rl 
rl 

Cf) 

Sx = 1.25 -0.15 -0.40 -0.65 -0.90 
0 z 

*~. & D. is Machida and Durelli prediction. 
2 in kN/mm [!nits of wire stiffnesf: (ref1istance to flattening), ~·X 

**Indica tes O>j~difference>-O. 005 



Tllble 6.2 (Continued) 

Axial Load (kN) 

p. 
''; 
rl 
til 

5-
0 
rl 

P. 
''; 
rl 
til 

0 z 

p. 
''; 
rl 
til 

~- " 
t) 
0 
rl 

p. 
'M 
rl 
til 

0 z 

p. 
''; 
rl 
en 

5-
0 
rl 

p. 
''; 
rl 
til 

0 z 

oJ... = 
0 

77.70
0 

No flattening. 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

No flattening 
~ = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

o 
ct. = 78.93 o 

No flattening 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

No flattening 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

o 
0( = 80.87 o 

No flattening 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

No flattening 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

~ 10 20 30 40 

*1\1. & D. E = 107 .99yE;kN 

** -0.22 -0.45 -0.67 

** -0.22 -0.44 -0.67 

** -0.17 -0.40 -0.62 

-0.28 -0.51 -0.73 -0.95 
-0.28 -0.50 -0.72 -0.94 

-0.23 -0.45 -0.68 -0.90 

*M. & D. E = 100.48jJ-t/kN 

-0.04 -0.25 -0.45 -0.65 
-0.04 -0.24 -0.45 -0.65 

-0.04 -0.21 -0.42 -0.62 

-0.30 -0.50 -0.70 -0.90 
-0.50 -0.69 -0.89 -0.29 

-0.26 -0.46 -0.66 -0.86 

*1.1. &. D. E = 89.77y.£/kll 

-0.08 -0.25 -0.41 -0.57 
-0.08 -0.25 -0.41 -0.57 

-0.06 -0.23 -0.59 -0.55 

-0.28 -0.4~ -0.60 -0.76 
-0.28 -0.44 -0.60 -0.76 

-0.26 -0.42 -0.58 -0.74 

* M •• & D. is Machida and Durelli prediction 
Uni ts of wire ~tiffness (resistance to flattening), Sx in k1-Tjmm2 

**Indica tes 0>9:difference')-0. 005 



TABLE 6.3 COTTPUTED STRAND '1'ORQUE GENERAT}~: FIXED END CASE 

Table shows percentage difference from prediction of 
Machida and Dure11i ( 27 ) 

Axial Load (kN) ~ 10 20 50 40 

p.. 
.r! 
rl 
Ul 

~ 
0 
rl 

P. 
.r! 
rl 
Ul 

0 
~ 

p.. 
.r! 
rl 
Ul 

5' 
0 
rl 

P. 
.r! 
rl 
Ul 

0 
~ 

cJ..o = 73.63
0 

No flattening 
~ = 12.5 

S = X 1.2) 

No flattening 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

o 
0/.

0 
= 16.16 

No flattening 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

No flattening 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

*1.:. & D. l.~ = 0.881 Nm/kN 

-0.104 -0.104 -0.104 -0.105 
-0.104 -0.105 -0.105 -0.105 

-0.104 -0.104 -0.105 -0.105 

-0.106 -0.106 -0.106 -0.106 
-0.106 -0.106 -0.106 -0.106 

-0.106 -0.106 -0.106 -0.106 

*M. & D. M = 0.149 Nm/kN 

-0.053 -0.053 -0.0)3 -0.053 
-0.053 -0.053 -0.053 -0.0)3 

-0.052 -0.053 -0.053 -0.053 

-0.053 -0.054 -0.053 -0.053 
-0.053 -0.054 -0.053 -0.053 
-0.053 -0.053 -0.053 -0.053 



Table 6.3 (continued) 

Axial Load (kN) 

p. 
• ..-i 
r-l 
u; 

......... 

5" 
0 
r-l 

P. 
• ..-i 
r-l 
Cf) 

0 
:z; 

p. 
• ..-i 
r-l 
Cf) 

% 
0 
r-l 

P. 
• ..-i 
r-l 
U) 

0 
:z; 

p, 
• ..-i 
r-l 
Cf) 

5-
0 
r-l 

P, 
'..-i 
r-l 
Cf) 

0 
:z; 

d. o 

No flattening 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

No flattening 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

o 
0.0 = 78.93 

no fla t tening 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

No flattening 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

No flattening 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

No flattening 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

II 10 20 30 

*M. & D. M = 0.665 NmjkN 

-0.032 -0.033 -0.033 -0.033 
-0.032 -0.035 -0.033 -0.033 

-0.033 -0.033 -0.033 -0.033 

-0.033 -0.033 -0.033 -0.033 
-0.033 -0.033 -0.033 -0.033 

-0.033 -0.033 -0.033 -0.033 

*M. & D. M = 0.598 Nm/kN 

-0.022 -0.011 -0.021 -0.021 
-0.021 -0.021 -0.021 -0.022 

-0.022 -0.021 -0.021 -0.021 

-0.022 -0.022 -0.0?2 -0.022 
-0.021 -0.022 -0.022 -0.022 

-0.021 -0.022 -0.022 -0.021 

*1.1. & D. M = 0.493 Nm/kN 

-0.005 -0.009 -0.010 -0.010 
-0.005 -0.009 -0.010 -0.010 

-0.005 -0.010 -0.010 -0.010 

-0.005 -0.010 -0.005 -0.010 
-0.005 -0.010 -0.005 -0.010 

-0.004 -0.010 -0.010 -0.010 



TABLE 6.4 corFUTED STRAND l\.OTATION: FItEE EnD CASE 

Table shows percentage difference from 
prediction of Machida and Durel1i ( 27 ) 

Axial Load (kN) ~ 10 20 30 I 40 

A 
·M 
rI 
(}) 

..... -~ 

6' 
0 
rI 

A 
·M 
rI 
(}) 

0 
:z; 

A 
·M 
rI 
(}) 

l5-
0 
rI 

A 
·M 
rI 
UJ 

0 
:z; 

0/.. 0 
= 73.63

0 

No flattening 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

No flattening 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

o 
cJ..o = 76.16 

No flattening 
Sx = 12.5 

S = 
X 1.25 

No flattening 
Sx = 12.5 

Sx = 1.25 

*M. &D.j=68.52 x 10-6 rads;kN/mm 

+0.078 +0.056 +0.125 +0.1l5 
+0.0'18 +0.056 +0.112 +0.109 

+0.081 +0.059 +0.133 +0.113 

+0.347 +0.208 +0.121 +0.124 
+0.359 +0.196 +0.120 +0.109 

+0.081 +0.224 +0.126 +0.114 

*1.1. & D. f= 61.22 x 10-6 rads/kN/mm 

+0.068 +0.234 +0.129 +0.123 
+0.068 +0.245 +0.131 +0.129 

+0.069 +0.221 +0.140 +0.120 

+0.446 +0.221 +0.129 +0.104 
+0.459 +0.227 +0.127 +0.118 

+0.413 +0.215 +0.126 +0.116: 



Table 6.4 (continued) 

Axial Load (leN) II 10 20 ! 30 40 

*M. & D. pI= 56.0'1 x 10-6 
rads/kN/mm 

A No flattening +0.065 +0.283 +0.164 +0.131 on 
r--i Sx = 12.5 +0.065 +0.269 +0.142 +0.132 en 

5- Sx = 1.25 +0.066 +0.216 +0.141 +0.134 
0 
r--i 

A nO flattening +0.419 +0.241 +0.172 +0.136 
on Sx = 12.5 +0.554 +0.210 +0.155 +0.116 
r--i 
en 

+0.159 +0.150 
0 Sx = 1.25 +0.449 +0.255 
:z; 

I 

*IT. & D. pI= 51. 59 x 10-
6 

rads/kN/mm 

A No flattening +0.606 +0.344 +0.111 +0.144 on 
r--i Sx = 12.5 +0.562 +0.343 +0.111 +0.160 en 
'-~ 

Sx = 1.25 +0.560 +0.342 +0.180 +0.145 5' 
0 
r-I 

A No flattening +0.684 +0.305 +0.114 +0.135 
on Sx = 12.5 +0.518 +0.329 +0.178 +0.161 r-I 
en 
0 Sx = 1.25 +0.609 +0.3;-5 +0.161 +0.146 
:z; 

*}''I. & D. ;1= 43.81 x 10-6 
rads/kN/mm 

A No flattening +0.983 +0.512 +0.250 +0.243 on 
r-I Sx = 12.5 +1.038 +0.551 +0.286 +0.233 fJ) 

% Sx= 1.25 +1.071 +0.536 +0.265 +0.221 
0 
r--i 

P- No flattening +1.112 +0.520 +0.278 +0.256 on 
r-I Sx = 12.5 +1.041 +0.460 +0.240 +0.190 en 
0 
:z; Sx = 1.25 +0.936 +0.412 +0.239 +0.217 



TABLE 6.? CmTPUTED STRAND EXTEHSIONS 

(HELIX ANGLE = 72.970
) 

(a) FIXED END 

Axil'll Load (kN) 20 

l,i. & D. E = 72.79 yf /kN 

Po Ho flattening +4.68 +4.68 +4.67 .r! 
rl 

Sx = 12.5 +4.68 +4.68 +4.67 Ul 

'6- Sx = 1.25 +4.67 +4.67 +4.66 
0 
rl 

Po iJ 0 fla t tening +4.61 +4.60 +4.60 
'r! 

Sx = 12.5 +4.61 +4.60 +4.60 rl 
Ul 

0 Sx = 1.25 +4.60 +4.59 +4.59 z 

(b) F~E END 

Y. & D. E = 140.69 pf/leN 

Po 
No flattening .r! ** ** -0.19 rl 

Ul Sx = 12.5 ** ** -0.19 
"'5- Sx = 1.25 ** ** -0.19 0 
rl 

Po No flattening -0.01 -0.30 -0.58 'r! 
rl Sx = 12.5 rn ** -0.28 -0.57 
0 Sx = 1.25 ** -0.16 -0.45 z 

40 

+4.67 
+4.66 

+4.65 

+4.59 
+4.59 
+4.58 

-0.48 
-0.48 
-0.48 

-0.87 
-0.86 

-0.74 



TABLE 6.6 CQl::FUTED STHA~D r;'OH(~UE GZIlliIL~TED (HELIX ANGLE = 72.970
) 

(FIXED END) 

Axial Load (k..'T1) 30 40 

M. & D. M = 0.923 Nm/kN 

P. 
·rl No flattening -0.123 -0.123 -0.123 -0.123 r-i 
Ul Sx = 12.5 -0.123 -0.123 -0.123 -0.123 

15- Sx = 1.25 -0.123 -0.123 -0.123 -0.123 0 
r-i 

P. No flattening -0.124 -0.124 -0.124 -0.125 
·rl Sx = 12.5 -0.124 -0.125 -0.124 -0.125 r-I 
CIl 

0 Sx = 1.25 -0.125 -0.124 -0.125 l -0.125 
:z; 

TABLE 6.7 COl,~UTED STRA~ tWTATION (HELIX ANGLE = 72.970
) 

(FREE END) 

. Axial Load (kN) 
II 10 20 30 40 

M. & D. ;1= '(0.19 x .10-6 rads/kN/mm 

p. No flattening +0.081 +0.060 +0.119 +0.115 ·rl 
r-I Sx = 12.5 +0.081 +0.060 +0.121 +0.115 CIl 

"'to.:"'. 

Sx = 1.25 +0.081 +0.060 +0.122 +0.115 t) 
0 
r-i 

P. No fla t tening +0.355 +0.193 +0.110 +0.111 
'rl Sx = 12.5 +0.082 +0.205 +0.119 +0.118 r-i 
CIl 

0 Sx = 1.25 +0.085 +0.197 +0.121 +0.112 :z; 



CHAPTER 7 

COMPARISON 01<' EXH~Rn'ENTAL HESUL'IS AND 

MATHE.IvLA'l'ICAL 1WDELLING 

7.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the experinental results obtained from 

the main test programme, described in Chapter 5, Are compared 

with the theoretical predictions on strand response to tensile 

load which are obtained from the theories described in 

Chapter 6. 'l'he response characteristics of torque generated, 

strand extension, strand rotFltion and wire surface strains are 

eXRmined in turn. The degree of agreement with test results 

of the predictions of Durelli et ale ( 27 ) is compared with 

that computed from the theory which, sh.rting with the basis 

of the theory on six wire strand, Rfter Costello et a1. ( 17, 

18, 19), also takes account of a core wire And the effects of 

change in helix angle under load, interwire friction, Poisson 

effects and wire flattening due to contact pressure. 



• 

7.2 Torque Generated 

A description is given in section 5.3.1 of how the data 

WRS acquired on torque generated in the strand, from load cell 

output, and the treatment of results is given in section 5.5.7. 

The load/torque plots from the test progrRmme are given in 

Figs 5.25 to 5.30 and the load/torque characteristics for eRch 

strand are given in table 5.13. 

Theory is developed in sections 6.2 to 6.5 Rnd the com-

putation method described in section 6.7. Fig. 6.8, gives the 

flowchart for the computation of predictions of strand response 

in the fixed end case Rnd tables 6.3 Rnd 6.6 give the dif-

ference between computed predictions and those of Durelli et ale 

( 27). As explained also in section 6.8.2(ii), the difference 

between the predictions of Durelli and those computed is always 

less than 0.135~ and for this reason no distinction between them 

is made when theoretical and experimental results are compared 

in table 7.1. Valid comparison of theory and the experimental 

results must take account of the small strand rotation 

resulting from elastic deformation of the resin in strand term-

inations, or even some breakup of the resin at the throat of 

the terminations. As reported in Chapter 5, section 5.5.7, 

this strand rotation was measured during the nominally fixed end 

tests. For the loading cycle which immediately followed the 

free and partially restrained loading cycle, the theoretical 

prediction for torque genera ted "'as corrected as follows: 



where W~X is the torque generated in a fixed end loading over 

the load range considered (10 kN to 44 kN) and calculated from 

Chapter 6 (tables 6.3 and 6.6), ¢FX and¢FR are the measured 

rotations during the period of increasing load for the nominally 

fixed end and completely free end cycles respectively. Table 

7.1 compares experimental values of torque generated with 

uncorrected (fixed end) and corrected values predicted for the 

strand geometries concerned, including both nominal and 

measured configurations for strand VI. Note that no rotation 

was measured during cycle 310 for strand X. The comparatively 

large rotations recorded during the loading of strands VI and 

VII, cycles 113 and 512 respectively, are probably due to 

deterioration of the resin, particularly at the throat of the 

end grip, caused during the greater number of free end and 

partially restrained loading cycles to which these strand.s were 

subjected. (See loading progranroe in table 5.3). 

The tabulated results show that predictions overestimate 

the torque eenerated by an amount which increases as initial 

strand helix angle reduces. 

These and other comparisons of theory and experiment are 

discussed further in section 7.6. 



TABLE 7.1 TORQUE GENEBATi.l>: COrtPAIUSON OF THEORY AIm EXPillD:iENT 

Torque Torque RotRtion Corrected Experimental 
Generated Generated Measured Torque 

Strand (Durelli) (Computed) Over 600r.Jm Prediction Torque Difference 
Nm/kN (l-Mel1m) Number Um/kN Nm/kN 10kN-50kN Nm/kN 

TvID MFi- (Cycle NO.) Me MEX 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii) 

VI J,';ea sured 0.923 0.922 2.2 0 0.899 0.86 - 4. 5~~ 
VI Nominal 0.887 0.[386 (113 ) 0.864 0.86 - o. 5~" 

VIII (76.20
) 0.749 0.748 0.80 0.740 0.72 - 2. 8?~ 

(210) 

X (77.7
0

) 0.665 0.665 0 0.665 0.65 - 2. 35~ 
(310) 

IX (78.9°) 0.598 0.598 0.8° 0.591 
(410) 

0.58 -1. 9/~ 

VIr (80.9°) 0.493 0.493 2.0° 
(512) 

0.475 0.47 1 F~ - • iO 

~-



1.3 Strand Extension 

The extrometer was used to measure strand extension 

throughout the loading programme and results tabulated, an 

example of which is shown in table 5.5. Computer printout on 

the analysis of load/extension slope, of the type shown in 

table 5.12 and the graph plotting facility of the computer 

used to obtain plots of the type shown in Figs 5.8 and 5.9. 

Mathematical modelling on strand response in Chapter 6 

takes account of interwire friction, Poisson effects, wire 

flattening and the effect of increasing helix angle under load. 

The differences between these predictions and those from the 

simpler theory of Durelli et ale ( 21 ) are given in tables 

6.1 and 6.2, at a strand load of 40 kN. 

Experimental results are compared with computed pre

dictions and those of Durelli in table 1.2. The Durelli pre

diction is calculated in each case from equation A.8.21 and 

the computed predictions are explained in Chapter 6 ; an example 

of the best straight line analysis by least squares is shown in 

table 5.12. Graphs of extension against torsional restraint 

are plotted for each strand in Figs 'f.l to 1.6. In order to 

give valid comparison with the predicted extensions, which are 

for a load of 40 kN, the load/extension slope is taken from 

table 5.12 (for strand VI) at 40 kN, and from the corresponding 

tabulated printouts for other strands at 40 kN. In each case 

the slope value is taken at 40 kN in the loading cycle during 

which 40 kN load is exceeded for the first time. For strand VI, 



TABLE 7.2 STRAnD EXTENSIONS , PREDICTED AND EXr:C;RTI.rE:NTAL 

STRAND LOAD 40 kN 

DURELLI PREDICTIONS CON:PUTED PRSDICTIONS TEST RESULTS 

Strand Extension Nominal 

No. Torsional Extension Torsional 100" Slip No Slip 'rorsiona1 Extension End 
End Restr. y,E /kN 

End Restr. N.F. F. N.F. P. End Restr. }J-E/kN Condition 
Nrn/kN Nrn/kN jJ-E/kN )J-E/kN pE/kN pE/kN Nrn/k...~ 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii) (viii) (ix) (x) (xi) 

VI 73.0° 0.92 72.8 0.92 76.2 76.2 76.1 76.1 0.86 80.3 Fixed 
(Measured) *(0.89) *(72. 2) *(0.89) *(75.3) *(75.3) *(75.2) *(75. 2) 0.59 103.8 i Fix 

0.43 108.4 t Fix 
73.6°* 0.22 119.5 .1. Fix 

4 
(Nominal) 0 140.7 0 140.0 140.2 139.4 139.6 0 134.6 Free 

*(135.9) *(135. 1) *(135.3) *(134.6) *(134.8) 

VIII 76.20 0.75 70.0 0.75 72.2 72.1 72.1 72.1 0.72 73.9 Fixed 
0.54 83.7 i Fix 
0.35 92.7 t Fix 
0.13 108.2 .1. Fix 

0 118.1 0 117.3 117.4 116.9 117.0 -0.03 115.2 
4 
Free 

L- ________ 



Table 7.2 (Continued) 

DURELLI PREDICTIONS CmU'UTED IJllliDICTIONS TEST llESULTS 

Strand Extension Nominal 
Torsional Torsional 100% Slip No Sli ~ Torsional End No. End Restr. Extension End Restr. End Hestr. Extension Condition 

Nm/kN yt:/kN Nm/kN N.F. F. N.F. F. Nm/kN ;;E/kN pf/kN. )'-t:/kN ;f./kN pf/kN 
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii) (viii) (ix) (x) (xi) 

X 77.70 0.66 68.9 0.66 70.6 70.6 70.5 70.5 0.65 73.0 Fixed 
0.47 82.1 -i Fix 
0.29 90.5 ~ Fix 2 I 

0.12 99.0 1-. Fix 
4 

0 108.0 0 107.3 107.3 107.0 107.0 -0.05 107.9 Free 

IX 78.9
0 0.60 68.2 0.60 69.5 69.5 69.4 69.4 0.58 69.5 Fixed 

0.45 76.6 -i Fix 
0.30 81.8 ~ Fix 
0.14 90.4 i Fix 4 

0 100.5 0 99.8 99.9 99.6 99.6 0 95.8 Free 

VII 80.90 0.49 67.1 0.49 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 0.47 67.9 Fixed 
0.36 73.1 l Fix 
0.24 77.9 t Fix 
0.13 83.4 1-. Fix 

4 

0 89.8 0 89.3 89.3 89.1 89.1 0 88.4 Free 
---- -

Note that predicted values of torque (columns (ii) and (iv)) and extension (columns (iii), (v), (vi), (vii) and (viii)) for partially 
restrained end conditions are pro rata between the fixed and free end values. 

N.F. (columns (v) and (vii)). No flattening considered. 
F. (columns (vi) and (viii)). Flattening is considered. 
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the experimental results are plotted against predictions for 

measured and nominal strand geometry. (Initial helix angles of 

o 0) 73.0 and 73.6 • 

Examination of the graphs shows that a similar pattern 

occurs for all strands and that the predicted results for the 

strand VI as measured (Fig. 7.1) match the overall pattern 

better than do the results from the nominal strand (Fig. 7.2). 

Other conclusions that can be drawn from the graphs are given 

below. 

(i) Extension is less than that predicted, under free end 

conditions and greater than thnt predicted under fixed 

end conditions. 

(ii) The predictions of Durelli et ale ( 27 ) are less accurate 

than the computed predictions, as described in Chapter 6, 

sections 6. 'r and 6.8. 

(iii) Of the three theoretical predictions given, the slope of 

the torque/extension plot for the condition of zero 

interwire slip is the nearest to the slope of the test 

results. 

(iv) Direct comparison of experimental results with the theory 

of Costello et ale ( 17, 18, 19 ) is not possible since 

they considered only 6 wire strand. However, the corn-

puted predictions of this study start with the assumption 

that core loading can be added to that of the six wire 

strand. (See Chapter 6, sections 6.1 to 6.4 and 



-particularly expressions 6.49 and 6.50). The 'Costello 

plus Core' prediction, which takes account of changing 

helix angle under load (which Durelli does not), but 

does not consider Poisson effects, interwire friction 

or flattening, can therefore be seen to lie between 

thRt of Durelli et ale ( 27 ) and those of this study. 

Costello can therefore be said to be closer to test 

results than Durelli but not as close as the predictions 

of this study. 

F'urther discussion of strand extensions and other results is 

given in section 7.6. 



7.4 s tnmd HotR tion 

strand rotation in loading cycles with free and partially 

restrained ends was measured, using the extrometer, and results 

tabulated, an example of which is shown in table 5.6. Loadl 

rotation slopes Vlere analysed by the method of least squares 

and results tabulated in the same way as those for extension 

slopes, an example of which is shown in table 5.12. 

These experimental results nre compared with results from 

the mathematical modelling in table 7.3. They are Also plotted 

in Figs '(.7 to 7.11. The difference between the predictions of 

Durelli and those which tRke RCCOunt of friction, Poisson 

effects, wire flattening and the effect of helix RnGle change 

under lORd is very small. (See Rlso tables 6., Rnd 6.7). Dis

criminAtion between them is not possible on the graphs Rnd a 

single line is therefore used in the plotted figures to show 

all predicted rotAtions. 

~xaminAtion of the grAphs (Figs 7.7 to 7.11) shows that 

a similar pattern occurs for all strands. The following con

clusions can be drawn from the"e graphs. 

(i) ~{otation meAsured is less thAn thRt predicted t)y any of 

the theories. 

(ii) The difference between measured rotation and theoretical 

predictions is greater, for each strand, as torsional 

restraint is reduced. 



Strand 
No. 

(i) 

VI 73.00 

(Measured) 

* 73.6° 
(Nominal) 

VIII 76.2° 

X 77.7° 

TAJ3LE 7.3 STRAND ROTATIONS, PR£'DICTED AND EXPERD.1ENTAL 

STRAND LOAD 40 kN 

DURELLI PREDICTIONS Cm'IPUTED PREDICTIONS TEST RESULTS 

Rotation 
Torsional Rotation Torsional 100;; slip No slip Torsional Rotation 
End Restr. (rad/kNa/mm End Restr. End Restr. (rad/kN~/mm 

Nm/kN Nm/kN (rad/kNt/mm (rad/kNt/mm Nm/kN xlO xlO xlO xlO 

(ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii) (viii) 

0.92 0 0.92 0 0 0.86 0 
*(0.89) *(0) *(0.89) *(0) *(0) 0.59 19.15 

0.43 32.54 
0.22 46.57 

0 70.19 0 70.27 70.22 0 62.32 
*(68.52) *(68.60 *(68.55) 

0.75 0 0.75 0 0 0.72 0 
0.54 14.85 
0.35 25.26 
0.13 41.72 

0 61.22 0 61.30 61.24 -0.03 55.63 

0.66 0 0.66 0 0 0.65 0 
0.47 14.39 
0.29 26.69 
0.12 40.67 

0 56.07 0 56.15 56.09 -0.05 55.13 
-

Nominal 
End 

Condition 

(ix) 

Fixed 
3 F' <f 1X 
1 F' "2 1X 

.l.. Fix .,. 
Free 

Fixed 
i Fix 
1 F' "2 1X 

.l.. Fix .,. 
Free 

Fixed 
i Fix 
.l.. Fix 2 
.1. Fix 
4 

Free 



TAble /.3 (Continued) 

DURELLI PREDICTIONS COW1UTED PREDICTIONS TEST RESULTS 

Strand Rotation Nominal 

No. Torsional Hotation Torsional Torsional Rotation End 
End Restr. (rad/kN~/mm End Hestr. 1 Oar, slip No slip End Restr. (r8d/kNt/mm Condition 

Nm/kN xlO Nm/kN (rad/kN)/mm (rad/lu'i~/mm Nm/kN xlO 
xl06 xlO 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii) (viii) (ix) 

IX 78.90 0.60 0 0.60 0 0 0.58 0 Fixed 
0.45 10.24 ~ Fix 
0.30 22.56 t Fix 
0.14 35.29 1.. Fix 4 

0 51.59 0 51.66 51.65 0 47.19 Free 

VII 80.90 0.49 0 0.49 0 0 0.47 0 Fixed 
0.36 9.75 ~ Fix 
0.24 21.03 t Fix 
0.13 30.90 1.. Fix 4 

0 43.87 0 43.96 43.96 0 40.52 Free 

Note that predicted values of torque (columns (ii) and (iv» and rotation (columns (iii), (v) and (vi» for partially 
restrained end conditions are pro rata between the fixed and free end values. 

I 
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(iii) The difference between measured rotation and theoretical 

predictions is greater in strands with lower helix angles. 

From Fig. 7.1 it can be seen that this pattern is more 

consistent if the measured helix angle (73.00
) is con

sidered, rather than the nominal helix angle (73.60
) for 

strand VI. 

A mechanism which may account in part for the low values 

of measured rotRtion is shown in FiG. 7.12. Strand rotation, 

Qr
S 

as measured by the extrometer, can be seen to be increased 

in the case where there is 100;: slip, due to rotation of the 

helical wires about their own axes. (See Fig. 7.12(ii)). If 

there is no slip, torque transmitted from the helicals cause 

the core to be rotated by angle 0c . (See Figs 6.2 and 6.4). 

Since contact is maintained between core and helicals while one 

rolls over the other, the configuration shown in Fig. 7.12(iii) 

ensues. Strand rotation, as oeasured by the extrometer, is 

noW seen to be reduced. Two caGes where slip does occur are 

shown in Figs 7.12(iv) (a) and (b). If slip is sufficiently 

large, measured rotation can exceed actual strand rotation. 

Quantitative assessment of this effect is not attempted 

since the a~alyGis depends on line contact between wires, 

whereas flattening of the wires results in an increasing contact 

area, rather than a line. The magnitude of the relative 

rotation between core and helicals is therefore impossible to 

determine. However, it can be seen that in the absence of slip 

between core and helicals, this reduction in the strand 



Figure 7.12. ~trand Rotation:Effect of Interwire Friction. 

a Initial contact point (core) 
b Initial contact point (helical) 
c Cgnt&ct with ixtrometer. 

(i)Be.fore 

(ii)10076 Slip 

(iii)No Slip 

(iv)Some Slip between 

(a )r'Jodera ~S.l ip 

¢c 

(b)Large ~lip .. 

¢c 

Core Wire 

t)H=Cor:J.ponent of Helical Wire 
Rotation on &trand axiQ. 

¢C=Rotation of Core. 

¢ =Rotation of ~xtrometer • • 

Helical Wire 

" ---



rotation is likely to be grenter '.',hen the torque restrained by 

the core is greater, since a greater core rotation ~cwill 

occur. Hesults from table 7.1 show that overall torque gen

erRted in the strand is gre8.ter the lower the helix angle, for 

any given fraction of strand end restraint. Since this torque 

is gencrnted in the helical wires, it is likely that more 

torq'J.e is transmi t ted to the core from the helicals in the 

strands vii th lovier helix ~mgles. This assumption appears 

valid from the results as noted in conclusion (iii) above. 



7.5 Strains on HelicAl ri'ire SurfRce 

Comparisons bet~een theoretical predictions of surface 

strains parallel to helical wire axis and the strains measured 

in the strand tests are shown in table '(.4. 

For the Durelli predictions torque is obtained from M in 

expression A.9.32 for the fixed end condition (see also table 

'(.1 column (ii) and table 7.2 column (ii)). t'ire surfRce 

strain in the direction of helical wire axis (column (iii)) is 

given by 

where ~ is strain at wire axis, obtained from strand strain in 

expression A.S.21 andS B is strRin due to wire bending under 

strand load given by 

, 
where bending moment G is obtained from Appendix A.S, 

expressions A.S.I, A.8.9 and A.S.IO and ~iven by 

Durelli does not consider change in helix radius and in this 

case 

The computed predictions on wire surface strain which take 



account of poisson effects and wire flattening due to radial 

interwire pressure aTe ,3'iven in columns (v) Rnd (vi) of table 

'(.4. The strand extensions at 40 kN axial load for zero inter

'.vire friction are given in table 7.2 column (vi) and strains at 

helical wire axis (s) are obtained by substitutin8' these values 

in expression A.8.21. Bending strainsS B are given by 
, 

expression 7.3. For lOO5'~) slip, G is given by expression 7.4 
, 

and for the zero slip condition G A from 6.36 is substituted 
, 

in 7.4 in place of G • 

Besults from strain gauge outputs were tabulated for all 

loading cycles, examples of which are seen in tables 5.7 to 

5.10 and the strand load/surface strain relations analysed by 

the method of leRst squares and tabulated in the same way as 

load/extension plots, an example of which is shown in table 5.12. 

Hesults from the slope plots for mean strain (six wires) at mid-

strand and at strand end under conditions of fixed, partially 

restrained Rnd free ends are given in table 7.4, columns (viii) 

and (ix), for gauges mounted parallel to the helical wire axis. 

Examination of strain results in table 7.4 reveals that at 

mid-strand pOSition (COlumn (viii»), experimental values from 

tests in the fixed end condition lie between the predicted strains 

for 10~ slip (column (v)) and no slip (column (vii)) conditions 

for only one of the five strands, (strand VI). For the free end 

condition, however, the experimental values of strain lie between 

predicted values for four of the five strRnds (strands VI, VIII, 

IX Rnd VII). For the strRnd end position (COlumn (ix)), measured 



7.12 

strain v8lues are generally lower than for the mid-strand 

posi tion, and .:for none of the strands in the free .end 

condition does the experimental value lie between the predicted 

loay~ slip and zero slip conditions. In an attempt to invest

igate whether a lower wire tension or higher bending strain at 

these positions affects overall strain values, strain dif

ferences from the fixed end condition were considered as follows. 

In table 7.5 columns (iii) and (v) give the difference 

between the mean str8in v8lue for the fixed end condition and 

that for each other end condition in turn. The range of strain 

deviations from the mean 8re also given in columns (iv) and 

(vi). (The fieure for range of strain deviation is the dif

ference between strain on the wire giving m8ximum strain and 

thAt on the wire giving minimum strain as shown on tabulated 

results, examples of which are t8bles 5.7 and ).8). Just

ification for considering that there is no interwire slip in 

the fixed end condition follows from the analysis ~iven in the 

next section (7.1). 

rEhe Figs 7.13 to '(.22 display the information given in 

tables 7.4 8nd 7.5. r'or the mid-stmnd position strain rang-es 

on strands VI, VIII, X, IX and VII are shown in Figs 7.13, 15, 

17, 19 and 21 respectively. For the strand end position, strain 

ranges on strands VI, VIII, X, IX and VII are shovm in Figs 7.14, 

16, 18, 20 and 22 respectively. 

From results and comparisons made in tables 7.4 and 7.5 and 



TABLE 7.4 HELICAL '.:aRE SURFACE STRAIN: PIlliDICTED AND EXPEHll.1~;;NTAL 

STRAND LOAD 40 kN 

TEST IlliSULTS: lilliAN STRAIN 
DURELLI PREDICTIONS COMPUTED PREDICTIONS ON Hi!:LI CA L 'flRE Nominal 

(PARALLEL TO ','!IRE AXIS) End 
Strand Condition 

No. Torsional Wire Torsional WIRE SUHFACE STRAIN Torsional Mid End Near (Load 

End Restr. Surface End Restr. End Hestr. Strand Grip 
Cycle No.) 

Nm/kN Strain Nm/kN 100;~ Slip No Slip Nm/kN jJ-E /kN ;f../kN }J-E/kN p-t /kN }J-E /kN 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii) (viii) (ix) (x) 

VI 73.00 0.92 60.95 0.92 56.97 59.09 0.86 57.85 56.03 Fixed (104) 
(Measured) *(0.89) *(61.33) *(0.89) *(57.60) *(59.74) 0.59 38.70 41.86 ~ Fix (llll 
* 73.60 0.43 23.41 26.38 t Fix ~110 
(Nominal) 0.22 6.28 10.94 ~ Fix 112 

0 -21.40 0 -26.75 -8.~8 0 - 9.07 - 7.82 Free (109) 
*(-16.31) *(-21.24) *(-4.49) 

VIII 76.20 0.75 62.36 0.75 59.73 61.23 0.72 63.28 57.63 Fixed (204) 
0.54 48.69 42.73 :i Fix (209) 
0035 36.03 28.81 t Fix (208) 
0.13 19.92 10.68 t Fix (207) 

0 2.99 0 -0.58 12.11 -0.03 5.94 - 4.14 Free (206) 
--



, 

Table 7.4 (Continued) 

DUP.ELLI PREDICTIONS C01rpUTED PHEDICTIONS TEST P..E;SuLTS: If.EAN STRAIN 
ON HELICAL 1~IRE Nominal 

(PARALI,EL TO Y,'IRE AXIS) End Strand Condition No. 
Torsional 

Wire 
Torsional 1.'tIBE SURFACE STRAIN Torsional Mid End Near (Load 

End Restr. 
Surface End Restr. End Hestr. Strand Grip Cycle No.) Strain 10a,;S Slip No Slip 

Nrn/kN 
Jl-E/kN 

Nrn/kN 
p.E/kN p-E/kN 

Nm/kN pfjkN ;f/kN 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii) (Viii) (ix) (x) 

X 77.70 0.66 62.90 0.66 60.86 62.02 0.65 55.04 59.28 Fixed (304) 
0.47 44.4'( 47.12 i Fix (309) 
0.29 32.59 33.66 i Fix (308) 
0.12 22.81 22.15 t Fix ~307~ 

0 14.28 0 11.44 21.62 -0.05 10.34 9.18 Free 306 

IX 78.90 0.60 63.30 0.60 61.64 62.57 0.58 63.25 55.54 Fixed (404) 
0.45 54.38 45.07 ~ Fix (409) 
0.30 45.78 35.32 i Fix (408) 
0.14 35.87 24.3) t Fix (407~ 

0 22.86 0 20.53 28.98 0 27.00 14.82 Free (406 

VII 80.90 0.49 63.83 0.49 62.71 63.34 0.47 64.34 50.43 Fixed ~505) 
0.36 58.33 45.34 i Fix )10) 
0.24 51.65 38.09 i Fix (509) 
0.13 45.59 32.23 t Fix (511) 

0 35.31 0 33.66 39.61 0 39.09 25.46 Free (508) 
---

Note that predicted values of torque and surfRce strain for partially restrained end conditions are pro rata between 
the fixed and free end values. 



TABLE 7.5 HELICAL '<aRE SURFACE STRAIN: DIFFERENCES ANTI RANGES/TORSIONAL RESTRAINT 

STIlAIN ON HELICAL r:IRi~ SURFACE PARALLEL TO ".HRE AXIS 

Torsional MID-STRAND ENTI NEAR GRIP Nominal 
End Strand End Range RAnge Condition 

No. Restraint Mean Strain Mean Strain 
Nm/kN Difference Over Six Difference Over Six (Load 

J'-E/kN 
Wires yf/kN Wires Cycle No.) 

yE/kN j)-E/kN 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii) 

VI 0.86 0 0 0 0 Fixed (104) 
73.0° 0.59 19.2 4.0 14.1 23.5 i Fix (111) 

(73.6°) 0.~3 34.5 7.6 29.6 20.6 i Fix (llOl 
0.22 51.6 13.5 45.1 29.8 t Fix ~1l2 
0 67.0 12.8 63.8 24.2 Free 109 

VIII 0.72 0 0 0 0 Fixed (204) 
76.2° 0.54 14.6 2.1 14.9 15.7 i Fix ~209) 

0.35 27.3 3.2 28.8 6.8 t Fix 208) 
0.13 43.4 4.9 46.9 10.8 i Fix ~207~ 

-0.03 57.4 6.0 61. 7 13.3 Free 206 



Table 7.5 (Continued) 

STRAIN ON HELICAL V:Illli SURFACE PARALLEL TO ~lnRE AXIS 

Torsional EUD NEAR GRIP 
Nominal 

MID-STRAND End Strand End Condition No. Restraint Mean Strain Range Mean Strain Range (Load Nm/kN Difference Over Six Difference Over Six Cycle no.) 
p--E/kN 

Wires ;;f/kN Wires 
}fE/kN ;£/kN 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii) 

X 0.65 0 0 0 0 Fixed ~304~ 
77.70 0.47 10.5 5.2 12.2 8.9 i Fix 309 

0.29 22.4 4.3 25.6 13.1 t Fix (308) 
0.12 33.0 3.6 31.1 9.9 ! Fix (301~ 

-0.05 44.1 3.0 50.1 6.5 Free (306 

IX 0.58 0 0 0 0 
Fixed ( 4041 78.90 0.45 8.9 6.3 10.4 6.6 t Fix (09 

0.30 11.5 5.0 20.2 8.6 2" Fix 408 
0.14 21.4 6.9 31.1 11.2 ! Fix 407 
0 36.3 9.3 40.1 15.2 Free 406 

VIr 0.47 0 0 0 0 Fixed (505) 
80.90 0.36 6.0 6.0 5.1 5.9 i Fix (510) 

0.24 12.6 6.9 12.3 6.7 t Fix (509) 
0.13 18.7 9.0 18.2 9.4 ! Fix (511) 
0 25.2 9.5 24.9 11.8 Free (508) 

- - -
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the evidence of Figs 7.12 to 7.22 it is possible to draw the 

following conclusions. 

(i) Deviations from the mean strain are gre8ter near the strand 

end grip than at mid-strand. (See also the results shown 

in Chppter 5, sub-sections 5.5.8 and 5.6.10). This 

indicates less even load sharing between wires near strand 

end grip. 

(ii) The lower mean strains at strand end positions indicate 

lO'.ver tensions or hieher bending moments (or both) in the 

wires <1 t this position. Evidence from Chapter 5, sub-

section 5.6.8 also suggests that there is reduced tension 

near strand ends. The fact thflt strain differences, as 

calculated from results tabulated in table 7.5 and plotted 

in Figs 7.13 to 7.22 exhibit the same pattern, would also 

suggest thAt differences in wire tensions have a major 

influence on the wire strain measured. The low strain 

values at mid-strand which are peculiar to strand X may 

be put down to uneven s trcmding of the helicals in this 

strAnd only. There is some evidence for this in the 

greater degree of wire micra.tion at lower loads (see table 

5.17). 

( ~ii)' For the oid-len~th po~ition in all strands but ~ ... nUl:.l,er 

VI, the mean strain values always lie between the 

lines showing the 100/: slip and zero ~lip conditions. As 

torsional restraint reduces, the mean strain value is 



further from the zero slip line. This departure from the 

zero slip condition and the fact that the envelope of 

strain difference values spreads over both the predicted 

lOaf, slip and zero slip lines, even for the mid-strand 

position, would appear to indicate that a mechanism other 

than a simple stick or slip phenomenon is present. This 

is discussed further in the next section. 



7.6 Interwire Friction 

7.6.1 The Onset of Slip 

Theory developed in Chapter 6 predicts strand response 

which is seen to be different depending on the presence or other-

wise of interwire slip. Comparison of these predictions with 

test results obtained for strand extension, rotation and surface 

strain have highlighted the desirability of being able to predict 

whether or not slip is present under a given loading condition for 

strand of a particular geoQetry. normal force between core and 

helical wires is determined from expression 6.48. Tangential 
, 

friction force F is determined from expression 6.33 in terms of 

strand length LL. Table 7.6 gives restraining factors (columns 

(iv) and (v)), ;:'Torrr:al Contact }'orce (column (Vi)) and nett 

Tangential frictional force over strand len8th LL (column (Vii)). 

Margetts and Spikes ( 79 ) have quoted a figure of 0.115 for 

coefficient of friction, in tests which simulate the ~otion 

between wires in wire ropes. This fib~re is used to determine 

tte rJaximum strand lent.;th LL over which slip can be expected 

(column (Viii)). For the five strands in the test programme at 

loads of 10 kN and 40 kN, the information given in table 7.6 is 

also plotted on figures 7.23, 7.24 and 7.25. 

Total strand lenGths exceeded 1200 mm in all the tests so 

that even if transition lengths ~ are subtracted from the total 

length, the relevant strand length LL is still likely to exceed 

500 mm (see also Fig. 6.4). It is therefore evident from column 

(Viii) of table 7.6 and from Fig. 7.25 that interwire slip is 

unlikely, even in the tests with strands free to rotate. Slip 



TA 131}~ 7.6 FHICTION BETltEEN COPtE MID HELICAL WIHES: liESTRAINING FACTORS AIID FRICTION FORCES 

llliSTRAINT OF CORE ON Normal Tangential Strand Length 
m~LICAL \HHES Friction if slip occurs Strano. Ho. Fixed or Load Contact Force Force ~=0.1l5) (Helb Angle) Free Ends kN X Bending Factor Torsion Factor 

leN/rnm 
PI.LL LL 

Zl Z2 (kN/mm) .mm mm 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii) (viii) 

Fixed 10 .274 .129 .032 .019 5.22 
" 40 .• 275 .129 .125 .106 7.35 

VI 
(73.00

) 
Free 10. .253 .138 .023 .175 66031 

" 40 .250 .139 .087 .686 68.54 

Fixed 10 .?70 • 1 ~ 0 .02l .013 5.47 
" 40 .269 • 1 111 .084 .053 5.45 

VIII 
(76.2 0

) 
Free 10 .~48 .1~6 .017 .136 69.77 

" 40 .245 .1/6 .064 .535 72.73 



rrable 7.6 \ Continued) 

IC::JTRAINT o:B' CORE ON NOrTlal TRngential Strl'md Length 
lfJ!.:LICAL HIHES Friction if slip occurs 

Strc1nrl No. Fixed or LORd ContRct Force Force (y-=0.1l5) 
(Helix Angle) Free Enns kN X Bending Factor rrorsion Factor kN/mm FI.LL LL 

Zl Z2 ( lL1If / mm) • rnm rnm 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) [vi) (vii) (viii) 

Fixed 10 .268 .144 .017 .011 5.52 
\I 40 .266 .145 .066 .043 5.72 

X 
(77.7°) f-- -

Free 10 .246 .149 .014 .119 73.73 
" 40 .243 .149. .053 .467 76.56 

Fixed 10 .264 .147 .014 .009 5.77 
\I 40 .264 .147 .054 .037 5.94 IX 

(78.9°) Free 10 .245 .150 .012 .106 76.45 
" 40 .241 .151 .044 .413 S1. 70 

Fixed 10 .255 .151 .009 .00,( 
" 40 .262 .1 51 .037 .02S 6.56 

VIr 
(SO. 9°) 

Free 10 .242 .153 .OOS .OS5 92.50 
" 40 .239 .153 .031 .333 93.52 
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is seen to be le8st likely in the fixed end tasts and this is 

the justification for placing the nean strain point from fixed 

end experimental results on the zero slip line from theoretical 

predictions in the Figs 7.13 to 7.22. 

The test results, particularly the surface strain measure

ments (see section 7.5) C8nnot be entirely explained in terms of 

a stick/slip mechanism. In attempting to assess the validity 

of this analysis on the onset of slip, elements of strand 

response to load are tterefore aGain examined in turn. 

7.6.2 Torgue Generated 

The difference between predicted torque with and without 

interwire friction is in no case greater than O.15~ (see tables 

6.3 and 6.6). In any event these predictions were found to be 

higher than the test results by up to 4.5~~' (see table 7.1). 

This is probably due to low tension values in helical wires, 

resulting in a lower moment about strand axis of the tangential 

component of these tensions, which constitute the largest pro

portion of the torque generated in the strand. Interwire slip 

is not of direct significance therefore in considering torque 

generated in the strand. 

7.6.3 Wire Tension 

It was shown from test results, in Chapter 5, section 5.6.8, 

that helical wire tension is less nearer the end grip than at mid

strand of the strand under load. Since tension contributes most 



in expression 6.48 to the Dab~itude of predicted contact normal 

force (X), and a reduction in this force is more likely to 

result in slip between wires, it follows that slip is more 

likely to occur near strand ends. Evidence from the plots of 

torsional restraint acainst axial strain on wire surface is 

inconclusive. For strands VII, IX and X, mean strain difference 

at strand end is nearer to the 'lO~~ slip' line than the 'no slip' 

line (see Figs 7.15 and 7.16, 7.17 and 7.18, 7.19 and 7.20) but 

for strand VII the strand difference lines for mid-strand and 

strand end are very close to each other (see Figs 7.21 and 7.22). 

For strand VI the mid-strand line for mean strain difference 

lies nearer the '100;~ slip' line than does the strand end line 

(see Figs 7.13 and 7.14). Clearly, there is evidence that other 

factor or factors have an influence on strand response. 

7.6.4 Strand Extension 

The conclusions given at the end of section 7.3 do not 

indicate that wire slip has a direct effect on strand extension. 

The fact thRt the slopes of the graphs in Figs 7.1 to 7.6 

(showing torsional restraint aeainst extension), are closer to 

the computed predictions than those of Durelli indicates the 

significance of Poisson effects and the change of helix angle as 

loading increases. However, the slope from experimental results 

is steeper than either of the predicted slopes (for lOOi~ slip 

and no slip) and it is evident that some other factor or factors 

must be influencing strand extension. 
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7.6.5 Strand Rotation 

Strand rotation, as measured by the extrometer, is seen to 

be lower in all cases than that predicted from any of the 

theories. A possible mechanism which may account in part for 

the low values of rotation measured is described in section 7.4 

(Fig. 7.12). It also follows that from a strand exhibiting 

lower strand rotation in the free and partially restrained 

tests, a lower torque generated can be expected in fixed and 

partially restrained tests (see 7.6.2 above). However, no 

direct connection with the presence or absence of interwire 

slip is evident. 

7.6.6 Strains on Helical \'lire Surface 

The plots of torsional restraint against strain difference 

in Figs 7.13 to 7.22 are constructed such that for every wire in 

every strand it is assumed that there is no interwire slip under 

the condition of fixed end strand loading. The plot for both 

mean strain and the envelope enclosing strain deviations on all 

six wires are thus seen to start at a point on the predicted 'no 

slip' line, in every case. Under the classic conditions of a 

sharp transition from static to dynamic friction it might be 

expected that the strain deviation values would move away from 

the 'no slip' line in these plots at a value of torsional 

restraint that corresponds to the point where the d~~amic 

coefficient of friction is reached. Although table 7.6 and Figs 

7.23, 24 and 25 show that the analysis predicts zero slip, even 

in the free end case, for that part of the strand away from 



transition lengths at strRnd ends, it miGht be expected that 

from strain plots for positions near strand end (within length 

~, Fig. 6.12), slip conditions would be revealed. However for 

both mid-strand plots (Figs 7.13, 15, 17, 19 and 21) and strand 

end plots (Figs 7.14, 16, 18, 20 and 22), no such sudden depart-

ure from the zero slip line is in evidence. The plots all show 

the experimental points of mean strain G~ving a line, in no case 

greatly deviant from straight, which moves closer to the 10qio 

slip line as torsional restraint is reduced. There is plainly 

a mechanism other than pure stick/slip affecting stress dis-

tribution in and deformation of the wires in these conditions of 

axial, loading of a strand. The absence of a sharp transition 

Day be due to the fact that flattening at contact surfaces 

results in migration of the effective contact point of both 

wires without slip. Fig. 7.26 illustrates a possible mechanism 

by which this occurs. This moveraent of the initial contact point 

in a wire will result from distortion of the initially straight 

radius joining wire centre line and contact point, as the 

contact point now moves relative to this line in the direction 

of the tangential friction force acting on that wire (see Fig. 

7.26.e and Figs 6.1 to 6.4). It will be evident from Figs 7.23 

and 7.24 that, whereas normal force X reduces by no more than 

3Cf;~ as torsional restraint is reduced from the fixed end 

condition to zero (free end), the tangential force p'p can 

increase by up to sevenfold. This suggests that the effect of 

tangential friction force is dominant since yield occurs and the 

material in the contact area has attained the plastic condition 
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even at the lower normal contact forces present in the free end 

condition of loading. The mechanism of contact point migration 

postulated above is thus sho~n to have the same effect as inter

wire slip, but without the sudden stick/slip transition, on 

stress distribution in helical wire cross-section and thus on 

surface strain measured on the outside of the wire. 

Evidence of wire flattening and yielding where core and 

helicRl wire come in contact was present v.hen strands were 

purposely unwrapped after frHcture (strand I) and for the 

purpose of testine wires (see Appendix A.5). In the case of 

the fractured strand, distinctly flattened areas forming helices 

on the core corresponding to matching areas on the helical wires 

were observed. Zven in the case of str.<mds that han not been 

subject to tensile load, Markings indicating small permanent 

deformR tion on core Rnd helicAl wires Vlere found to be present. 

Clearly, yield occurs alonis the line of contact even under the 

low contact loadinG' imposed during the stranding process. 



CI-IAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGE~;TIONS FOR FUTUP.E 'i~OI~K 

8.1 Sumnary 

This final chapter collates the conclusions fron this study 

in terms of the objectives laid dovlD in Chapter 2, section ~.3. 

Experimental results are given and Are compared with both the 

predictions of Durelli et ale ( 27 ), and those from mathematical 

modelling of strand response to axial load, which takes account 

of poisson effects on wires, the increase of helix angle with 

load, interwire friction and wire flattening under contact 

pressure. Direct comparison between experimental results and 

the predictions of Costello et ale ( 16, 17, 18 ) is not possible 

since these workers only considered strands without a core; 

mainly three and six wire strands. However, they do take account 

of increase in helix angle under load and the starting point of 

the computed predictions in this study was to superimpose the 

loading taken by a wire core on the loading taken by helical 

wires. The 'Costello + core' predictions are thus seen to be 

between those of Durelli and the computed predictions of this 

study. It is evident that further experimental work is required 

to ir:lprove unders tanding of the loading in individual wires, 

particularly at str8nd ends, near the terminations. The chapter 

ends by suggesting suitable future study in this field that is 

both experimental and theoretical. 



8.2 

8.2 Wire I':odulus 

A necessary prerequisite to valid comparison of experimental 

results and the nathenatical nodellinG of strand response was an 

estimate of the elastic nodulus of the individual wires comprising 

the test strands. The preliminary study described in Appendix 

A.5 revealed that effective modulus depends on the loading range, 

and Vias determined as 197.9 kN/mm
2 

for the strand landing in this 

programme. This is the value used in the computations on strand 

response in Chapter 6. 



8 3 Individu~l Slenents of Strand Response . -

It is first convenient to describe the mBin features of the 

individual elements of strBnd response in turn. Differences 

between experimental results Bnd predictions are surm:larized in 

table 8.1. ~~ereas it is convenient to tabulate differences of 

exter.sion and restraining torque in the fixed end cRse, And of 

extension and rotation in the free end cAse, surface strain 

differences cannot be so tabulated. Eowever, conclusions ~ay 

be drawn froD strain results and fran ~ire tensions Rnd these 

are discussed in lRter sections. 

8.3.1 Strand Extension 

Extension under a given load WRS found to be greater with 

reduced torsional restraint on the end terminations and in the 

CAse of the strand with lowest helix anJ'le, extension under the 

free end condition is about 7r::1i: greFlter than thFlt under the 

fixed end conrlition. Load/extension plots do not reveal a dis-

tinctive yield point, but departure from a sensibly linear 

relation occurs at a lower tensile strand load in the free end 

case than in the fixed end case. Test loads in which the effect 

of torsional res traint v:ere compRred did not exceed 50 kN, which 

was below the point at which this departure from linearity 

occurred in all strands. The slope of plots showing torsional 

restraint against axial compliance (extension per unit load) lie 

nearest to the slope of computed predictions for conditions of 

zero interwire slip, though experimental results were found to be 

greater than predictions in the fixed end case and less than 



TAELE 8.1 Sm;liARY OF STRAND RESPONSE 

COMPARISON EET:,'EEN TEST m-::SULTS AIID lfAT10,~ATICAL l;TOIlELLING 

Tabulated values in eRch CAse are given by 
(Theoretical Prediction/Experimental Result -1) x 100% 

FIXEl) END LOADING 

Extensions (Table 7.2) Restraining Torque 
(Table 7.1) 

strands 
Durelli *Computed Durelli Computed 

Prediction Prediction Prediction Prediction 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) 

VI (73. 0°) -9. 37~ -5.q~ 4. 55~ 4. )~~ 
to 

(80.9°) -1. 2'fo -O.l~:; l.l~~ VII l.l~/) 

FP~ END LOADING 

Extensions (Table 7.2) Rotation (Table 1.3) 

strands 
Durelli *Computed Dure11i *Computed 

Prediction Prediction Prediction Prediction 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) 

VI (73. 00 ) +4.5;0 +3.1'/", +12.61~ +12.150 
to 

(80.9°) +1.6% +0.85:) VII +8.3% + 8. 55~ I 

*Note: Computed prediction is that which takes account of Poisson 
effects, changing helix angle with load, interwire friction 
and flattening, (i.e. column (viii) in table '(.2 and column 
(vi) in table '(.3). 



predictions in the free end case. Results from fixed, free and 

pRrtially restrRined ends are all closer to computed predictions 

than to those of Durelli et ale ( 27). The computed predictions 

which take account of Poisson effect on wires, helix angle 

increase under load and wire flattening are greRter than those of 

Durelli et a1. ( 27 ) by between 1.33% (oC..= 80.9°) and 4.31~~ 

(~= 73.6°) for the fixed end condition if interwire friction is 

neglected, reducing to 1.30;:' (0(. = 80.9°) and 4.241;' (0<.. = 73.6°) 

if intenvire friction is considered large enough to prevent slip. 

In the free end case computed predictions are less than those of 

Durelli by between 0.76~', (0< = 80,9°) andO.91% (0<... = '(3.60
). If 

flattening of the wires is considered, predicted extensions are 

increased by no Dore than 0.00:· in the fixed end case and by no 

more than 0.14% in the free end C8 se. 

8.3.2 Strand ~otation 

Rotation under a given load vms found to be greater with 

reduced torsional restraint on the end terminations. The rot

ation is greater for strands with a lov:er helix angle. Computed 

predictions on rotation are greater than those of Durelli by up 

to 1.11%but the effect of taking into account interwire friction 

and flattening reduces this difference by not more than 0.21% 

However, test results were found to be less than all predictions 

by more than lc;~ for strands with the lowest helix angle. This 

surprisingly large difference between measured and predicted 

rotation can be accounted for, at least in part, by the fact that 

in the event there is no slip between core and helical wires, 
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they rollover each other and the nett rotation of the extro

meter is reduced by an amount equal to the rotation of the 

helicRI Viires about their own axes. (i,uanti tative assessment of 

this reduced rotation is not possible because of the modifying 

effect of wire flattening, due to contact pressure, on the 

rolline process. 

8.3.3 Torque Generated 

Torque generated under axial load on the strand was found 

to be greater in strands with lower helix angles. The load/ 

torque relation was found to be sensibly linear in fixed end 

tests on all strands to loads above 80j; of strand breaking load. 

Computed predictions on torque are in no case more than 0.13~~J 

less than those of Durelli. However, experimental results are 

between l.l~~ (ot. = 80.90
) and 4.5;'~ (0(.,,= 73.00

) less than pre

dicted results. 

8.3.4 Tension in Helical ~ires 

Helical wire tension for a given strand load \'laS found to 

be less as torsional restraint on strand ends was reduced. It 

follows that the core wire takes a greater share of the overall 

strand load as helical wire tension reduces. Helical .. .'ire 

tension was also found to be less nearer strand termination, in 

the one strand on which wire tension was measured at two axial 

positions. 
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8.3.) Strains on the Surface of Helical Wires 

Preliminary tests (on strand V) showed that strain VIU

iations along a wire were less than vari8tions between individual 

wires at any cross-section, along the strand, except at the end 

of the strand within one lay length of the termination. Wire 

strains measured during the main test pro~ramr.le showed that load 

sharing bet'"een helical wires was less even at strand ends than 

at mid-strand for all strands and under all conditions of end 

restraint. The unevenness of load sharing between wires incre8.ses 

with reduced torsional restraint on strand ends. Lower mean 

strains measured at strand ends than at mid-strand indicate lower 

tensions in helical wires at stnmd ends, an observation which is 

confirned by tension measurements on the single wire of one 

strand (see section 8.3.4 above). 

Analysis of strain ranges betvleen the maximum and minimum 

strains on heliCAl wires at a Given cross-section shov/ed that 

whereas these ranGes, v;hen cAlculated for the current cycle only, 

reduced when a particular strand load was applied a second time, 

the overall strain range increased, even up to a strand load of 

100 kN, which is about 7~' of breaking load. It can be concluded 

that repeated loading does not cause migration of wires to 

positions of greater stability in subsequent lOAding but increases 

the stretching of the wire or wires that are taking higher loads 

throughout the loading programme. 



8.4 Overall Conclusions on Strand :~esponse 

The conclusions on individual elements of strand response, 

as considered separately in the previous section, 8.3, are now 

considered together and, from their mutual interaction, eeneral 

conclusions drawn as to strand response under axial load and 

the validity of the assUQptions made in the mathematical 

modelling. 

8.4.1 Wire Tensions 

Tests showed that under fixed end conditions, strand 

extensions were greater and torquES genera ted were less than 

those predicted. From this it can be concluded that tensions 

in helical ~ires are less than those predicted since a lower 

share of total load taken by helicals results in a greater 

share being taken by the core which therefore extends further, 

as does therefore the whole strand. ~he major share of 

generated torque is contributed by the moment about strand axis 

of the tangential components of helical wire tensions. A 

reduction in these tensions results in a reduction in the torque. 

Further evidence on wire tensions is found in results from 

free end tests. Strand rotation is less than predicted, as is 

str:1nd extension. It follows that lower tensions in helical 

wires result in a lower torsional moment which in the free end 

case is balanced by torsional resistance in the core wire. This 

lower torsion results in lower core rotation and therefore 

strand rotation. Hotation measurements which were more than 
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IZ' less than predicted values in the case of lo~er helix an31es , 
I 

differed more from predictions than did any of the other 

measured strand responses to load. It seems likely, therefore, 

that in addition to the explanation that involves helical wire 

tensions being less than those predicted in the mathematical 

modelling, this reduction is due also to the rolling of helical 

wires over the core, as described in sub-section 8.3.2. 

A further consequence of reduced rotation is that the 

unwrapping Hction of the helical ".'ires is reduced. Since this 

is a major contribution to overall extension, a reduction in 

strand extension would be expected for free and partially 

restrained ends. This is borne out by test results. (See sub-

section 8.3.1). 

8.4.2 Contact Forces, Flattening of Wires and Slip 

Computed predictions on strand response have taken account 

of intenvire friction. The results from surface strain measure-

ments on helical wires are in closer agreement with these pre

dictions than those of Durelli et ale ( 27 ), which assume 

loa;) interwire slip. rrhe computed predictions also take account 

of the effect on helix angle a.nd helix radius of wire flattening 

due to inte~vire pressure, which affects these predictions by no 

more than 0.4~~. However, predictions do not take account of the 

fact that wire flattening results in interwire contact which is 

no longer line contact. Furthermore, the mathematical modelling 

predicts that, except possibly in the transitional lengths near 

strand ends, slip does not occur between wires in strand under 



load. Even though mean values of surface strain on helical 

wires show a departure from the zero slip condition (see Figs 

7.13 to 7.22) it is unrealistic to predict the onset of inter

wire slip in an assumed stick/slip mechanism as coefficient of 

friction reaches a certain value. The plots from test results 

of torsional restraint against wire surface strain ranges show 

clearly that another mechanism is present. It can be concluded 

that the initial contact points of both surfaces remain 

together, but due to yielding in the contact area of both 

wires, relative rotation about the centre lines of these wires 

occurs in the same direction as that which would occur if slip 

between wires is present. (See Fig. 7.26). It follows that 

whereas slip distances can be predicted under assumed conditions 

of line contact and a known coefficient of dynamic friction, 

they cannot be so predicted when there is wire flattening and 

movement of the line of contact in the yielded materials. 

8.4.3 Strand Behaviour Near Terminations 

Test results from strain measurement on the surface of 

helical vlires inclica ted cle8rly that strand behaviour adjacent 

to str8nd termination, within about one lay length from it, is 

very different from that over the remainder of the strand. The 

mean tension in helical wires is lower and the unevenness of 

the load sharing between helicals is greater near the strand ends. 

It can be concluded that the core wire takes a greater tensile 

load in this region. However, it may be significant that four 

of the five strands broke at a position about one third of the 
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strand lenGth from the strand grip and in the fifth strand, a 

helical wire broke first at a position just inside the resin of 

the grip. (See table 5.4). Even with a hi8her tension load in 

the core near strand ends, principal stress and maximum shear 

stress levels may be lower here than elsewhere in the strand 

where higher interwire contact pressures occur. The fact that 

the higher stress level gives rise to fracture in a tensile 

test at some distance from the end grip does not alter the fact 

that the larger stress ranges, due to uneven load sharing 

between wires, which occurs adjacent to the grip, makes this 

region most vulnerable to fatigue fracture in the repeated 

loading environment of normal rope usage. 
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8.5 swmestions for Future Work 

8 5 1 ~ire Nodulus • • 

This study showed clei,rly the need to establish R figure 

for wire modulus before vRlid comparisons can be made between 

predictions from mathenatical modelling and test results. The 

dependence of the value of modulus on the stress range used in 

tests wakes it highly desirable thRt 'Nork is done on the deter-

mination of the range of such values over the working range of 

wires in wire ropes. The establishing of a standard test pro-

cedure for such wires would be of great benefit to r.lanufacturers 

and users, as well as reseRrchers in this field. 

8.5.2 High Sneed Photograpty at Strand Fracture 

'l'hough periphersl to the mRin objectives of this study, 

this technique demonstrated potential for acquiring information 

about strand breRks that cannot be acquired in any other way. 

It is probably ~orthwhile preparing a range of strand lengths 

specially for such tests, in ~hich the extrometer bosses will 

not obscure possible fracture locations. Eore information is 

likely to be obtained if Camera speed is increased above the 

588 pictures/sec. reported here. (147 frames/sec. at t frame). 

8.5.3 Tension in Helical Wires 

The differences between predictions on strand response to 

axial load and the experimental results obtained in this study 

are largely attributable to tension in the helical wires being 

slightly lower than expected. Any future work on strand or 
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rope testing, whether in tension or bending should include pro

vision for tension measurement on all wires in selected loc

I'l.tions. Three gauges on each wire with grids parallel to wire 

axis should be used, although strip gauges with three or more 

grids on the same backing would be preferable, if they are 

availl'l.ble. Load sharing between helical wires at mid-strand 

and over a rl'l.nge of distances up to one lay length from strand 

end could then be determined. 

8.5.4 Testing of Rope and strand of Complex Constructions 

The experimental techniques developed in this study are 

suitable for use in tests on ropes of any construction. The 

extrometer can be adapted by using grips and, if necessary, 

bosses, of larger or smaller diameter to accommodate different 

strands or ropes. However, it would be difficult to attach 

strain gauges on individual wires that are very much smaller 

than those used in this study (i.e. 3.73 rom dia.), especially if 

wire tensions were to be examined. (This involves three gauges 

in parallel on a single wire). The first step in any future 

test programme could involve a spiral strcmd wi th one more layer 

than the seven wire strend of this study. If the same wire 

sizes were retained, a 12-6-1 strand construction would be suit

able. 

8.5.5 Bending Tests on Strand and TIope 

The strands tested in this study are typical of those which 

are incorporated in stranded ropes of more complex constructions. 
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'\Vhen such stranded ropes Rre subjected to tensile loads, the 

individual strands are subjected to tension, torsion and bending 

in the same way that the individual wires of a strand are loaded 

when the strand is subjected to tension. If, therefore, an 

individual strand is loaded in combined tension and bending, 

some indication may be obtained of the behaviour of such a strand 

when incorporated into a rope which is subjected to tensile load. 

That proportion of the torsional loading which occurs due to the 

change in tortuosity of a loaded helix is not present in the 

combined bending and tension test of a strand, but an additional 

controlled torsional loading can be introduced if required. An 

advantage of using strands of the same size as those used in the 

current study is that strain Gauges are readily attached to wires 

of the size which make up these strands. ~odifications to the 

existing rig are possible without the need to increase loading 

capacity. 

8.5.6 Intenvire Pressure and Slip 

FroD the strain measurements made on the outside surface of 

the helical wires it was not possible to detect the onset of 

inten/ire slip or indeed to determine whether slip occurs at all. 

There is evidence that the flattening and yielding due to inter

wire pressure has an effect on the stress distribution in the 

wires of the strand and possibly on the sharing of strand load 

between them. A better understanding of the mechanism occurring 

at the core-helical interface would result from an extension of 
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the work of Hamlet ( 76 ) to ceteIT.line the effect of tangential 

force on cylinders ttat have been flattened by contact pressure 

along their line of contact. Testing under conditions where a 

helix is wrapped around a cylinder Vlould be difficult to arrange 

but the pressing together of two cylinders, one of which can be 

subjected to both torque and axial force of controlled mag

nitudes, approximates sufficiently to the actual conditions, 

particularly if the cylinders are kept short compared "vi th their 

diameters. 

8.5.7 strand Behaviour NeRr TerminAtions 

The foregoing paragrAphs of this section have outlined a 

number of suggested experimental studies which can be undertaken 

with a view to hetter understanding of strand and rope behaviour. 

They include, as a major element, the study of the particular 

phenomena found near strand ends, where the geometry of the 

loaded strand changes from that of the initially unloaded strand, 

inside the resin (or other socketing medium), to one of increased 

helix angle and reduced helix radius at some distance from the 

termination. It may be profitable to pursue the mathemAtical 

modelling, started in Chapter 6, section 6.6, which attempted to 

set up equations for deformAtion and equilibrium over this trans

itional length of strand. Their solution for strands of part

icular initial geometry may provide an idealized standard, 

departure from which, in the experimental results on wire tensions 

and strains, can be used to estimate the quality of different 

types of socketing medium or wire preparation for termination. 
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APPENDIX A. 1 

LOAD CELL CIRCUITS AND CALIBRATION 

A.l.l Tension Circuit 

Eight gauges are mounted as shown in Fig. A.l.l.a., four 

having their grid axes parallel and four having their grid 

axes perpendicular to that of the loading rod. When connected 

as shown in Fig. A.l.l.b., output from strains due to bending 

and torsional loading on the loading rod are balanced out and 

the output from tension only is recorded at G. Gauges 1, 3, 5 

and 1 are subjected to axial strain E and gauges 2, 4, 6 and 8 

suffer the Poisson strain -Yt 

The output from this circuit is given by 

bV = E fvn/4 

where E is the axial strain in rod surface due to 

tensile load, 

f is the gauge factor of the strain gauges, 

v is the applied voltage, 

A.l.l 

and n = 2(1 +Y ) for this configuration of gauges. 

The gauges used were type EA-250-UW-350 from Welwyn Strain 

Measurement Ltd., having a grid resistancE:: of 350.11- and a gauge 

factor (f) of 2.06. Assuming Poisson's ratio of 0.3 and by 

using a bridge voltage of lOv, output bv is given by 

b v = £. .13.39 A.l.2 

Suitable amplification in the Fylde bridge/amplifier gave con

venient calibration figures. See Table A.I and Fig. 3.3.a. 
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A.l.2 

A.l.2 Torsion Circuit 

Eight gauges are mounted as shown in Fig. A.l.2.a. They 

are special torque gauges which are in the form of matched 

o 0 pairs having their grids at 90 to each other and at 4) to 

marked axes on the gauge backing material. \7hen connected as 

shown in Fig. A.l.2.b., output from strains due to bending and 

tension loading on the loading rod are balanced out and the 

output from torsion only is recorded at G. 

The output from this circuit is given by 

bV = IE Ifvn 

where E is the principal strain (in the direction of 

strain gauee grid axes), 

f is the gauge factor of the strain gauges, 

v is the applied voltage, 

and n = 1 for this configuration of gauges. 

(Note that E= MRR (1 +Y )/J.E where RR = radius of loading rod). 

The gauges used were type EA-250-TD-120 from Welwyn Strain 

Measurement Ltd., having a grid resistance of 120.Jt. and a 

gauge factor (f) of 2.055. Assuming Poisson's ratio of 0.3 

and by using a bridge voltage of 5v, output ~v is given by 

= \E \.10.28 A.l.4 

Suitable amplification in the Fylde bridge/amplifier gave 

convenient calibration figures. See Table A.3 and Fig. 3.3.c. 



A.l.3 Crosstalk on Load Cell Circuits 

The effect of tension on the output of the torsion circuit 

is significant (see Fig. 3.3.b.). However, the effect of 

torsion on the output of the tension circuit is undetectable. 

The same degree of care was taken in the application of both 

these sets of gauges to the surface of the loading rod, so th~t 

differences in the magnitude of gauge misalignment alone cannot 

account for the difference in their performance. 

The fact that the range of strain up to a given strand 

loading is very much &reater due to tension than that due to 

torque generated is the most probable reason for this difference. 

The effect of nett gauge misalignment under the loading con-

ditions of these tests is analysed below. 

Output on torque circuit is given by 

, 
M = M + 0.053P 

(from Chapter 3, section 3.3.2, expression 3.4) 

where M is actual torque generated in Nm, 

M' is apparent torque generated in Nm, 

P is tension in strand in kN. 

For an axial load of lkN, the apparent torque on the load cell 

rod is therefore 0.053 Nm. Strain on the axis of one gauge at 

45° to rod axis, due to a torque of 0.053 Nm is given by 



A.L4 

t.45° 
0.022 £ (1 +.y )/E = 0.01351 x 10-6 A.l.6 J ·2 

where E 197.9 kN/mrn 
2 

= 

d = 50.8 mm 

J = 1\d4/32 

'Y = 0.3 

Strain on axis of rod due to tensile load of lkN is given by 

E A = 0.8735 x 

From MH Technical Note (Welwyn Strain Measurement)TN-138-4 (76) 

the error due to misalignment in a strain gauge is given by 

~p - E q). (cos2 (~<: ~) - cos 2.0' ) 
"l = 2 

A.L8 

where £ p and E q are the maximum and minimum principal 

strains, 

~ is the angle between the maximum principal 

strain axis and the intended axis of 

strain measurement, 

~ is the angular mounting error. 

In this CAse, the error due to lkN axial tension on the 

rod is given by 



A.l.) 

'1\.. :: £450 = 0.01351,.E 

>' = 45
0 

£ p = 0.8375.f-t. 

Eq = 0.3t p 

Substituting A.l.9 in A.l.8 gives 

and 

Sin2~ =0.02482 

f3 = 0.71° 

A.1.9 

A.l.lO 

Since the eight gauges in the circuit are mounted in pairs, it 

is possible that this error may be shared between the four 

o pairs, giving an average error of less than 0.2. It cannot be 

established whether the output from the torsion circuit is due 

to attaching the gauge or gauges along an axis or axes at 

angles in error by the amount determined above, or due to the 

fact that the loading axis of the rod is not coincident with the 

geometric axis, but at some angle to it, due perhaps to the 

inherent inaccuracy of the screwed ends. (See Virgoe ( 75 )). 

\~atever the reasons for this error, the validity of torsion 

results from the strand tests is not in doubt, since effective 

calibration of this output was carried out. See Table A.2 and 

Fig. 3.3.b. 

Similar analysis of the effect of torsion on the tension 

circuits of the load cell shows that an overall error of 3.170 

in gauge alignment is needed to cause a 17~ error in the tension 

circuit. In fact no effect was detected and it must be concluded 

that any errors in gauge alignment were very much less than this. 



A.I.4 Load Cell Outputs 

Axial Tensile Load 

A.1.6 

Tension Circuit (Tensile loading in Denison 50tonf test 

machine) 

Bridge/Amplifier Settings: 

Toggle switch 10 mv F.S.D. 

Dial switch 635 

Bridge volts 10 v 

Table A.l.I. 

Output from Amplifier 

Load Output Loading Second Loading 
kN 

Load Load Load Load 
Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 

mv mv mv mv 

0 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 

20 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.01 

40 2.02 2.03 2.02 2.01 

60 3.01 3.02 3.00 3.02 

80 4.01 4.01 4.00 3.98 

100 5.0 5.01 J.OO 4.99 

120 5.98 6.02 ).98 6.00 

140 7.02 7.00 7.01 6.98 

160 8.01 8.02 8.00 8.00 

180 9.03 9.02 9.02 9.00 

200 10.02 - 10.01 -
See Fig. 3.3.a. Slope = 20 kN/mv 



A.I. 7 

Torsion Circuit (~ensile load in test rig) 

Bridge/Amplifier Settings: 

Toggle switch lOmv F.S.D. 

Dial switch 24 

Bridge volts 5 v 

Table A.I.2 

Output from Amplifier 

Load 
First Loading Second Loading kN 

Load Load Load Load Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
)J.v y.v }J-v jJ-v 

0 0 50 25 45 

5 - 50 - 25 -40 -10 

10 -100 -75 - 90 -70 

15 -150 -130 -140 -130 

20 -190 -175 -180 -170 

25 -210 - 210 - 200 -200 

30 -240 -235 - 230 - 230 

35 -270 - 265 - 260 -260 

40 -290 - 290 -280 -280 

45 -320 - 315 - 305 -310 

,0 -345 - - 335 -

Sc.e Fig. 3.3.b. Slope = -0.188 kN~v 



A.l.8 

Torsion Load 

Torsion Circuit (Torsion loading in Avery Torsion maChine) 

Bridge/Amplifier settings: 

Toggle switch 10 mv F.S.D. 

Dial switch 635 

Bridge volts 5 v 

Table A.l.3 

Output from Amplifier 

Torque First Loading Second Loading Nm 

Load Load Load Load Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
M.V jJ.V ).AV u-v 

0 660 650 650 610 
5 1150 1150 1130 1100 

10 1660 1630 1620 1590 
15 2140 2130 2120 2090 20 2630 2610 2610 2580 
25 3130 3120 3120 3070 30 3630 3600 3620 3570 
35 4120 4100 4110 4070 40 4620 4600 4610 4560 
45 5110 5090 5110 5060 
50 5620 5590 5610 5550 
55 6110 6070 6100 6060 
60 6610 6580 6600 6550 65 7120 7080 7090 7050 70 7620 7590 7590 7550 75 8090 8080 8090 8050 80 8600 8580 8580 8550 85 9080 9090 9060 9040 
90 9580 9570 9570 9530 
95 10080 10070 10060 10030 100 10570 - 10550 -

See Fig. 3.3.c. Slope c 9.9 x 10-3 Nm~v 

Note: No detectable change in output from tension circuit 



IEXTROME'mR" CIRCUITS AND CALIBRATION 

A.2.l Extension Circuit 

It was possible to connect the leads from the displacement 

transducer direct to one channel of the bridge/amplifier unit. 

Selection of a suitable amplification facilitated calibration 

with convenient output units. 

A.2.2 Rotation Circuit (See Fie. A.2.l) 

The two rotary potentiometers are of 1000..1\- eRch nominal. 

In order to ensure lineRr output with relative angular position 

of the potentiometers, some fine tuning was necessary. The 

angles over which the 1000~ resistance of the two potentio

meters (less than 360
0 

due to the space taken by terminal 

connections) are different from each other. By trial and error, 

the variable resistor (max 500~) R2 was adjusted so that overall 

output was linear. 

Bridge amplification was adjusted to Give an output of 

about 5mv/degree of rotation. 

Now bridge output is given by 

A.2.l 

where I is current to bridge, given by 

I = 2.v 
1470 A.2.2 



x 

y 

I 

V=2.5v 

Figure A.2.1. Rot~ry Potentiometers Circuit. 



A.2.2 

The sprockets attached to the potentiometer axes have 25 

teeth. Assuming thHt lOOO~ covers 24 of the 25 teeth, resist

ance rate is given by about 2.9 JL/degree. 

If bridge voltage is 2.5 and setting (RA - ~) = 2.9, 

bridge output, from A.2.1, is given by 

s v Xy ~ 5 x lO-3v /degree 

Calibration tables in section A.2.3 (ii) confirmed this estimate. 



A.2.3 "Extrometer" Outputs 

Extension 

Bridge/Amplifier Settings: 

Toggle switch 10 mv P.S.D. 

Dial switch 30 

Bridge volts 4.0 v 

(Note: only readings at 900 increments are shown) 

Table A.2.1 

Screw 
Extension 

Output Lp 
Rotation IncreaSing Decreasing mm Degrees mv mv 

0 0 -1035 -998 90 0.25 - 950 -902 180 0.50 - 852 -802 270 0.75 - 744 -695 360 1.00 - 641 -598 450 1.25 - 549 -500 540 1.50 - 453 -399 630 1. 75 - 338 -294 720 2.00 - 241 -198 810 2.25 - 152 -106 900 2.50 - 49 - 3 990 2.75 + 50 + 95 1080 3.00 158 207 1170 3.25 250 300 1260 3.50 350 397 1350 3.75 460 503 1440 4.00 560 603 1530 4.25 653 696 1620 4.50 750 792 1710 4.75 864 900 1800 5.00 959 996 1890 5.25 1051 -



(Readings At 100 increments at reversal) 

Table A.2.l.a 

Output ~ 
Screw Extension 

Rotation mm Increasing Decreasing Degrees mv mv 

1800 5.00 959 996 
1810 5.03 968 1007 
1820 5.06 976 1017 
1830 5.08 986 1027 
1840 5.11 998 1037 
1850 5.14 1008 1047 
1860 5.17 1017 1053 
1870 5.19 1027 1052 
1880 5.22 1040 1052 
1890 5.25 1051 -

By methoQ of least squares, best straight lines were found to be 

SINC = 2.498 x 10-3~ + 2.612 mm 

S -3 DEC = 2.505 x 10 ~ + 2.499 mm 

This gives an output of 400 mv/mm, wi thin 0.17~. 

By difference of intercepts, backlash is 0.11 mm. 

From Table A.2.1.a. it can be seen thRt reversal of the extrometer 

mechanism is completed by extension of 5.14 mm (i.e. at distance 

of about 0.1 mm from reversal point). 

l 



RotRtion 

Bridge/Amplifier Settings: 

Toggle switch 1 v F.S.D. 

Axial switch 1000 

Bridge volts 2.5 v 

(Note: Increments of 50 were used, but 200 increments, only, are 

shown below). 

Table A.2.2 

Output ~ 
Rotation 
Degrees 

Increasing Decreasing 
mv mv 

0 809 804 
20 709 706 
40 609 608 
60 505 50'( 
80 405 406 

100 308 295 120 203 201 
140 108 104 
160 6 + 6 
180 - 93 - 92 200 -194 -189 220 -292 -294 
240 -393 -401 260 -490 -496 280 -596 -598 
300 -698 -700 
320 -796 -

By method of least squares, best straight lines were found to be 

~INC = - 199.6RF + 161.29 

X1DEC = - 199.6RF + 160.83 A.2.6 



A.2.6 

This gives an output of J my/degree, within O.q~, as designed 

in section A.2.2. 

By difference of intercepts, backlash is 0.46 degrees. 

It is not possible to determine the rotation over which reversal 

of the extrometer mechanism is completed in the same way as for 

output from extension circuitry except to say that it is well 

within the 5 degree increTIent. 

The significance of this bRcklash for both extension and 

rotAtion is discussed in Chapter 5, sub-section 5.5.4. It is 

concluded thpt the slope of load/extension and load/rotation 

plots are not affected and none of the results used for comparison 

with theoretical predictions on strand response are invalidated. 



APPENDIX A.3 

LINE LOSS IN OUTPUT TO DATA LOGGER 

A strain calibration box ('-'elwyn Strain Measurement Unit 

61) was used to feed the resistance change resulting from a 

known strain into the active arm of the bridge completed by the 

fixed resistors of one of the 50 channels in a data logger bridge 

unit. The output for each resistance change was recorded, as 

read from the control and indic~tor unit of the logger, situated 

some 30 metres from the bridge unit. Fig. A.3.1 is a plot of 

nominal strain aeainst logger reading. Since the logger unit is 

designed to give an output from a gauge having nominal gauge 

factor of 2.0, the correction factor to be applied to data 

logger output is given by 

where 

c = s.f./2 

s is the slope of nominal strain/data logger 

output, from Fig. A.3.1, 

and f is the gauge factor of the strain gauge 

From the slope of Fig. A.3.1, s = 1.0264. 

The strain gauges used in the strand tests are detailed and f 

and c listed in Table A.3.1. 
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Table A.3.1 

Strain Gauge Manufacturer Gauge Type f c 

\'[elwyn Strain Meas. Ltd. Wire Axis 2.07 0.9917 

l,'.'elwyn Strain Meas. Ltd. Perp. to 1.90 1.0804 
Wire Axis 

KYOWA Perp. to 2.14 0.9593 
1j,'ire Axis 



APPENDIX A.4 

STRAND TERMINATIONS 

A.4.l Conical Ends (Fig. A.4.l.a) 

The end grip consists of a steel cylinder of external dia-

meter D, having a flange of larger external diameter at one end 

and a conical hole of maximum diameter dl (47 mm), initially at 

the flange end and minimum diameter d at the other end (see Fig.A. s 

4.l. a ). Diameter D (76 mm) was designed to fit the grips of the 

Denison test machine and ds (11.4 mm) to clear the diameter of 

the strand to be tested. The cone angle is about 100 to suit 

B.S.S. 463. After strand III had been tested, the conical hole 

was opened out to d2 (65 mm) with consequent reduction in the 

length of the parallel throat section (t l to t 2) of diameter 

d. This greater volume was intended to reduce interference 
s 

between hooked ends of the seven wires. 



Figure A.4.l. Strand End GripB. 
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A.4.2 Socketing Medium and Procedure 

polyester based resin with silica filling, as supplied by 

the Wirelock Co. in a two pack kit, and described by Dodd 

( 70 ), was chosen in preference to zinc based metallic 

socketing medium, for convenience and, as in the experience of 

other workers (70,71,72 ) grip efficiency. The socketing 

process is illustrated in Fig. A.4.l.b. After the strand end 

is threaded through the grip, from the end with the smaller 

diameter, the wires are unwrapped from each other and, hooked 

over, as in strands I, IV and V, threaded individually through 

the holed disc, as in strand III, or looped through 360
0 

as in 

strands VI to X. The strand is then pulled firmly back into 

the conical hole such that no wire, hook or loop extends beyond 

the flanged end of the grip body. In order to ensure that no 

resin trickles down the outside of the strand, plasticine is 

wedged round the strand where it emerges from the grip body. 

Clamps with wooden split sleeves are then clamped over the 

strand, adjacent to the grip body which ensures that the strand 

axis is located perpendicular to the plane of the flange at the 

back of the grip body. The strand is then suspended with 

flange horizontal, checked by use of spirit level. After 

thoroughly mixing and stirring the liquid (resin) and solid 

(filler) components of the socketing medium, it is poured 

slowly into the conical hole until the level of the mixture is 

flush with the flange. Although the resin/silica mixture 

hardens in about 10 minutes, the strand is left for 24 hours 

before removing clamps and proceeding with the socketing of the 

other end. 



A.4.3 Wire Ends 

The mechanism by which axial load is transferred from the 

wires of the strand through the socketing medium to the grip 

is postulated by Chaplin and Sharman ( 73). The adhesive 

action between wire and resin first pulls the resin into the 

cone and the radial force transmitted from cone to resin then 

grips the wires. In ropes and strands of more complex con

struction, there are more than seven wires and the wire 

surface area is very much greater than in the strands of this 

study. The experience in strand tests II and III showed that 

the surface area in seven wire strands appears inadequate to 

institute the adhesive action, which is the necessary first 

step in the gripping mechanism. The wires pulled straight out 

as load was applied (see Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). The use of a 

disc with 7 holes in strand III, which was intended to ensure 

that wires retain equal spacing between them and thus transmit 

an equal share of the loading, was ineffective. In strands 

IV and V the hooked ends were tried again, this time with a 

larger conical hole. (See A.4.1. above). In strand V, even 

hooked ends did not solve the problem. At one end, a disc of 

resin beyond the hook ends cracked off the main cone, the 

wires straightened and pulled out again. It was therefore 

decided that for the main test programme, strands VI to X, 

wires should be bent through 3600 to form a full loop within 

the socketing medium of the terminAtion. This effective 

addition of a bollard effect of load transfer to that of the 

adhesive action between wire and resin, proved successful and 

no further termination failures occurred. 
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APPENDIX A.5 

ELA STIC MODULUS OF vanES 

A.5.l BAckground to this Study 

It was necessary to obtain an estimate of the elastic mod

ulus of the individual vlires comprising the seven wire strands 

which hAve been tested in tension. Initial tests on core wire 

gave modulus values over 10(, less thFm that usually quoted for 

steels. (These tests were performed in this Department and 

also, through the kindness of British Ropes (Mr. H. Plant) at 

the Doncaster Research Section of that company). Discussion 

about these results with British Ropes personnel revealed that 

these 'low' results were not unusual and were well within the 

normal range of values obtained from tests on wires over a 

number of years. 

It was then decided to test the helical wires as well as 

the core from a length of the strand which had been supplied by 

British Ropes for the test programme on strands at Liverpool. 

These tests were performed at Doncaster, employing the long 

established techniques developed by testing staff at British 

Ropes. The results of the tests on helicals gave a scatter 

between 8% and l5)~ below the usually quoted modulus value for 

steels. The core wire result was less than 4~~ below this value 

but was 8)~ up on the value obtained on core wire in a previous 

test on the same test machine. 

At this point it was decided to investigate the possibility 



A.5.2 

that codulus variations occur along the length of the core wire. 

Accordingly, five lengths of core wire '.'rere taken from strand 

leneths immediately adjacent to the five strand lengths tested 

in the proGramme on strand response to axial loading. These 

were tested in the Instron machine at Liverpool, using 

Huegenbereer extensometers. 

A critical re-examination of all the results from tests on 

core wires was then undertaken. For valid comparison of 

results obtained from different test machines using different 

instrumentation it was decided to examine modulus values from 

periods of increasing lORd only and over small load ranges. 

These results follow details of the test equipment and pro

cedures, which are given below. 



A.5.2 Test Equipment 

A.5.2.l Test ~8chines 

Four machines were used in these tests; their main features 

are (:i ven in this section. 

I J. J. Lloyd (Liverpool) 

(i) Load cap8.city of 20 kN. (11ax. load range of 20 kN 

us.ed) • 

(ii) Vertical axis of loading. Testpiece length 1000 mm 

(max.) between grips. 

(iii) l.~otor driven loading with straining rate control. 

(iv) Serrated wedge grips with central groove for wire 

locRtion. 

(v) Easily calibrRted (deadweight), used regularly. 

II Instron (Liverpool) 

(i) Load cRpRcity of 5 tonne (5000 kgf). Load cell 

range of 2 tonne used. 

(ii) Vertical axis of lORding. Testpiece length 100 mm 

(max.) between grips mounted in universal joints. 

(iii) l~otor driven loading if required. Hand operFttion 

used for these tests. 

(iv) Serrated wedge grips similFtr to those of 

J. J. Lloyd machine. 

(v) Easily calibrated (deadweieht): calibrFtted shortly 

before test on wire No. 2 - by another user. 

Calibrated again, just before tests on wires Nos. 

4 to 8. 



III Instron (British ~opes, Doncaster) 

~his m8chine is si~ilRr to the Instron machine at Liverpool. 

Additional features are: 

(i) Increased testpiece length between grips; more 

than 300 mm. 

(ii) Direct load/extension plotting incorporated. 

(Extension from output of Baldwin extensometer). 

(iii) Tests performed using motor drive at slow speed. 

(iv) l,;achine calibrated immediately before these tests. 

IV Hounsfield Tensometer (Liverpool) 

(i) Max. load range of 20 kN used for these tests. 

(ii) Horizontal axis of loading. Testpiece length 

250 rnm max. between grips. 

(iii) Serra ted wedge grips similar to those of the Lloyd 

and Instron machines, but supported in horizontal 

position by the machines' two load bearing bars. 

(iv) Load is applied manually by turning a handle on a 

shaft which, through a gearbox, transmits motion 

to the crosshead. 

(v) Load is recorded when a beam of known stiffness 

deflects at the centre under load and displaces 

mercury in a cylinder. The rrercury then moves 

along the inside of a glass tube adjacent to a 

scale calibrated in kN. 



(vi) ':'he nanufA.cturers c<o not sut;'gest any method of 

regular c21ibr!1tion and there is no evidence 

th8t this nachine - or the four similar machines 

in the Departnent have ever been calibrated 

since they v:ere acquired more thRn 20 years ago. 

A.5.2. 2 InstrumentAtion 

I Huagenber~er Extensometers 

Two of these extensometers were used, clamped diametrically 

opposite each other to the surface of the wire. These instru

ments magnify the extension over a 1 inch Gauge length by means 

of a system of levers to a pointer which passes over a graduated 

scale. The magnification factors, supplied by the manufacturers 

for each individual instrument are 1000 (for instrument No. 442) 

and 1020 (for instrument No. 443). 

II Baldwin Extensometer 

This instrument has been developed by British Hopes for 

speedy and convenient testing of wires in the Instron testing 

machine. Extension over a 10 inch gauge length is transmitted 

by a knife edge lever system to the spindle of an LVDT at the 

lower end of the instrument. Output from the LVDT is fed to the 

X axis of the Instron X-Y plotter. 

III Strain Gauges 

These were type EA-06-03lDE-120 of gauge length 0.79 mm 

and gauge factor 2.07, supplied by ':[elwyn Strain Measurement. 
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(This type has been used on the surface of helical wires in 

strands). Two ~auges were attached diametrically opposite 

each other on the surface of the test wire with their grid 

axes parallel to the axis of the wire. Leads from each 

gauge were connected to a channel of a 1,'Telwyn Switch and 

Balance unit used in conjunction with a l'ielwyn P350A Digital 

Strain indicator. The P350A was calibrated before the test, 

using a 'I:elwyn Type 61 Calibration unit. 



A.5.3 Test Procedures 

All the results quoted are from that part of eBch test when 

the lORd vms increasing. This is for the purpose of valid com

parison with results from the British Ropes Instron machine 

where normal practice is to load the testpiece to fracture. 

I Tests with Strain Gauges 

The testpiece (wire No.1) was loaded in increments of 1 kN 

from 1 kN to 13 kN and strain values obtained from each gauge. 

The corrected mean strains (see Section A.5.2.2.III) were used 

to determine slopes over increments of 3 kN. A sample of the 

procedure is shown in Tables A.5.l.A and A.5.l.B. The results 

quoted in 'rable A.5.3 are for the J.J. Lloyd test machine and 

in Table A.5.4 for the Hounsfield test machine. 

II Tests with Huggenberger Extensometers 

Care was taken to clamp these instruments diametrically 

opposite each other on the surface of the wire, with the wire 

held under tension at or near the lower end of the load range 

planned for the test. The load range possible for this diameter 

(stiffness) of testpiece was only about 3 kN before it was 

necessary to reset the extensometers. Huggenberger readin~~ 

were taken at increments of 40 kgf (Instron) or 0.4 kN (Houns

field) and slopes obtained for the load range over the middle 

200 kgf (2 kN) of each test. A sample of this procedure is shown 

in Table A.5.2. The results quoted in Table A.5.3 are for the 

Instron test machine (wire Nos. 2,4,5,6,7,8) and in Table A.5.4 for 



the Hounsfield test machine (wire Nos. 1 and 2). 

III Tests with the Baldwin Extensometer 

(British Ropes Instron) 

The long established procedure at British Hopes, Doncaster 

Laboratory is designed for quick and efficient testing of a 

wire to fracture. A load/extension plot is obtained as the 

test proceeds and for this grade of wire, two scale changes were 

necessary during the course of the test; the first at about 

half the breaking load and the second just before break. 

Elastic modulus is obtained by constructing a line tangential 

to that part of the plot having the steepest slope, for as long 

as that slope persists. (See Fig. A.5.l). This steepest part 

almost invariably starts at the holding load when the exten-

someter is first applied in the case of core wires. (But see 

later for helical wire testing - Section 5). The maximum for 

the range depends on where the plot is detected to deviate from 

the tangential construction line. For test on wire No.3, this 

load range was 1.1 kN to 4.7 kN. 
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A.5.4 Summary of Results - Core ';;ires 

Fig. A.5.2 shows elastic modulus values plotted Hz;ainst the 

mid-point of the load range for the tests performed on the J.J. 

Lloyd and Instron machines. Decreased modulus with increased 

load is R clear trend. As load approaches zero, so the points 

approach the generally accepted modulus value for steel of 

207 kN/mm2 00 x 10
6 

Ibf/m
2
). 

Fig. A.5.3 shows the results for tests performed on the 

Hounsfield test machine. The trend for decreased modulus with 

increased load is similar to that seen in Fig. A.5.2, but the 

whole pattern of points is at lower nodulus values. This dif-

ference is put down to inaccurate load recording in the 

Hounsfield. (See A.5. 2.l.IV). The reason why the Hounsfieln. 

test results are not rejected outright is that they do show the 

same trend. For actual load values, the results from the three 

other machines, Fig. A.5.2, are considered to be more reliable. 
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A 5 5 Tests on HelicAl ~ires . . 
~he trend for decreased modulus with increased lOAd that 

is evident from the results of tests on core wires is not 

evident from the tests on helicals. It is necessary, however, 

to attempt some prediction on the modulus of helicals as they 

constitute the major part of the load-bearing capacity of a 

strand. This section describes the tests performed on the 

helical wires but concludes by sUGgesting that the results 

cannot be used as the effective mc1ulus of helical wires in a 

strand. 

A.5.5. l Test Procedure 

A ,00 mm length of the seven wire strand adjacent to one 

of the strand lengths used in the strand testing programme was 

taken to the testing laboratory at British Ropes, Doncaster and 

prepared for the testing of individual wires. This involves 

unwrapping the helicals from the core and from each other. 

(The core wire was tested as wire No.3 - See Table A.5.3). The 

helicals, which are preformed during the stranding process, 

retain their helical form after unwrapping and have to be 

straightened before testing. This is effected by careful 

hammering, using a copper hammer and a hard wood anvil. There 

is one technician who does this straightening and his skill, 

Required over many years of testing wires and ropes for British 

Ropes, ensures a degree of uniformity in wire condition at the 

start of each test. After inserting the wire in the Instron 

grips, a load of about 1 kN is applied and the load held at this 
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level while the Baldwin extensometer is 8ttached. Load is then 

increRsed steadily to fracture, scale ct:anges on the load axis 

of the plotter being effected, as required, by the turn of a 

switch, as the test proceeds. The extensometer is removed at 

about 85~ of the estimRted breaking load. After the wire 

breaks, the r.lachine is swi tched off and the load/extension plot 

removed for the determination of slope and hence elastic 

modulus. 

Figures A.5.4 to ~ show load/extension plots from the 

tests and include construction lines to determine slope. The 

decisions on slope and load range over which the slope is to be 

drawn are a function of the acquired skill of the technician to 

whom refe~ence has already been made. 

Table A.5.5 Gives results of the tests on the six helical 

wires. The load ranges over which each slope has been con

structed are alsoc,,'iven. 

A.).).2 Discussion of Results 

The technician who performed these tests and determined the 

modulus values observed that these results are not untypical of 

the many tests he has performed on helical wires over a number 

of years. ~;;ore specifically this means that: 

(i) the shapes of the load/extension plots were not 

unusual, 

(i1) that it was no more difficult than usual to decide 

that part of·the plot over which the slope line 
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was to be drawn, and 

(iii) the scatter of modulus values obtained from these 

helicals in the same strand was no larger than 

usual. 

Inspection of these modulus values reveals values ranging 

between fJ/~ and 15)1, below the generally accepted value for steel 

2 of about 207 KN/mm. l.!oreover, unlike the tests on core wires 

which show a trend to lower moduli with increasing load, the 

tests on helic8ls have produced a random scatter of modulus 

vRlues. Two possible reasons for this scatter and for the low 

values of modulus are suggested. 

(i) No amount of skill in the straightening of helical 

wires can ensure that further straightening does 

not occur at loads higher than the holding load 

at which the extensometer is attached. There is 

evidence for this in the plot from wire 6H 

(Fig. A.5.9) in which slope increases gently from 

the holding load of about 100 kgf up to 355 kgf, 

where Lhe slope construction line starts to 

coincide with the plot. The plot from wire 2H 

(Fig. A.5.5) reveals a less regular straightening 

pattern between holding load and about 285 kgf, at 

which point the slope construction line starts to 

coincide with the plot. 

(ii) The reduction in value of elastic modulus as load 



A.5.l3 

increRses, as observed in test results from the 

core wires, Llay be a function of the ':.otal work 

done on the \'lire or the strain history imposed 

on the wire. The straightening of helicals 

involves both the above but applied in a less 

controlled mariller than in a tensile test. The 

effective load, as far as oodulus value is con

cerned, is therefore likely to be higher, by an 

unquantifiable amount, than the load subsequently 

applied to a helical in a tensile test. This 

would result in a lower modulus for a helical 

than for a core wire over the same load ranGe, due 

in effect to the residual stresses in the helical 

after straiehtening. 



A.5.l4 

A.5.6 Conclusions 

'rests on core wires show that the modulus value reduces 

with increasing lORd. It should be possible, therefore, to 

select from Fig. A.5.2 the appropriate modulus which will, 

within certain confidence limits, apply for a given load 

range. 

Modulus values from tests on helical wires cannot be used 

in theoretical predictions on strand response to load. The 

results exhibit a random scatter as well as an unaccountably 

low mean value. It is necessary, hoy/ever, to attempt some pre

diction on the modulus of helicals and the justification for 

using values from tests on core wire can be reasoned as follows. 

(1) The chemical and metallurgical compositions of helicals 

and core wires are identical. 

(2) All available theories on strand response predict that 

tension in helicals is less thRn tension in the core wire 

of a strand under axial load. If the effective load 

range on the helical has been raised by the bending and 

torsion to which it has been subjected during both the 

stranding process and also the axial lORding, effective 

load range on core and helicals might attain similar 

values. 

The elRstic moduli of both core and helicals are therefore likely 

to be within the confidence limits determined from the tests on 

core wires for the relevant lORd range. 
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A ~ore comprehensive investigation into the variations in 

eh.stic modulus of v;ires in a strand is beyond the scope of the 

current project. It can only be reported that there is a non-

linear relRtion betv:een load and extension; the reason why 

should be the subject of some ~ore fundamental research. This 

brief study does however provide a method of selecting an 

elastic ~odulus, which, i'dthin certain confidence limits, can 

be used for the purpose of comparison between experimental 

resul ts Rncl the different theoretical models put forward. 

In estimating errors likely to arise when determining wire 

modulus by this method, wire diameter (~ 0.005 mm in 3.73 mm 

dia. wire), load (: 0.5~) and extension (~ 0.5%) give a cum

ulative modulus accuracy of ± 1.2~S. This is very much less 

than the scatter of results actually obtained from the tests (see 

Fig. A. 5. 2) • 

For a selected mid-range load value of 5kN, the wire 

modulus is given as 197.9 kN/mm
2

, from Fig. A.5.2. This is the 

value used in the computations of ChR.pter 6 and is appropriate 

for the individua.l wire lo.qds in strand loadings up to about 

80 kN. 

Table A.5.5 gives modulus values from some other sources. 

There seems to be no reason to consider that the value obtained 

in this study is any less VR.lid than they are. 



SAmple of Test with Strain Gauc.'es on Core 'lire 

~';ire No. 1 dia. 3.73 mw 

J.J. Lloyd Test Machine 

Table A.5.l.A 

Load Strains as ReFld xl06 Mean Increment 
leN Gauge lA Gauge 2A of Strain xl06 

1 2000 2000 -
2 2440 2344 392 
3 2886 2728 415 
4 3324 3118 414 
5 3T{3 3530 431 
6 4211 3933 420 
7 4669 4366 445 
8 5132 4799 450 
9 5566 5213 423 

10 6040 5650 455 
11 6504 6110 462 
12 6917 6546 455 
13 7388 6957 411 

Table A.S.l.B 

Load S train l~ean Elastic Modulus 
Range Increment 2 1bf/in2x10-6 leN per kN leN/nun 

1- 4 407 205.2 29.8 
2- 5 420 198·9 28.8 
3- 6 422 197.9 28.7 
4- 7 432 193.3 28.0 
5- 8 438 190.7 27.7 
6- 9 439 190.3 27.6 
'(-10 443 188.5 27.4 
8-11 447 186.9 27.1 
9-12 457 182.8 26.5 

10-13 443 188.5 27.4 



;~amnle of Test vii th Eu;::genberger Sxtensometers on Core ";'ire 

',i ire No. 6 d ia. 3. 73 rom 

Instron Test Vachine. 1st loading 

Table A.5.2 

Huggenberger R.eading 

Mean Strain 
Load 

kgf/200 No. 442 No. 443 Incre~ent 

(Mag. Factor (Mag.Factor x 10 

= 1000) = 1020) 

1.6 -0.14 -0.01 -
1.8 0.04 0.14 0.1~4 
2.0 0.20 0.30 O.l~d 
2.2 0.36 0.45 0.1)4 
2.4 0.)5 0.61 0.170 
~.6 0.71 0.78 0.167 
2.8 0.90 0.95 0.178 
3.0 1.05 1.10 0.145 
3.2 1.20 1.26 0.154 
3.4 1. 37 1.43 0.1'71 
3.6 1.54 1.60 0.166 

For load range 400 kgf - 600 kgf. (3.9 kN - 5.9 kN) 

Elastic Nodulus = 201. 5 kN/mm
2 

For 2nd loading by same method as above 

Elastic ltodulus = 205.8 kN/mm
2 

••• Average EIRstic l;:odulus = 203.7 kN/mm2 (29.5 x 106 Ibf/in2) 

See Table A.5.3. (l,'.Tire 6). 



Core ltJires: Results from J.J. Lloyd and Instron HRchines 

Table A.5.3 

Wire Load Extensometer Elastic Modulus 

No. 
Range Test Machine or Gauge Length 2 Ibf/in2xl0-6 kN Strain Gauge mrn kN/mrn 

1 1.0- 4.0 J. J. Lloyd Strain Gauges 0.79 (0.031 in) 205.2 29.8 
2.0- 5.0 " " " 198.9 28.8 
3.0- 6.0 " " " 197.9 28.7 
4.0- 7.0 " " " 193.3 28.0 
5.0- 8.0 " " " 190.7 27. 'f 
6.0- 9.0 " " It 190.3 27.6 
7.0-10.0 " " " 188.5 27.3 
8.0-11.0 " " " 186.9 27.1 
9.0-12.0 It " " 182.8 26.) 

10.0-13.0 " " " 188.5 27.3 

2 10.4-12.4 Instron HUJIgenbergers 25.4 (1 in) 191.5 27.8 

} 1.1- 4.7 Instron (B. Ropes) Baldwin 2':>4 (10 in) 199.5 28.~ 

4 4.3- 6.3 Instron Huegenbergers 2).4 (1 in) 198.9 28.8 
5 3.9- 5.9 " " " 201.2 29.2 
6 3.9- 5.9 " " " 203.7 29.5 
7 3.9- 5.9 " " " 201.3 29.2 
8 5.7- 7.7 " " " 1~8.6 28.8 

9 * Instron (B. Ropes) Baldwin 254 (10 in) 184.0 26.7 ---- -~.-- - -

* This load/extension plot from the Instron testing machine at British Hopes, Doncaster, is not now 

available. 'J.'he lOAd range (over which the slope of the plot is determined) is therefore unknown. 

(See para. A.5.3.III). 
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Vlire 
No. 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1* 
1* 
1* 
1* 
1* 
1* 
1* 
1* 
1* 

1 
1 

2 
2 

Core Wires: Hesults from Hounsfield Testing l:1achine 

Tilble A.5.4 

Load Extensometer 
Range Test Machine or 

kN Strain Gauge 

1.0- 4.0 Hounsfield Strain Gauges 
2.0- 5.0 " " 
3.0- 6.0 " " 
4.0- 7.0 " " 
5.0- 8.0 II " 
6.0- 9.0 II " 
7.0-10.0 " " 
8.0-11.0 " " 
9.0-12.0 II " 
1.0- 4.0 II II 

2.0- 5.0 II " 
3.0- 6.0 II " 
4.0- 7.0 " " 
5.0- 8.0 " " 
6.0- 9.0 " " 
7.0-10.0 " " 
8.0-11. 0 " " 
9.0-12.0 " " 
4.6- 6.6 " Huggenbergers 

10.0-12.0 " " 
7.4- 9.4 " " 

10.0-12.0 " " ---

* V{ire turned through 900 for second lORding. 

Gauge Length 
mrn 

0.79 (0.031 in) 
" 
" 
" 
II 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

2).4 (1 in) 

" 
" 
" _. 

Elastic Modulus 

kN/mrn 
2 lbf/in2xlo-6 

192.4 27.9 
18).6 26.9 
186.9 27.1 
188.1 27.3 
185.6 26.9 
183.2 26.6 
180.0 26.1 
180.0 26.1 
177.0 25.7 

193.3 28.0 
189.0 27.4 
185.6 26.9 
184.0 26.7 
184.4 26.7 
184.0 26.7 
180.8 26.2 
179.6 26.1 
178.1 25.8 

182.1 26.4 
180.1 26.1 
184.1 26.7 
182.1 26.4 

~ 

V1 
• 
~ 

\.0 



Tests on Helical 1rires 

lnstron (British Ropes) Test Kachine with Bal~win ~xtensometer 

Table A.5.5 

Elastic };~odu1us Load Range 

Vlire No. 2 2 2 kgf/mm kN/mm 1bf/in kef kN 
xlo-3 x10-6 

1H 19.39 190.2 27.6 120-340 1.18-3.33 
2H 18.87 185.1 26.8 285-465 2.79-4.56 
3H 17.94 175.9 25.5 115-295 1.13-2.89 
4H 18.38 180.2 26.1 130-355 1.27-3.48 
5H 18.99 186.2 27.0 120-330 1.18-3.24 
6H 18.38 180.2 26.1 355-470 1.27-4.61 

Mean value of Elastic Modulus: 2 
183.0 kN/mrn 

Deviations: + 3.~:a to - 3.~~ 

(Other values of 
1:Todulus) 

Modulus 
Value 1:';ire Size 

kN/mm2 

179-193 Not specified 
200-214 " " 
197. 2 3.18 mm 
196.5 15.88 mm 
196 Not specified 

Table A.5.6 

Other Description 

Normal mill coil 
Laree coil 
Spring spec. 

II " 
Not specified 

Source 

B.Ropes. Plant 
" " 

Carlson " 
" " 

Bahke (6) 

(80) 



AFPs~mIX A. 6 

S':':i.Anr GAUGES, {i'}:rESIVl';S AID COATInGS 

A.6.1 LORd Cell 

Gauge configuration on the lORding rod surface and circuitry 

for torsion and tension circuits are shown in Appendix A.l. 

Figure A.6.1 shows the gauge types used. 

Adhesives used \,:,ere M. Bond AE, which is a 10~~ solids epoxy 

system, for tension circuit No.1 and torsion circuit No.1; M. 

Bon~ 200 which is a modified methyl-2-cyanoRcrylate compound, for 

tension circuit No.2 and torsion circuit No.2. The gauges of 

tension circuit No.2 were dislodged in the course of the tests 

(see section 3.3.1), due possibly to incompatibility between the 

KYOVIA gauges and the V:elwyn Strain reasurement adhesive, 

especially under the shock load after strand fracture. Torsion 

circuit No.2 was relbble throughout and since it gave less 

outuut when subjected to tension than torsion circuit No.1 - , 
(see 3.3.2 and A.l.2 and 3), the results from torsion circuit 

No. 2 were used in comparison betvleen experimental results and 

computed predictions. 

A coatinrr of silicone rubber protective 3140HTV was used 

for all load cell gauges. 



,;igurE ,\.6.1. Load Cell Ltrain :; .. u,,·,:~. 

r~en~ior. ';ircui t~. 

Circl..it ::0.1. 

~.~.~. CEA-06-250~WC-350. 

C i rc u it i: 0 • 2 • 

?or~ion Circui'~. 

Circuit ~o~. 1 & 2. 

'I;.~.:. EA-06-250td-120. 

Figure A.6.2. ~train Gauge~ on Helical wire:!!. 

(i) Axial. 

(ii) ;xial (Eendin~ & Ten~ion) 

~.~.~. ~A-06-031nE-120 

(iii) Perpendicular 

'N.:.r-. E,\-06-031CP-120 
& 

KYOWA K~r-l-Cl-11L30. 

',5 mm. 

',5 mm. 



A.6.2 

A.6.2 HelicRl ~ire Surface 

I. GAuges mounted parallel to wire axis 

rrhe grid and tab configuration used throughout \'I~s that 

shovrn in Fig. A.6.2(i). For strands I and IV, leads were 

soldered to the tabs after gauges were attached to wire surface. 

The labour involved in achieving reliable soldered joints and 

the failures of such joints, particularly after shocks trans

mitted along the strand from resin cracks in the end grips, 

prompted the decision to use gauges with the leads already 

attached (soldered and coated by the manufacturer). 

In order to determine the bending moment and tension in 

selected locations on helic~l wires (see Appendix A.7) strain 

gauges of the type used singly on strands I and IV (described 

above, were mounted in threes parallel to each other, after 

carefully trimming the backing to size with a scalpel. The 

axel) of the gauGes were located 1.5 rom apart as shown in Fig. 

A.6.2(ii). Kerr (77 ) has shown that the effect of trimming 

the backing of strain gauges has an inSignificant effect on 

the resistance change in the grid due to strain. 

II. Gauges mounted perpendicular to wire A.xis 

The grid and tab configuration used are those shown in 

Fig. A.6.2(iii). All these gauges had leads attached when 

supplied by the manufacturer. 

The A.dhesive used ~as N Bond 200 for 11.11 gauges attached 

to the helical wires. A coating of silicone rubber protective 

was used on all these gauges (3l40RTV). 



AFPSNDIX A.7 

TEnSIon AND BENDING 1{c1;!T~NTS nr HELICAL ':IIl::;S 

A.7.1 Theoretical Expressions 

Consider a section of helical ~ire subjected to tension T, 
, 

and bending moments G and G about axes which inclined at angle 

~ to the normal and binormal axes of the helix. (See Fig. 

A.7.1). The strains on axes of the three gauges are given by 

Manipulation of these expressions gives 

G = (2EIh/dh) Ut:a+£c-~b)sinp/2(1-cose) - (£a-t:c)COs9'/2sin~ 

A.7.4 

If angle ¢ is zero 



~'ip:ure 1>.7.1. r;'h,-EE Par;>ll€l ~tr"in ~~;Ul'e~ or. relic~l · .. Iire~. 

(i)Ideal G .. up"C ':odtion". 
, 

\ 

Ib 

--... c- ?} 
• Helix binor~al --- - ---+ ---- -" 
I . 

helix ~rincipal ~or~al. 

t G 

(ii)Po~~ible Gauge ~i~alirnmentp • 

'
a 

...J. r-



A.7.2 Errors in Relative Position of Adjacent Strain Gauges 

From Appendix A.6, Fig. A.6.2(ii), the distance between 

strain gauge axes is designed at 1.5 mm. For a wire diameter 

of 3.73 mm, the angle subtended by strain gauge axes at wire 

centre is therefore given by e = 460
• The error in locating 

the strain gauge may be up to + 0.2 mm, giving a distance 

between axes of 1.7 mm and in this case angle e = 52.2
0

• If 

G is the apparent bending moment from gauges that have been 
A 

located incorrectly, then from expression A.7.7, 

i.e. 

, 
Similarly, if G A and TA are apparent bending moment and tension 

values respectively,tru€bending moment and tension values are 

given, from A.7.S, by 

, , 
G 0.79 G A A.7.l1 

and from A.7.9 by 

A. ',.12 

or 

It is evident that possible errors in the measurement of bending 

moments G (910) and G' (21%) are very much greater than errors in 
, 

the measurement of tension T since G <: T.dh by at least an 

order of magnitude. 



A.7.3 ~rrors Due to Assumption thpt Bending Axes nre 

Helix ;ToTm81 Rnd 3inornal 
I 

';:he values of bending moments (G and G ) and tension (T) 

that hAve been computed from strain results from three parallel 

strain g"Ruges (e.g. FiG. 5.10), using expressions A.'r.8, 9 and 

10 (i.e. thilt fI= 0). If it is now assumed that fr3t::O, but some 

angle between +5 0 and _5°, expressions A.7.4, 5 and 6 can be 
I 

used to determine the effect on calculated values of G, G and 

T. Table },. 7.1 .shows a tabula ted printout from such a range of 

angles in increments of 0.5°· This table is typical of those 

taken from a selection of l02d cycles and it can be seen that 

the errors in tension T are negligible. (Error in none of the 

other cycles exceeded ~'). 
I 

Errors in bending moment G go up 

to qbout 3.1)~, (the maximum found in other cycles was 4.3)v), but 

errors in bending moment G go up to 27.7'/: (the maximum found in 

other cycles exceeded 12~~). 



Table A.7.1. Angular Error in ::::ltrain Gauge Location/.f:t;rror in Bending Moment and 'fension. 

tiTRANV ANGLE FDG.MOM. G EnG.MOM. G! TENSION T 
LOAD ERROf< G ERROR G! ERROR T ERROF< 

kN. [legr·ees. NIl/. Per·cent.. Nn.~ Percent. kN. Percent. 
4~ ... ' ';;' - ... ' .1 :7527) 27.6811 -.77/'422 -2.39271 5.11578 2.84280£-03 
45 -4.5 + 182056 24.884 -.775841 -2.18445 5.11573 3.76554£-03 
45 -4 .lBB822 22.0926 -.774196 -1.96782 5.11567 4.88402£-33 
45 -3.5 .195573 19.3072 -.772·484 -1.74228 5.1156 6.36600£-03 
45 -3 .202309 16. 52/'9 -.770702 -1.50761 5.1155 8.27673E-a3 
45 -·2 + 5 .209029 13.755 -.768842 -1.26267 5.11536 .0109984 
45 ._l"j .215734 10.9886 -.766893 -1.00594 5.11516 .01!:;0156 ..:.. 

41: • ...J -1.5 .222422 8.22903 -.764819 -.732781 5.11481 .0218103 
45 --1 .229094 5.47642 -.762525 -.430642 5.11411 .03~3719 
45 -.5 .235748 2.73104 -.759536 -.0369754 5.11206 .0756091 
45 0 .242367 0 -.759255 0 5.11592 0 
45 r. 

• ...J .249001 -2.73733 -.759167 .0116186 5.12033 -.0861041 
4::; 1 .. 2t~56 -5. 4~:;99 -.756002 .428499 5.11826 -.(1457457 
45 1.5 .262179 -8.17442 -.753418 .768767 5.11757 -.0321656 
45 

.'.j .268738 -10.8807 -.J50941 1.09508 5.11722 -.0254081 .. 
45 'i r:: 

.. ~ + ..J .275277 -13.5785 -.748472 1.42032 5.11702 -.0214095 
4::' 3 .281l94 -16.2677 -.745977 1.74885 5.11688 -.0187345 
4c ' ... , t; • .288291 -18.9481 -.743442 2.0826<; 5.11678 -.0167585 . .J ~.--..J 

45 -4 .:!94765 -21.6193 -.740864 2.42232 ~.11671 -.0153045 
45 4.~ .301217 -~4.2813 -.73&236 2.76842 5.11665 -.0141581 
45 I:" .307646 -26.9339 -.l355tiB 3.12111 5.1166 -.0132726 ... 1 



A.7.4 Assessment of Experimental Technique 

The estimate of errors in sections A.7.2 and A.'(.3 indicate 

that for determination of bending moments this technique does 

not have enough control to e:-.able errors to be limited to accept

able limits. There is little value in comparing experimentally 

obtained values of bending moments with the predictions from 

mathematical modelling. 

For tension, however, even the accumulated errors due to 

both gauge misplacement and in the assumed inclination of 

bending axes appear to be within two percent. COI:lparison with 

theoretical predictions are therefore worthwhile. 



18 ) 

A cRble (or strand) is regarded as a collection of m smooth 

rods whose natural or unstressed confi€;urations are those of 

helices. The initial curvatures and twist for each wire are 

r~'i yen by 

I 2 
ko = 0; k = cosot./r; 'Y = sino<..cosot./r A.8.1 

0 0 

in which 

oL.. = the original he lix angle j 

and r = the radius of the wire helix 

When the cable is loaded, in general both 0(, and r can change by 

rather large amounts and assume new values ~I and r l • The new 

configuration for each wire is then given by 

k = OJ 1 
A.8.2 

The new configuration will be in equilibrium if the equations 

lli~/ds -
, , 

N 1'1 + Tk I + X = 0 A.8.3 

, 
dN Ids - Tkl + N'II + Y = 0 A.8.4 

dT/ds -
, , 

:!k I + N kl + Z = 0 A.8.5 

dG/ds 
, , , 

- G 'Y I + Hk I - N + K = 0 A.8.6 

, , 
dG Ids - Hkl + Gt'l + If + K = 0 A.8.7 

, , 
dR/ds - Gk 1 + G kl + ~ = 0 A.8.8 



Are satisfied, After Love ( 26 ), in which N, 
, 

:N , 

A.S.2 

T,X,Y,Z,G, 

, ' 
G 11 K K and l.-.I 2.re the extern8.1 force r.nd mOQent resultants 

, -" PI 

ActinG alone eRch wire in the normal, binomal and tangential 

c!irections (the ~rinci';lal torsion flexure axes), see Figs A.S.l, 
, 

2 and ,. r~he bend.ing and twisting couples G, G and H, and wire 
, 

tension T ~re relflted to the curvatures kl and k , the twist "r'l 

And the wire strain ~ by 

I 

G ~ (k k ,. = fie 1- d' G A.S.9 

in which the constants Ac ' Cc and Dc depend on wire material and 

cross-section; for circular cross-section 

D 
c 

The Love treatment ( 26 ) is such that equilibrium equations 

A.S.IO 

(A.S.' to A.S.S) hold only if the axial strain of the wire centre 

line (s) is small. 

It is now assumed thl'lt the individual wires in a cable are 

not subjected to external bending moments per unit length, i.e. 
, 

K = K = O. It is also assumed that tension T is constant along 

the length of the wire. Then by virtue of Equations A.S.l, 2 and 

9, equilibrium equations A.S., to S become 

I , 
-N"Y 1 + Tk 1 + X 0 A.B.ll 

Y 0 A.S.12 

Z = 0 A.B.13 

, , I 
-G'Il + Hk 1 - N = 0 A.S.14 



A.S.3 

N 0 A.S.15 

~ 0 A.S.16 

The forces and moments appearing in equations A.S.ll and A.S.14 

are shown in Fig. A.S.l. 

The contact force per unit length, X, required for the equilibrium 

of a single wire is given in A.S.ll. Substitution of A.S.14 into 

A.S.ll yields 

X A.S.17 

':.'hen m wires are placed together, the resultant line contact 

force per unit length X becomes an internal force in the cable. 

The total axial force and total axial twisting moment are then 

given by the relations 

, 
P = m(Tsino(,l + N coso(" 1) A.S.lS 

M 

, , 
m(Hsin~l + G cos~l + Trlcoso(,l - N rlsin~) A.S.19 

The geometrical relation betweeno<.l and r l is obtained by con

sidering a transverse section of the cable as shown in Fig. A.S.2. 

Since the cross-sections are approximately elliptical it follows 

that 

A.S.20 

This equlltion is also valid in the initial state when r l = rand 

~l =oC"" since it is assumed thRt the wires are just touching each 



Centre line , 
I 

-Contact Forces 
Y ano. Z, .... Then 

present, are 
orthogonal with 
cont2ct Force X. 

Figure A.8.1. ~ome Resultants that can act on a helical vireo 

Figure A.8.2. Geometry of six-vire single -lay cable. 

h I 

Figure A.8.3. Develo~ed Views of Helical Wire Centre Line. 



Centre line 

- -

Figure A.8.1. ~ome Resultants that can act on a helical vire. 

Figure A.8.2. Ceometry or six-vire single -lay cable. 

h I 

r~, 
Figure A.8.3. Developed Vievs or Helical Wire Centre Line. 



A.S.4 

otier in the unl08ded confiG~rRtion. It should be ~entioned 

tr.qt .I\..S.20 does not p',ccount for the c,rlcmge in helix radius due 

to defo:m.qtions associRted v;ith mut:J.al contact line loads. 

Costello and Phillips ( IS ) state thAt this is not a serious 

error for steel cables, but it would not be accurate for an 

analysis of yarn like materials. 

Now the axial cable strain ~ is defined as (hl-h)h, in which 

h = the original length of the cable, and hI = the final length 

of the cable. The rotqtional cable strain ¢c is defined as 

r(9l l -¢) /h, in which ¢= the original total angle thRt a Given 

helical '.';,ire sweeps out in a plane perpendiculRr to the axis of 

the cRble; and 9"1 = the final total angle the same wire sweeps 

out in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the cable. An 

anRl;rsis of the original and deformed configurations of a developed 

wire helix, shown in Fig. A.S.3, yields the following expressions 

and 

~ = (1 +s ) sino(l /sinol.,- 1 

h ) rtano( 

= .E (1 +E )/tano(l - l/tano<. r l 

A.S.21 

A.S.22 
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A.9.l Geometry Rnd LORding 

The geometry considered is that of a straight core wire 

wrapped ar01md by a layer of helicRl '1;ires, usu8lly numbering 

six, but the theory is applicable to an arbitrary number of 

y:ires. EAch helicAl wire is assumed to have a circular cross

section and is in contact with two adjAcent wires, with the core, 

or with both core and adjacent wires. (See Fig. A.9.l). 

Axial tension, torsion or co~bined torsion and tension 

CRuse elongation And rotation to the strand. Interwire contact 

defomation and loisson's effect due to axial strain are 

neglected. 

The deformation of a helical wire in a strand can be better 

understood with reference to Fig. A.9.2. T,:aterial line segments 

AB Rnd CD are on the principal nomal and binomal to the axial 

line (helix) at a point 0 respectively. After deformation, these 

material line segments are assumed to displace in such a way that 

they still are the principal normal and bino~al to the deformed 

axial line (A'B' and C'D' in Fig. A.9.2). The forces in the 

helical wire associated with this deformation are (1) axial 

force, (2) bending in the plane containing the axial line of the 

helical wire and the princiral nomal of the helix, (3) twisting 

around axis of helicRl wire and (4) contact force, the resultAnt 

force of which lies on the plane containing the axial line of 

helical wire. 



I 

Core "ire ~, 
~-r--_ " 

Reference cylinder ___ 

-.-- Helical wire 

Figare A.9.1. Geometry of a helical wire wrapped around a core. 

Plane 
contair.i:: 
princi P_' 1 
normal. 

Binormal 
to helix. 

Binormal ___ 
to helix. -

Undeformed helix. 
(wire centre line.) 

Principal normal to 
undeformed helix. 

Deformed helix. 
I (wire centre line.) 

-- Plane containing 
principal normal. 

Principal normal to 
deformed helix. 

Figure A.9.2. Deformation of a cross section ot a helical wire. 



Rotation. 

Original length 
of stra.nd. 

Axial displacement 
of strand. 

Figure A.9.3.Elongation and rotation in a helical wir~. 

Pla.ne of geometric 
reference. 

Figure A.9.4. Plane of geometric reference in helical wire 

for consideration of tWisting deformation. 



(a).he2ultant contact force in the trnn.verse 
cross section of helical wire. 

IJelical 

x+ 

(b).Equilibrium of force in an element of a 
helical wire. 

x 

Hadiu~ of curvature 

/o/x 

'11 

Fi;'urc A.9.,).Contact Force: • 



A.9.2 AxiRI Force in the ;"i-::-e 

.:\xirJ.l strain can be eX-:Jressed in terms of 6D Rnd liD. If 

l is len~th of undeformed strand and s is initial length of the 

axial line of a helical wire 1 given by 

s 

Final length 

If 
'~ , ) 
'J = (s - s /s 

2 2 2 l 
= cos ~ ( (1 +E) + (1 + (5) ta.'1 ~) 2 - 1 

where 

assuming 

then 

and 



':.ff is trie ra::'!iu3 of CUTVA ture of '~he undefo.:r:ej helix 

where x = reose, y = rSina, z =pa/2-rr, whieh are the 

cRrtec'ifm co-ordins tes of the helix, and vehere ds, line inere-

Dent of the helix, is ~efined as 

'J 
ds'- + + 

LJc3ing er;uation "1.9.8, radii of curvature of the undefo:rmed And 

oeforned helices Are given by 

f A.9.10 

~md f 
I 

respectively. Deformed pitch p CRn be expressed in terms of 

the original pitch p 8S 

A.9.12 

ConsiderinG the helicRl wire as an initiRlly curved beam, the 

bendinG mOr:lent is 

-f )/f? 
I 

I 

','rhen strains are small,E 'Oc:::g 1, then p == P (1 + E - ~ ) 

Rnd equRtion A.9.13 becomes 

I 

G A.9.14 

I 

~fote thfit curvAture k from the Costello RnA-lysis (see Appendix 

~ 8) is ,,(,~iven by ;, . -
, 

1< = 



of the uno pforme(~ !1elix 

1 (d>--)2 + (21=) 2 = ds ds 
~ 

2 2 
+ (V) 

as 

"'here }.,jJ- 2nd v Rre the direction cosines of tte binorr.:nl Rt 

the point considerei. In the C8se of a helix, 5 is constant 

"lnd 8re given for the undefomed 2nd defomed helix by 

5 = (p/21{) + / /(p/2-rr) 

~ (p'/2~) + r2/(p'/2~) 

respectively. In the same ~ay as the bending moment was 

considered for an initially curved beam in fi.9.l3, so torque 

'J"enerA. ted in the wire is given by 
,-" 

H 
, , 

(~ - ~ )/5j 

, 
':'hen s trains are srr;all, t: , ~ c::::;;; 1, then p = p (1 + E -~) and 

e~uation A.9.lB becomes 

H 

Hote th8.t tortuosity I' from the Costello anRlysis (see Appendix 

A.B) is given by 1r= 1/5 



.;.9.5 '::;ont,act Porce 3et\'le0n ··;ires 

~~r con2iderins e(~uilibrium of rl uni t le:1..-~th of (lelicp.l 

~ire, contAct force resultant on 8 helical wire is ~iven by 

where X
h 

is the contact force between adjacent helicals 

X is the contact force between the core and a 
c 

helical 

By considering the eQuilibri~~ of a short segment of helical 

wire 

2T. sin( 00/2) Xds = 

As x = 

(See Figure A.9.5) 



A.9.6 Forces in COTe 

Since the core is conYlected wi th t~",e surroundinG helical 

wires at both ends of the strand, the core is subjected to 

axial strain And twist given by 

and 



A.9.7 Forces on the Strand 

:?orce F ?lnd ::lOr!lent Ii (ire:~'iven by , 
P = Tc + 6Tcos~ 

, " , 
1:1 = Mc + 6(Hcos r -G sinp + Trsin~ ) 

, 
where (3 is lay anele after ceforr:lation which can be expressed 

as 

, 
f-> 

-1 (1+0 ) 
tan ltf tan~ 

, 
For small deformations, ~ ~~ 

Equations A.24 and 25 can be expressed as 

P = A£ + B ~ 

and 

H == cE + D ~ 

where A, B, C and D are constants 

From A.28 and 29 

12Elh cos
2f3 sin~ 

r 

r 

E = (D/(AD - CB» P - (B/(AD - CB)) M 

o = - (C/(AD - CB)) P + (A/(AD - CB)) M 



A.9.8 StrAnd Res~onse - Fixed 2nd CAse 

In this C!1se rj= 0 e.nd "6 = O. By sUbstitution in A.9.22 

to 31, strand response is given as follows 

P = liE 

M (C/A)P 

r:r = 0 
C 



A.9.9 Str8nd Desranse - Free ~nd CRse 

In this CAse r,: = O. By ~ubstitutian in A.9.22 to 31, 

strand response is given 

T = (A ED/(AD - CB))P 
C c 

Mc = - (21("2IhC/2(1+)?)P(AD - CB))P 

T = (AhE(Dcos2~ - CSin2~)/(AD - CB))P 

, 2 2 
G = (2Elhcos f> sin ~(C + D)/r(AD· - CB))P 

H = (Elhsin4~(C + D)/4r(1+Y)(AD - CB))P' 

P = ((AD - BC)/D)E 

¢ = - (2~C/(AD - CB))P 
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LIST OF EHGDCEIUNG D?..A','!I~TGS 

The following are engineering drawings of the nechanical 

components used in the programme of testing on wire strands. 

These drawings are filed Vlith the Drawing Office of the Mech

anical :ngineering Department and are referenced with drawing 

numbers. 

Drawing No. 

LiE-G-B261 

G-D261/l 

G-D261/2 

G-D261/3 

G-D261/4 

G-C261/5 

G-B261/6 

1 

8 

G-B261/9 

10 

11 

12 

Title 

End fitting for wire rope. 

Cutting grips. 

~.:ire rope test rig components. 

Components for wire rope tensile testing 

machine. 

Tensile testing machine for wire ropes -

General Arrangement. 

Adaptor for free end tensile tests on wire 

rope - General Arrangement. 

" " " " " " " 

" - Components. 

" " " " " " " 

" Components. 

" " " " " " " 

" Components. 

'Ilires guide assembly, wire strand end grip." 

" " plate, " " " " 

" " body, " " " " 
Adaptor for torque calibrations: ':rire rope 

load cell. 



DTi:iWine No. 

!',:Z-G-B267/l3 

G-E267/ l 4 

G-13267/l5 

16 

17 

18 

A.10.2 

Title 

Adaptor for tension ci'llibra tions: '.'ire rope 

load cell. 

\fire rope extenso-rotatometer. ('Sxtrometer'). 

General ArranGement. 

Grip Conponents. ( 'Extrometer' ). 

Besring shaft components. 

SW::rport RITlS. 

Upper base plate 

(, Bxtrometer' ). 

11 

11 

19 DisplRceDent Tr8nsducer Support Components. 

( 'Extrometer' ). 

20 Rotary Fotentiometer holders. (, Extrometer' ). 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Grip cradle. 

Gauge length rods. 

Grip plates. 

Grip body. 

11 

11 

11 

II 

Adjuster rods for Displacement Transducer. 

('Extrometer') • 

Strand ~::ire bender components. 

" 11 " II 

" " " " 


